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One of the inexplicable lacunae in our present 
state of musicological research is that surrounding Gilles 
Binchois and his music. Binchois' genuine importance in 
the golden era of Burgundian musical dominance is acknow-
ledged in copious references. His music, in very early 
copies, is available to us through many manuscripts. Even 
modern transcriptions of his works are not lacking. Let us 
examine these salient points in greater detail. 
The scholars who pay tribute to Binchois' status 
may fairly be divided into two camps. The first, ably re-
presented by Jacques Chailley, does not hedge on the im-
portance of that composer, but refuses him the honor of 
consideration as a first-rank creative artist, per !£· 
Brillante et superficielle, la musique bourguignonne de 
cette 6poque est dominee par le ttlent estimable et 
secondaire de Gilles de Binchois. 
(Brilliant and superficial, the Burgundian music of 
this era was dominated by the estimable and secondary 
talent of Gilles de Binchois.) 
Van den Borren says much the same thing, but says it far 
more kindly: 
S'il n'est pas prouve ~usqu'ores que Gilles Binchois 
a ete un 'grand msitre ' il n'en reste pas moins 
1 A 
Jacques Chailley, Histoire Musicale du MoyZJ Age, (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 19SU), p. 6 
A qu'il est le premier de 'petits maitres.' 
(If it has not yet been proven that Gilles Binchois 
was a 'great master', the fact remains nevertheless 
that he was first among the 'minor masters.')l 
·He is emphatic about Binchois' vital role in the emergence 
of the more concordant style of the fifteenth century. 
La 'nouvelle ~ratique' est done en grande partie son 
[pufay oeuvr~ainsi que celle de Binchois. 
(The 'new practice' is, then, to a great degree his 
~ufay's] work as well as that of Binchois.)Z 
The second camp has no doubts even about Binchois' 
innate abilities: 
••. Binchois, the third great name of this generation, 
a man who thoroughly deserved the esteem in which he 
was held by his contemporaries.3 
Dufay's contemporaries included, besides such an ex-
quisite composer as Binchois, a host of lesser lumina-
ries.4 
.•• He tended towards a slightly more 'popular' style, 
without, however, sacrificing the high standards of 
Dufay.5 
lcharles van den Borren, Guillaume Dufay (Brussels: 
Lamartin, 1926), p.317 
2 Ibid., p.325 
3nom Anselm Hughes and Gerald Abraham, eds., Ars 
Nova and the Renaissance (The New Oxford History of Mus1c, 
Vol.II; London: Oxford University Press, 1960), p.218 
4Gustav Reese, Music in the Renaissance (New York: 
W.W.Norton and Company, Inc.,-y9)4), p.34 
5Archibald Davison and Willi Apel, eds., Historical 
Antholo!~ of Music (2 vols., Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 4~, I, p.223 
2 
3 
Even more telling, however, than any of the above 
citations dealing with Binchois alone, are those in which 
the names of Dufay and Binchois are coupled, sometimes in 
company with that of Dunstable. As we shall seein the next 
chapter, such an association was commonplace in Binchois' 
own time, in the works of contemporary theorists and indeed 
of writers into the seventeenth century. It is an unique 
fact that such early attributions have not been in the least 
changed by the impact of modern scholarship. "Dufay and 
Binchois developed a musical language whose beauty and 
sweetness is just as lively today as it was 500 years ago."l 
Sachs says simply that "the Burgundian leaders were Binchois 
and Dufay." 2 Grout labels the miniature from Le Champion 
des Dames in this manner: "Guillaume Dufay .•• and Gilles 
Binchois, the leading Burgundian composers." 3 
Dufay's entry on the stage about 1420 coincides with the 
end of a transitional period between the Ars Nova of the 
fourteenth century and the development of polyphony in 
the first half of the fifteenth century, of which Dufay 
himself, Dunstable, and Binchois are the most notable 
representatives.4 
lwilli Apel, "Burgundian School", Harvard Dictionary 2£ Music (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1944), p.1o4 
2curt Sachs, Our Musical Heritage (Englewood Cliffs: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., ~5), p.lOl 
3Donald Grout, A Histort of Western Music {New York: 
W.W. Norton and Company: Inc., 900), p.143 
4Hughes and Abraham, III, p.216 
4 
Reese, in fact, carries this coupling to its logi-
cal conclusion when he uses it as an hyphenated adjectival 
form: "The clear-cut phrase formation of the typical Dufay-
Binchois chanson ••..• "! It is evident, then, that most 
contemporary historians look upon Binchois as an important 
and - at the least - creatively felicitous composer. The 
gap in our knowledge of his work does not, therefore, stem 
from any real or fancied insignificance. 
Nor can it be attributed to a scarcity of primary 
source material. On the contrary, Binchois was the reci-
pient of the highest compliment a composer could receive 
in his time: his music was copied into manuscript after 
manuscript. We have at our disposal over a hundred of his 
works, most of them copied and recopied many times, and we 
also possess many paraphrases of his melodies from later 
times, especially in the chansonniers. 
A list of manuscript sources containing his compo-
sitions is essentially the list of all our most important 
sources for fifteenth-century music. It includes the 
Trent Codices, the Aosta MS, the Canonici Misc.213, the 
Escorial MSS, the Cambrai MSS 6 and 11, the Munich 3232a 
and many others. The majority of attributions to Binchois 
are clear and indisputable, although there are, of course, 
some instances of conflicting authorship. Most of the 
manuscripts are in good condition and have been studied, 
lReese, p.l21 
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in general and particular ways, by scholars intent upon 
clarifying the stylistic developments of the fifteenth 
century. We are not, therefore, discussing a composer 
whose works are difficult to come by, or pitifully scarce, 
or of doubtful origin. 
Finally and most puzzling of all, there is not 
even a dearth of acceptable transcriptions of the works of 
Gilles Binchois for us to study. In 1949, Dr.Schmidt-Gorg 
wrote: 
Eine abschliessende Wurdigung seines Gesamtwerkes, 
das, einige StUcke aus der HS Aosta ausgenommen, 
vollstMndig in Neudruck vorliegt, steht nochaus. 
(A definitive assessment of his total output which, 
except for a few pieces from the Aosta MS, is avail-
able in modern publication, is still lacking.)l 
Today, thanks to the work of Guillaume de Van,2 even most 
of the unica from the Aosta MS can be found in modern no-
tation. It is true that the very early transcriptions, 
those appearing in the DT03 and in Stainer,4 are the 
lJoseph Schmidt-G~rg, "Binchois," Die Musik in 
Geschichte und Gegenwart, Friedrich Blume, ea7 (Kasse~und 
Basel: Barenreiter Verlag, 1949), I, co1.1855 
2Guillaume de Van, "A Recently Discovered Source of 
Early 15th Century Polyphonic Music," Musica Disciplina, 
1948, II, p.S 
3Guido Adler, ed., Denkm~ler der Tonkunst in 
Osterreich (Vienna: Artaria and Co., ~4), especiilly 
Jahrgangs 7, 27, 31, 40 
4sir John Stainer, ed., D1§9i and His 
Contemporaries (London: Novello, ) 
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products of now-outmoded practices and therefore present a 
few problems, but even these are usable. Thus, taking the 
religious music alone, aLmost all the pieces have been 
done and done well. 1 
And yet, even today, one looks in vain for a 
truly extensive published work exclusively on the life and 
compositions of Gilles Binchois. A notable break-through 
was made in 1957 by Dr. Wolfgang Rehm, when his transcrip-
tions of all the chansons, with some analytical notes, 
were published. 2 This publication is, however, in the 
words of that author, "eine sehr kompromittierte Fassung 
meiner Dissertation." ("A very compressed version of my 
dissertation.") 3 Dr. Rehm sent to the present author a 
copy of his entire dissertation, and if anything, he has 
understated the case. At least the volume is exclusively 
about Binchois' music and contains the entire corpus of 
his secular works. It is not surprising that these 
pieces were the first investigated, for the polyphonic 
chanson took on a loveliness, a douceur, in Binchois• 
hands that it received from no other composer, not even 
Dufay. 
lThe transcriptions of Jeanne Marix and Charles 
van den Borren, to be cited later, are especially well done. 
Zwolfgang Rehm, Die Chansons de Gilles Binchois 
(Mainz: Musicalisch Denkml!er, Akadem!i der Wissenschaften 
und der Literatur im Mainz, 1957), II 
3In a letter to the present author. 
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But we ought not forget that Binchois was a cleric 
for the greater part of his life. Like Machaut, he was a 
cleric with a distinctly worldly touch, a master of 
courtly love-poetry and of the conventional love-song, but 
a cleric for all that. He turned out a very respec-
table number of religious pieces, no doubt many of them 
lost, but over sixty in our possession. There can be, as 
we have seen, no really cogent reason for slighting these 
works, for passing them by with only the most cursory 
glance. Even if a painstaking analysis of them should re-
veal them to be much inferior to his secular pieces and to 
the sacred music of his contemporaries, the act of analysis 
would have been completely justified. His historical sta-
ture alone is sufficient reason for such a scrutiny. 
In this dissertation, the author intends to per-
form a service for Binchois' religious music similar to 
that performed by Dr. Rehm for the chansons. All the sa-
cred pieces extant from the Burgundian master will be 
brought together, all sources collated, each piece analyzed 
as fully as possible. In this way, a valid conclusion 
might be drawn concerning Binchois' rightful place in the 
history of sacred polyphony. 
To serve as a background, the author will sketch 
what is known of the master's life, and will try to draw a 
fairly detailed picture of his musical milieu, the 
8 
brilliantly sophisticated Burgundian court of the fif-
teenth century. Of equal importance will be the attempt 
to establish the composer's reputation in his own time and 
in the eras closely succeeding his. 
There are, admittedly, obstacles to be faced in 
this phase of the dissertation. The anonymity that 
cloaked much of the creative activity in the Middle Ages 
was by no means wholly dissipated in the fifteenth century. 
What meager facts we have of the composer's life have been 
eked out from court archives, parish records, and from the 
scattered testimony, with its omnipresent danger of exag-
geration and myth, of fellow writers and composers. Never-
theless, Binchois' place in the Burgundian court and in 
the esteem of his fellows is quite solidly documented, 
even if not abundantly so. 
The plan, therefore, of the dissertation is as 
follows: 1) background matter, showing Binchois in his own 
milieu; 2) a collation of the primary sources as to compa-
rative contents; 3) the analysis of the works themselves, 
first the sections of the Mass Ordinary, and then the 
miscellaneous pieces, including the Magnificats and the 
Te Deum; 4) finally, a conclusion drawn from the balancing-
out of all the above elements. 
It is certain that, even after this is done, the 
final words will not have been said about the subject at 
hand. It is far more probable that, at best, this work 
may supply the material and some incentive for many far 
more searching and profound investigations into the music 
of Binchois, into the subject of the great manuscripts 
themselves, into any number of areas radiating from this 
focal point. This dissertation is, indeed, a modest one, 
both in scope and in intent, but if it is sufficiently 
solid to serve as a tool, it will have been eminently re-




BINCHOIS AND HIS MILIEU 
Huizinga labelled it "The Waning of the Middle 
Ages;" 1 Previte-Orton discussed it under the heading of 
"The End of the Middle Ages;"2 Cartellieri characterized 
it as a "wild, stormy age,"3 whose "society parlayed with 
the Renaissance knocking at its gates;"4 Pirenne5 looked 
upon it as an era of constant fomentation. Every corner 
of Europe experienced this characteristic violence and 
flux. The Great Schism, the Hussite uprisings, the 
Church Councils, the Hundred Years War, the internal 
strifes in France and in the Empire - all began or were 
carried on in the fifteenth century and were interrelated. 
For our purposes, however, the focal point must be 
France. The great kingdom that had led Europe in the 
lJohan Huizinga, The Waning of the Middle Ages 
(London: St. Martin's PreSS: 1924) -----
2c.W. Previte-Orton, ed., The Shorter Cambridge 
Medieval Histor~ (2 vols.; Cambridge University Press, 
1952), II, p.95 
3otto Cartellieri, The Court of Bur~undy, TRANS. 
Malcolm Letts (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1 29), p.241 
4Ibid., p. 243 
5Henri Pirenne, A HistorS of Euro~e, trans.Bernard 
Miall (2 vols.; Garden city: Dou leoay an Co., Inc., 1958) 
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building of feudalism, in the rise of medieval thought and 
art, and in the unifying processes of monarchy, found her-
self once more, in this century, a center, this time for 
destruction, for internal feuds as well as external attack. 
Once she radiated power; now power converged on her from 
all sides. In the last phases of the Hundred Years War, 
until the advent of Joan of Arc, France seemed doomed. 
One might very well wonder why France must be dis-
cussed in a paper dealing with a Burgundian composer. 
The answer is simply that Burgundy began as a French royal 
fief, held by French counts, and that not only did its 
court life remain wholly French, but the duchy itself 
could not have bad its breathtaking golden moment in the 
history of art and music except for the chain of circum-
stances that brought France to its knees. The Burgundian 
state was an unique society; to study it, one must keep 
France always in the foreground. Binchois, like Macbaut, 
was in every way a man of his age, and thoroughly typical 
of this most brilliant court in the fifteenth century. 
True, there is no room here for a detailed study of his-
torical circumstances, but at least a summary of such 
background is needed, if only to place him in his proper 
milieu. 
In 1400, at approxim~tely the time of Binchois' 
birth, the duchy of Burgundy was rapidly shedding its 
fiefage to the French crown. Duke Philip the Bold, 
regnant until 1404, was a Valois, of the blood royal, 
brother to King Charles V of France. This immediacy of 
relationship did not result in any noticeable fervor of 
loyalty to the crown. On the contrary, Philip began an 
accumulation of other lands that was to be continued by 
his successors. He himself added Franche-Comt~, Artois, 
and Flanders to his original inheritance. John the 
Fearless, his son, and Philip the Good, his grandson, 
added Brabant, Hainault, Holland, Namur, Luxemburg, and 
the bishoprics of Cambrai, Liege, and Utrecht, all in 
Binchois 1 lifetime. 
12 
There was no favoritism in this removal of lands 
from other rulers. The ambitious duchy looted with equal 
nonchalance from France, England, and/or the Holy Roman 
Empire. The result was a duchy that might better have 
been called an empire. Growing apace in power and in me-
nace, it flanked France while retaining only the most cy-
nical legalistic ties with her. 
Admittedly, there was a debit column in this his-
torical ledger. The Burgundian lands were not unified 
socially, economically, politically, or - most crucial of 
all - geographically. There was, for example, no common 
denominator between the Flemish citizens, cloth-makers to 
the Western world, city-dominated, trade-minded, arro-
gantly wealthy and independent; and the corn-growing, wine-
making, land-bound peasants of the ancient duchy itself. 
13 
"The Flemings had little in common with the 
Walloons in the Netherlands. The Walloons again were ut-
terly different from the French inhabitants of Burgundy .•• 
they regarded each other without interest, and when 
their aims did not coincide, all pretence of friendship 
vanished."! Languages were similarly varied. The origi-
nal duchy was, of course, French in language and culture, 
but recognized, especially under Philip the Good, the need 
for multilingual ability in its territorial officials. 
The Walloon dialect, a variant of the Langue d'oil, could 
be heard in Flanders, Liege, and Hainault; Dutch-Flemish 
was the common tongue north of these areas; and High 
German was spoken in Luxemburg. 
Worst of all, however, royal French provinces se-
parated the duchy from its northern possessions, a fatal 
gap that was never closed. Only one happy circumstance re-
sulted from this separation of lands: it forced the esta-
blishment of two courts, as Chailley reminds us: Burgundy 
and Flanders "avec des caract,ristiques et un destin bien 
differents. n 2 
In Binchois' lifetime, these weaknesses were not 
yet apparent. Philip the Good in particular did a 
lcartellieri, p.l4 
/ 2Jacques Chailley, 1! Musigue Medi~vale (Paris: 
Editions du Coudrier, 1951), p.52 
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remarkable job of solidifying the heterogeneous elements 
in his domain. He pulled together a fairly strong and ef-
ficient government, stabilized the areas under his rule by 
curbing lawlessness and banditry, unified the currency, 
and did his best to encourage both industry and agricul-
ture, especially when these would mean an encouragement of 
trade. 
The threat to France posed by Burgundian power was, 
therefore, only too real. It was made abundantly clear by 
Philip the Bold, the first Valois duke and one of the re-
gents for Charles VI, when he began the internecine war 
against the Duke of Orleans, another regent, in the very 
heart of France. This family feud - Armagnacs against 
Burgundians - was in its way even more vicious and destruc-
tive than the Hundred Years War with which it was inter-
mingled. By the time of Philip the Good, its complex and 
tumultuous succession of riots, butchery and assassina-
tions had brought Burgundy into the camp of the English. 
Thus Burgundy came to be not only a member of the French 
political entity warring against another such entity, but 
an alien and independent power joining another such power 
in an attack upon the French nation itself. 
The final years of the Hundred Years War provided 
Philip the Good with a perfect opportunity to play the 
game of diplomacy and political expediency. Practice had 
made perfect. He threw in his lot with England against 
15 
France just before the Treaty of Troyes in 1420. He re-
joined France against England with the Treaty of Arras in 
1435. In the first instance there was no question of love 
for the English, whom he distrusted mightily. Rather, 
there was revenge for his father's murder and a pragmatic 
desire to keep the prosperous wool trade going between 
England and Flanders. 
His help to the island ally was scarcely specta-
cular; the most notable achievement of Burgundy in this 
area was the capture of Joan of Arc at Compeigne in 1431. 
Philip turned her over to the English to her ultimate des-
truction. Ironically enough, it was she who had already 
turned the tide against England, so that very shortly, 
Philip, once more adding up assets and debits, made his 
peace with France. Even the most "advanced" twentieth 
century power would be hard put to better his record of 
ambivalence and equivocation. 
Nor has equivocation often paid such immediate and 
handsome rewards. Of the three participants, Burgundy was 
the least touched by that dreary war. France was torn and 
convulsed by external battles and internal feuds; banditry, 
horror and starvation were rampant. England was bled white 
with the expense of waging the long weary conflict. But 
Burgundy became a fifteenth-century Versailles, albeit a 
mobile one, a model court that laid the groundwork for 
centuries of aristocratic protocol, the center of art and 
16 
culture, the thin dyke that held back the tide of the 
Renaissance and allowed Philip, for one golden moment, to 
play at medieval chivalry. 
The first flowering of the Burgundian court took 
place in the duchy itself, at Dijon, under Philip the Bold 
in the late fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries. 
With the accession of Flanders, Hainault, and other 
northern territories, however, the center of gravity shif-
ted. As we have intimated, Philip the Good possessed a 
mobile court. Palaces sprang up in various cities: Li~ge, 
Brussels, and above all, Bruges. 
The last-named came nearest to being a fixed and 
habitual abode, and it was here that Gilles Binchois was 
most thoroughly at home. 
In Bruges were erected those marvelous structures 
which to-day delight the tourist: the great belfry 
tower, the headquarters of the Hanseatic League, the 
Church of the Holy Sepulchre. The Van Eycks and 
Memling made the art of Bruges a famous chapter in the 
history of culture. Some of the most celebrated fes-
tivals of the late Middle Ages were celebrated here -
in 1430, the marriage of Philip the Good with Isabel 
of Portugal; in 1468, the marriage of Charles the Bold 
with Margaret of York. Mediterranean ships sought the 
harbor of Bruges, bringing Spanish wool, and fruits, 
oranges, citron, fruit syrup, oriental tapestry; also 
rare animals which the Portuguese sent from their West 
African colonies. "1 
lJames Westfall Thompson, Economic and Social 
Histort of Europe in the Later Middle Agej (New York: 
Freder cK:Ungar PuDiiiEing Co., 1931), p. 37 
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During Binchois' lifetime, but especially during 
his years of service with Philip, the brilliance of the 
Burgundian court outshone all others. Knights and cour-
tiers from all of Europe thought it the highest possible 
honor to serve at this court, obviously much above the ra-
vaged ones of France and England, but more desirable even 
than the Papal and Imperial courts or the magnificent 
Italian palaces. Every kind of activity could be found 
here. On the secular list there were jousts and tourneys, 
hunts, banquets, parades, dances, pageants, plays, and -
of course - executions. Sacred celebrations had less 
variety - daily solemnizations of the Mass and Divine 
Office, sumptuous celebrations of weddings, funerals, and 
feast-days - but no less gorgeous. And shot through this 
whole blazing tapestry of activity was the stiff, un-
yielding silver thread of ceremonial, ritual, protocol, all 
rigidly enforced, that made of the whole a polished and 
highly stylized artificiality. 1 
Truly, nothing was left to impulse. Such a so-
ciety required every possible kind of service and servitor. 
1Even at executions, etiquette ruled over all. 
"At the execution of the Constable of Saint-Pol, none of 
the privileges of birth and high rank were forgotten. The 
victim wore mourning, having recentlyllost his wife, a sis-
ter of the Queen of France. Silver-embroidered lilies 
gleamed on the scaffold •••• No ordinary executioner would 
suffice. A man was selected who had never filled the office 
previously."(Cartellieri, p.64) 
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The organization of the household was incredibly detailed. 
Grand Pensioners, chamberlains, ma~tre d'H~tel, comptrol-
lers, esquires, physicians, surgeons (four chief surgeons 
and fifty more for the lancer companies), ipiciers, valets 
de chambre, panetiers, sommeliers, cooks, pages, black-
smiths, heralds, pursuivants: these were but some of the 
bewildering array of people required to keep but the most 
ordinary physical needs of the court satisfied. 
More to the point, for our purposes, was the or-
ganization of the chapel, and the employment of artists 
and artisans. The ducal chapel -model of all such in 
Europe, not excepting that of the Pope - was supervised by 
a bishop who ruled over forty clergy of various degrees, 
and musicians. As to artists, it is not enough to recog-
nize the tremendous flowering of painting and architecture 
under the dukedom. Klaus Sluter, the Van Eycks, the 
Master of Flemalle, Rogier van der Weyden, Memling: all of 
these are well-known, aLmost household names. The so-
called "flamboyant" Gothic architecture of Flanders has 
been discussed and analyzed innumerable times. They be-
speak a fact that shall be stressed also in the discussion 
of Burgundian music, namely that the dukes, especially 
Philip the Good, were highly capable men, knowledgeable in 
the arts, and both generous and loyal to artists of worth. 
But these are not the only evidencessof superb 
taste in the rulers of the prosperous duchy. The most 
19 
ordinary tools for daily living were subjected to the same 
intensive scrutiny as were the cathedrals and paintings. 
From prayer-book and sword down to children's toys and 
toothpicks, everything was overlaid with gold and sil-
ver or sparkled in a blaze of jewels. The sovereign's 
hand might touch nothing common, and even the home-
liest articles were made and beautified by famous 
craftsmen and artists.l 
Tapestries were especially favored by Philip the Good, who 
thought nothing of having such carried along on all his 
travels, even to battlefields, where his tents were adorned 
with them. The cities of Arras (which has given its name 
as generic for tapestry work) and Tournai were especially 
favored by him, and the competition thus engendered raised 
the artistic standards as well as the economic status of 
the tapissiers. 
Again, Philip's taste and generosity can be seen 
in his treatment of writers and their writings. When he 
became sovereign, the ducal library contained about 250 
volumes; when he died, there were aLmost 900 titles in it, 
these not only in French and Latin, but even in Flemish, 
English, Portuguese, German, and Italian. This meant a 
considerable task-force, not only of authors, but of 
printers, copyists, calligraphists, miniaturists, book-
binders, and parchment and paper makers. Silk and velvet 
bindings were common, as were gold and silver locks. For 
the religious books (missals, breviaries, and bibles), 
1cartellieri, p.54 
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nothing was too good. Gems were added to the precious me-
tals and rich bindings. Philip himself chose the authors 
be wished to patronize, and himself commissioned both the 
writing of new works and the copying or translation of the 
ancients. 
Music was no forlorn stepsister of the arts. As 
with the visual arts, several circumstances, some fortui-
tous, some stemming from the sovereign's own personality, 
combined to make the duke's court and chapel bywords of 
perfection. 
Nous nous limiterons a un seul r~gne, mais au plus 
eclatant, celui de Philippe le Bon, ob convergent 
richesse et puissance iconomique, bien @tre et loisirs 
qui en decoulent, go~t musical et pratique des instru-
ments deja repandus depuis de longues annees dans les 
Flandres et que favorise la duree exceptionnelle du 
regne d'un prince e'claire et genereux. 
(We are limiting ourselves to but a single reign, al-
beit a most brilliant one, that of Philip the Good, 
during which there converged wealth and economic po-
wer, the comfort and leisure that flowed therefrom, 
a musical taste and instrumental technique already 
diffused throughout Flanders for many years, all of 
which was encouraged by the exceptionally long reign 
of an enlightened and generous prince.) 
In this passage, Marix has touched upon a number of perti-
nent factors in the musical brilliance of Philip's court. 
First of all, the duchy !!! wealthy, powerful, and admired. 
Philip's game of changing sides, which amounted to a 
shrewd and selfish neutrality, kept Burgundy from suffering 
1Jeanne Marix, Histoire de la Musigue et des 
Musiciens de la Cour de Bourgogpe-sous le Risne-de Philippe l! Bon (Strast>Ours,-1'9~9), p. 3 - - -
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the worst effects of the war, as we have seen. His parti-
cipation was minimal and he had the advantage of being 
able to use the great monies pouring into his lands, es-
pecially into the Low Countries. His skillful tax poli-
cies laid heavy demands upon the rich, who resented them 
but paid them, all the same. 
Regarding a second point made by Marix, we might 
legitimately wonder how magnificent the Burgundian court 
would have been without the northern annexations and the 
moving of the court to Bruges. Admittedly, the court, 
music and all, was French. But the Flemish region had 
long held to a tradition of musical excellence, both in 
training and in performance. Both Dufay and Binchois, for 
example, were natives of Hainault and therefore Flemish, 
regardless of their French tutelage. Panofsky sees this 
Flemish-French admixture in Dufay and Binchois as analo-
gous to the situation in the visual arts of the era. 
And no less evident is the analogy which exists be-
tween the ars nova of Dufay and Binchois and that of 
the van Eyei:brothers and the Master of Fl~alle. In 
both cases we have a 'repatriation' of Flemish art to 
Flemish soil ••• a fulfil1ment of the nostalgia for a 
more 'natural' mode of expression.! 
Thirdly, Marix calls attention to Philip himself, 
to his own nature and to the length of his reign. In any 
era of artistic development through patronage, the grea-
test strides are made if the generous patron is also 
lErwin Panofsky, Eahly Netherlandish Painting 
(2 vols.; Cambridge, Massac usetts: Harvard University 
Press,l953), p.lSl 
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long-lived. Bach and Haydn, in later times, were to know 
how quickly the whole atmosphere of patronage can be al-
tered, by a marriage, by a birth, by a death. Philip the 
Good reigned for forty-six years, truly "une dur'e excep-
tionnelle"! From 1419 to 1467 be held the reins of go-
vernment firmly and absolutely in his own capable hands. 
He looked after every detail. 
By nature he was an obstinate man, often penny-
pinching, and in general coldly efficient. Proud to a 
fault, he tolerated no taint of mediocrity about him. 
Tenaciously loyal to his immediate family, and totally 
confident of his own abilities, he was an aLmost perfect 
employer for artists. When he came to the throne, he re-
tained every musician his father bad hired. The ones he 
added to the entourage were set up for life. Their re-
wards included retirement pay, sometimes in the form of be-
nifices. Despite his miserliness in some areas, he was 
abundantly generous to the arts. 
Was it only his vanity that caused him to seek out 
the most superlative talents for his court? Marix thinks 
not, and her reasons seem logical. 
Il serait injuste de croire que seule la munificence 
reussit a donner~ la musique le prestige qu'elle 
acquit sous son regne. 11 ne suffit pas de payer pour 
se dire protecteur des arts. Son g~t musical ind~­
niable, qui maintes fois se manifestera, il le doit 
peut-~tre a son education, mais au moins autant a son 
ascendance. 
(It would be unjust to hold that munificence alone 
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was responsible for giving music the prestige it ac-
quired during his reign. It is not enough merely to 
pour out money in order to be called a patron of the 
arts. His undeniable musical taste, which showed it-
self very often, may have been due to his education, 
but at least as much to his ancestry.)l 
Philip played the harp, and took the greatest pains with 
the musical education of his son, Charles. The boy had to 
learn to play, to sing, and even to compose in an accep-
table manner. There is a good possibility that Binchois 
had a hand in this training program. 
Philip also chose his own players and singers. 
Before he finally hired Robert de la Magdalaine as a 
chaplain, he conducted two years of tryouts during the 
course of which he rejected several famous musicians. 
The same held true with instrumentalists. Performers were 
hired from Germany, Lombardy, and Portugal, two blind lu-
tists from the latter country being looked upon as the 
greatest in all Europe. 
In fact, the court was, figuratively speaking, 
Europe's musical "halfway house." 
Il ne faut pas oublier ..• que, pendant les derni~res 
annees de la Guerre de Cent Ans, cette cour s'offre 
un peu comme un terrain neutre, ob les musiciens de 
Pays-Bas et les musiciens anglais pouvaient se ren-
contrer, tout comme en France, mais dans les condi-
tions evidemment moins precaires. 
(It must not be forgotten .•• that, during the last 
lMarix, p .13 
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years of the Hundred Years War, this court made itself 
available as a sort of neutral territory where musici-
ans from the Low Countries and those from England 
might mingle, as in Fran1ce, but under obviously less precarious conditions.) 
Marix says much the same thing: 
Le perpetuel va-et-vient d'artists ~trangers que les 
liberalites princieres attiraient, leur permettait de 
se mesure, et, indirectement ainsi, le due de 
Bourgogpe creait a la musique le milieu le plus favo-
rables a son epanouissement. 
(The continual coming-and-going of foreign artists 
attracted by the princely bounty permitted them to 
vie with one another, and, thus indirectly, the duke 
of Burgundy created the most favorable possible at-
mosphere for a flowering of music.)2 
The demands made upon musicians were almost con-
stant. No ceremonial, whether secular or religious, was 
passed by without music of some sort and generally of a 
rather lavish sort. The infamous Feast of the Pheasant, 
on February 17, 1454, may serve as an example. At the 
duke's own table was set up a tableau with a miniature 
church, complete with windows; inside were four musicians 
who sang, and played the organ. Other entertainments ran 
the gamut from an immense pie in which reclined twenty-
eight musicians singing chansons to a group of small 
choirboys chanting a Benedicite; from trumpeters perform-
ing, back to back, on a trained horse to a pantomine 
showing the Holy Land in slavery to the unholy Saracen. 
lcharles van den Borren, ttudes sur le xve Si~cle 
Musical (Anvers: N.V. de Nederlandsche Boekhande!, 1941), 
p.27 
2Jeanne Marix, Les Musiciens de la Cour ~ Bourgogne 
~ !!eSi~cle (Paris: Ed~ons de l'Oi;;a~Lyre, 1947),xiii 
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One of the pieces heard in this pantomime was a four-part 
Lamentation with macaronic text, possibly one of Binchois' 
compositions. We see here the vestiges of a truly medie-
val trait, that of dealing with both the sacred and the 
secular at one fell swoop. Chansons, battle music, sacred 
motets, litanies, and dances: one followed the other in 
the casual manner so puzzling to us of later centuries. 
In a word, Philip's uses for music were legion. 
Etudier l'histoire de la musique et des musiciens au 
xve siecle, c'est entrer dans le vif de la vie sociale. 
Religieuse ob profane, la musique se m~le aux acti-
vit~s journali~res les plus diverses de la cour: messe 
chantee chaque jour devant le prince et les grands, 
c~remonies, et repas m~les de concerts; A la guerre, 
en voyage, les musiciens suivent le prince. Tout est 
occasion de chants, de sonneries et de danses. 
(To study the history of music and musicians in the 
fifteenth century, is to enter into the heart of 
the social life. Whether religious or profane, 
music was intermingled with the most diverse daily 
activites of the court: daily Mass, chanted in the 
presence of the prince and his nobles, ceremonies, 
and banquets interlaced with concerts; in war, while 
travelling, the musicians accompanied the prince. 
Every occasion provide~ an excuse for singing, 
dancing, and playing.) 
Our knowledge of the court's worldly activities 
and excesses must not lead us into thinking that religious 
practice fell behind secular affairs. In this matter, the 
fifteenth-century man was fin-de-siecle medieval. His 
reconciliation of temporal and eternal verities was of the 
same kind as that of his twelfth-century ancestor, but now 
~arix, Histoire, p.l 
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it was tinged with the cynicism that comes with sophisti-
cation. In the thirteenth century, we find Thibaud of 
Navarre setting, side by side, highly erotic debates on 
love and exquisite songs to the Virgin. But he lived a 
simple and uncomplicated life compared with that of the 
fifteenth-century Philip the Good. 
The duke was meticulous in his attendance at reli-
gious services, and his demands in this line were as great 
as those in the secular area. Besides his unfailing 
attendance at daily Mass, Philip followed a rigid program 
of private devotion, from which not even the call to 
battle could deflect him. He often spoke of a desire to 
become a Carthusian monk, to join the holy men at Champmol, 
where his father and grandfather had so generously settled 
them. He surrounded the establishment of the Order of the 
Golden Fleece with heavy religious symbolism, despite its 
pagan titular reference, and its meetings were conducted 
in an atmosphere redolent of pompous piety: the inevitable 
Mass and Office, processions, confession of sins, vigils, 
and the special Office for the Dead. When he married 
Isabel of Portugal, there was a solemn Mass with Pontifical 
Office celebrated at her departure from Lisbon and the 
same ceremonies were sung at the wedding in Bruges, by the 
Bishop of Tournai. It is indeed difficult for us to com-
prehend the inner workings of a man who could arise from 
prayer and go directly to a decadent court (containing, 
among other worthies, eighteen of his own bastards) with 
its pagan frivolities, But Philip was such a man, and it 
was his character that molded the life of the court and 
the chapel. 
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The custom of establishing princely chapels began 
in France. Once begun, it became one more source of com-
petition between noble patrons. Music here was of maxi-
mum importance, and musicians were much in demand. 
La fortune singuliere des dues de Bourgogne et le 
faste dont s'entourent ces grands parvenus de la 
politique internationale provoquent une 6mulation 
croissante si bien qu'a partir du deuxieme quart du 
xve siecle, tout musicien de valeur est assur' 
d'avance de trouver a se placer dans les chapelles 
princf~res. 
(The singular fortune of the Burgundian dukes, and 
the pomp with which these noble upstarts upon the 
international political scene surrounded themselves 
provoked such a growing imitation that from the se-
cond quarter of the fifteenth century, any musician 
of worth was assuted of a position in some or other 
princely chapel.) 
"La fortune singuli'ere" indeed! Even the Papal chapel du-
ring this era was staffed mainly with singers from the Low 
Countries, and the new Burgundy was now solidly installed 
in the midst of this rich musical territory. 
Philip was quite capable of taking every advantage 
of this circumstance. In addition to supporting his own 
ducal chapel, he founded special choir-schools at 
lBorren, Etudes, p.l7 
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Sainte-chapelle in Dijon, and at St. -Pierre in Li lle. He 
sent special funds for new organs at the churches of Notre-
Dame and St.-Jean in Arras, and it was at his behest as 
well as bequest that the great organ of Notre-Dame in 
Amiens was completed. 
Among his most special employees were the chap-
lains, that is, the singers of the chapel choir. Many of 
them were also composers - Binchois was one of these - and 
if they were favorites of the duke, they could be sure of 
extraordinary privileges. Unlike his purely secular mu-
sicians, whose social status was that of the pages, footmen, 
and other household servants, Philip's chaplains were held 
in honor. 
Les chantres o~ chapelains sont presque tous de 
grands personnages, chanoines, prev&ts, doye~s, 
pourvus de nombreuses et grasses prebendes. A la cour 
ils sont familiers du prince et cumulent leur office 
avec ceux de valet de chambre, secr6taire, aumbnier, 
enfin conseiller lorsqu'ils deviennent premier chape-
lain. 
(The singers or chaplains were nearly always people of 
importance, canons, provosts, deans, the recipients 
of many, and rich, prebends. At the court, they were 
companions of the prince and combined their offices 
with those of valet, secretary, almoner, and1even adviser, should they become first chaplain.) 
The first chaplain was in full charge of chapel 
affairs. He paid, out of a lump sum, the wages for all 
such personnel; he furnished them with their distinctive 
robes, blue for daily wear (with fur trim in winter), and 
~arix, Histoire, p.l25 
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scarlet for special occasions. Underlings (clerks, som-
meliers) kept keys, organized the necessary travels, and 
had charge of the books. These latter included books of 
hours, motet-books, missals, breviaries (especially 
Philip's own three-volume breviary, magnificently bound 
and gemmed), the four great Machaut manuscripts inherited 
by the duke from his father and grandfather, his personal 
chansonnier, and many other hand-copied and illuminated 
manuscripts. Book and robe repairs were also effected 
here, as well as the purchase and installation of organs. 
Bruges was an important center for organs, and Philip 
kept the chaplains busy testing and selecting them. 
The ducal chapel was as mobile as its employer. 
The prince never travelled without at least some of the 
singing group. Sometimes this meant caring for the boy-
singers, as well as packing the various books and porta-
tive organs. The chaplains were often at his side during 
warfare. Pierre Fontaine was with him at Leyden, and his 
musicians were also present on May 30, 1430, at the siege 
of Compeigne, when Joanoof Arc was seized. A Te Deum was 
chanted in thanksgiving for her capture. 
The chapel composers worked in both sacred and 
profane music. 
Toute la musique de Bourgogne qui nous est parvenue 
est l'oeuvre des chapelains qui ne sont vas contentes 
de chanter le service liturgique, mais 1 ont enrichi 
de productio~s originales. Ils ont appris aupres des 
meilleurs m81tres les regles du contrepoint ••• 
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Auteurs de messes et de motets, ils on surtout ~crit 
les chansons ~ plusieurs parties qu'on chante aux r~­
ceptions de la cour et qui sonnent les m~nestrels sur 
leurs instruments pour accompagner les danses. 
(All the Burgundian music that has come down to us is 
the work of chaplains who were not satisfied merely 
to sing the liturgical service, but who enriched it 
with original works. They learned the rules of 
counterpoint from the best masters .•• Authors of 
masses and motets, above all, they wrote multi-
voiced chansons that were sung at court receptions 1 and played by the minstrels to accompany dancing.) 
It is small wonder that we find more than a few traces of 
secular influence in the religious pieces of the time. 
Gilles de Binche, dit Binchois, was one such chap-
lain. This is, unhappily, one of the few facts we know of 
his life. From the point of view of documentary evidence, 
and despite his great fame, the composer remains cloaked 
in an anonymity reminiscent of medieval eras. 
Binchois' birthplace was probably Mons; his family 
name indicates that his forbears were from Binche, a dis-
trict of Hainault •. There is no record of his birth, so 
that only an approximate year -1400- can be ventured. 
His father, Jean de Binche, married to a Jeanne Paulouche, 
was a man of some importance. Closson calls him "un honnne 
du fief"2 of Hainault after 1400, and of Ste. -Wandru in 
1411, 1413, and 1414. The family seal was a shield on a 
band, with three crabs, the legend reading "Seel. Jehan 
lMarix, Histoire, p.125 
;:rnest Closson, "L~origine de Gilles Binchois," 
Revue~ Musicologie, 1924, 8, p.151 
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de Binch." There is a description, dating from 1466, of a 
chapel bearing his name, in the church of St.-Germain at 
Mons. As a court official, he served with William IV of 
Hainault and Jacqueline of Bavaria, that monarch's 
daughter and the inheritrix of Hainault-Holland. Origi-
nally, this territory was a fief of the Empire. It came 
into Burgundy's orbit when the son of Duke John the 
Fearless married the aforesaid Jacqueline. When Philip 
the Good succeeded his cousin, the area fell to the duchy 
!E !2£2, Emperor Sigismund displaying the usual and quite 
futile anger and shock. 
In Binchois' youth, despite the German provenance 
of the court, there was already a tremendous swing to the 
externals of French culture. William's wife was a 
Valois, daughter to Philip the Bold. This mingling of 
Germanic and Gallic tendencies must certainly have affected 
the young Binchois. 
We have written evidence that, in 1424, he was em-
ployed by William la Pole, Duke of Suffolk, one of many 
English noblemen stationed in Paris during the Hundred 
Years War. Le Pole, husband to Chaucer's granddaughter, 
was an ardent fancier of French literature, and a gifted 
amateur poet. 
Happily enough, this first documentary mention of 
our composer has to do with music. In the winter of 1424, 
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Suffolk was injured in a fall from his horse, and was bed-
ridden for several months in his Paris dwelling. His ser-
vant, Guillaume Benoit, helped the duke endure the dreary 
hours by reading to him the works of Garencieres and other 
poets. Benoit's journal mentions the fact that Binchois 
was commissioned to set one of these poems to music: the 
rondel Ainsy gu'a 1! fois m'en souvient. The music has 
not survived, but the composer received for his effort two 
lengths of scarlet cloth. 
It has always been presumed that Binchois was a 
military aide to the duke, because of the tribute paid to 
his "honorable worldliness" in a deploration written upon 
his death.l Several musicologists have also spoken, almost 
wistfully, of the possibility that Gilles might have gone 
with the duke on some occasion to the family residence of 
Amphill in Bedford. It is a very attractive thought, but 
there is no evidence one way or another for it. Whether 
or not he crossed the Channel, he had many opportunities 
to mingle with English musicians in Paris itself. The 
Anglian influence on his music has long been acknowledged. 
There is another aspect to the story of the duke's 
injury, an ironic one, considering Binchois' subsequent 
employer. The fall from the horse brought to a halt a 
plot being hatched by Suffolk against Philip the Good. 
~he entire deploration will be discussed later in 
the paper. 
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Bedford, the Regent of France, was also a member of the 
conspiracy which revealed so clearly the underlying hatred 
felt by these noble allies for each other. Philip was by 
no means an innocent victim. According to the voluble 
Benoit, the Valois had tried to seduce Suffolk's wife at a 
feast in Melun, offering her a valuable diamond for her 
submission. The outraged husband vowed to kill the Burgun-
dian, but after the accident of 1424, he instead brought 
suit against the duke. Since the legal action was held in 
the Flemish area of Burgundy, the depositions and testi-
monies resulted in nothing, and the whole matter faded in-
to oblivion. 
In April of 1425, Suffolk visited Hainault, with 
Binchois in tow. Did the composer leave the Englishman's 
service at this time? There is certainly a possibility, 
for we find vague references to Gilles' defending Duke 
Philip's name against some charges made by Norman retainers 
of Suffolk. Of one thing we are sure; Binchois entered 
the service of Burgundy no later than 1430, and remained 
with this master for the remaining thirty years of his 
life. The list of Philip's court chaplains shows, in 
1430, the entry Gilles ~ Binche dit Binchois, in fifth 
place. At this time, he was held in sufficient regard by 
his employer to be commissioned to write the formal motet 
celebrating the birth of the duke's son, Anthony, on 
September 30, 1430.1 The motet was ~ Cantum Melodie, 
and its all-inclusive text even listed Binchois' fellow 
chaplains. 
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From 1430 to 1460, Binchois must scarcely ever 
have been absent from Philip's court chapel, keeping in 
mind the fact that said chapel often travelled with its 
master. Official account books show him on leave in 1453 
and 1454, with regular pay, but there is no other break 
in the record of his service. He was clearly as loyal to 
his prince as his prince was to him. In an era when mu-
sicians from the Netherlands were sought avidly by the 
richest courts in France and Italy, and by the Papal court, 
Binchois' immobility, in glaring contrast to Dufay's con-
stant travel, is unique. 
It goes without saying that Philip rewarded him 
well for this unswerving devotion. It is true that the 
composer neverattained anything higher than second place in 
the lists of the court chapel, but we must not take this 
to be a sign of disfavor. The "premier chapelain," as we 
have seen, was more of an administrative officer than any-
thing else. Perhaps Binchois showed no talents in this 
direction. More probably, Philip employed his musical 
lrhe child died in the following February, and 
Philip often expressed the wish that he might have died 
with his son. He was probably not alone in this desire! 
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gifts too constantly to allow the composer time for such 
mundane details, for Binchois was without doubt the prin-
cipal composer of chansons to the court, and was so noted 
in his own lifetime. We know of several pieces by Gilles 
that have not survived to our day. 1 Even then, we have 
close to one hundred compositions from him, with secular 
and religious fairly evenly balanced. His output must 
have been both regular and prolific, and he must have been 
a veritable fixture in the lively Burgundian court life. 
This kind of favoritism was a sure sign of Philip's high 
regard for the musician. 
Too, in van den Borren•s2 opinion, Binchois was 
probably Philip's most important advisor in the education 
of Charolois, heir to the duchy. The duke demanded a very 
solid musical training for the boy, and his choice of 
counselor would have been made from among his favorite mu-
sicians. 
Philip must have looked upon Gilles even as some-
what of a sorcerer! In 1437, he sent a messenger from 
Lille to Mons to borrow from Binchois a magic stone, 
"un aneau qui garist des dens" (a ring that cures tooth-
ache)! The errand of mercy was on behalf of the duchess, 
lone of these was Passions en Nouvelles Mani~res, 
a book of chansons composed and bouna by Binchois. He 
received eighty livres for it. 
2van den Borren, Dufay, p.59 
which showed, on Philip's part, both a nice concern for 
his wife, and a glimpse into the profound superstitions 
of the era. 
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Finally, as proof of Philip's esteem for Binchois, 
there are the three canonries to which the composer was 
appointed. By 1437, he had been given a canonry at the 
collegiate1 church of Ste.-Wandru in Mons. Later, he re-
ceived similar positions at St.-Vincent in Soignies and at 
St.-Pierre in Cassel, thus making him the possessor of all 
three simultaneously. The same deploration that referred 
to Binchois' decent worldliness went on to discuss his sub-
sequent entry into religion. Such a combination of facts 
has led some scholars to think of the composer as a priest, 
' 
although most of them use the safer and simpler term 
cleric. 
This entire line of conjecture is quite fascin-
ating. It calls to our minds the other great composer 
priests: L~onin, P'rotin, and of course Machaut. It is 
not impossible that Binchois received the plenitude of 
Holy Orders, but it seems most unlikely. Neither of his 
known titles brings any proof to bear. The word chaplain 
denotes only a cleric of some degree singing in the chapel 
of a great lord. Leclercq, answering the question of 
1collegiate from the fact that, originally, canons 
in such a churCh lived together on the church premises. 
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whether or not the title capellanus was reserved only for 
priests or was given indiscriminately to all clerics 
attached to a chapel (capella), says: "Cette derni~re 
opinion parait infiniment plus probable."! (The latter 
opinion appears to be infinitely more probable). As we 
have seen, the musical aspect of the chaplain's work was 
sometimes put aside for secretarial and other duties, but 
these extracurricular activities first grew out of the 
fact that royal archives were kept in the chapel, the 
first chaplain thus having charge of these state documents. 
The term canon is much more difficult to define, 
particularly in regard to Binchois' era and geographical 
location. No church legislation was subject to more rapid 
changes and bewildering variations than that dealing with 
canons. And none was more loosely enforced. At the base 
of all canonic law was the medieval concept of duty as the 
source of rights and privileges. Just as it was held that 
the obligation to worship God was the source of the right 
to worship, and that the duty of truth-telling was the root 
of the right to free speech, so in the canonic legislation, 
rights and duties were theoretically balanced. In the 
duchy of Burgundy during Binchois' lifetime, these might 
1A. Villien and H. Leclercq, "Chapelain," 
Dictionnaire d'Arch,ologie Chretienne et de Liturgie, 
ed. A. Cabrol and H. Leclercq (Paris: Letouzey et Ane, 1913) 
III, col.398 
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have been equated as follows: 
Right: The canon 
a prebend (i.e., 
accruing to it. 
prebend. 
was assured of a choir-stall and of 
food, clothing, housing, and money) 
The higher the stall, the higher the 
Obli!ation: The canon was obliged to be present in his 
stal every day for the chanting of Mass and Office in 
their entirety. In a collegiate church, this was the 
most important canonical function. 
R·~ht: The canon had a voice in the diocesan chapter, 
thus could vote in the election of bishops, abbots, 
and other prelates, as well as in matters of policy. 
Obligation: For this vote, the canon had to receive 
Holy Orders, at least up to the subdiaconate. This 
included the obligation of wearing the tonsure. 
Certain conclusions seem logical, and were in fact incor-
porated into law. For example, it seems clear that one 
person could hold only one canonry at a time, since he had 
to be present daily for the liturgical functions. Then 
too, it is obvious that the canon could not be a true lay-
man, since he was obliged to take at least minor orders. 
This is the theory. In practice, on the first 
point, we find men - including Binchois - holding several 
canonries at once. Abuse on this point ran so high that 
sometimes a canon would begin the Office at one church, 
then run (still in his choir-robes) to another church for 
the end of the service there! The Councils of Paris (1429) 
and Sens (1485) had to set severe penalties for this ridi-
culous and thoroughly disedifying display of greed. Pre-
cept after precept bad to be laid down to ensure the 
canon's daily presence in his stall for the whole liturgy. 
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How then could Binchois hold three such canonries, 
and these in different cities? He could not, of course, 
be present every day in all three places, and in fact it 
is very doubtful that he fulfilled his duties even at Mons 
in a completely satisfying manner. He was, after all, a 
chaplain at the ducal chapel and much of his time had to 
be spent in Philip's constantly moving entourage. Philip 
is himself the only answer to the problem. To a man who 
could force his bastard son into the bishopric of Liege, 
the matter of multiple canonic appointments must have been 
child's play. 
As for the entrance into Holy Orders, it is our 
firm opinion that Binchois never went beyond the sub-
diaconate. A subdeacon he certainly was: in 1449, both he 
and Dufay met at a meeting of the canonic chapter at 
Ste.-Wandru in order to vote on the renovation of the 
church, and later there is recorded proof that they attend-
ed a similar meeting in Brussels. Voting, even when other 
practices were lax, always required the subdiaconate and 
tonsure. 
The question remains: did Binchois go, ultimately, 
into the priesthood? One can best answer this question by 
asking another: why on earth should he have done so? As a 
subdeacon, he had all the privileges, judicial and fiscal, 
of the clergy. He could vote, he was exempt from certain 
taxes and services, he wore the distinctive robes of 
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canonry, he received prebends, and he was, by the fif-
teenth century, not required to take the vow of chastity. 
In a word, he enjoyed clerical status, courtly status, a 
triple income, and convivial surroundings. There is no 
evidence of unusual piety on Binchois' part. He seems to 
have managed his life on supremely pragmatic principles, 
his eye on the patron and on the main chance. The quite 
unnecessary assumption of the priesthood would have been a 
an incongruity. All this is not idle speculation. 
Le Bras tells us that for the reasons already stated, the 
subdeacons constituted a grave problem for the church even 
by 1378. A very great number of them simply refused to 
move upwards from minor orders to the priesthood, and this 
refusal was causing a dearth of priests.l 
Dufay's last will and testament revealed a quite 
measurable accumulation of this world's goods. We do not 
need Binchois' will to deduce that his income - three 
canonries, a chaplaincy, and numerous money gifts or 
benefices - was adequate. 
For some unexplained reason, there are no lists of 
chaplains in the Burgundian records between 1456 and 1461. 
The latter roster does not contain Binchois' name. Instead, 
against his name on the 1456 list (he was still second 
chaplain at this time), there is a note to the effect that 
lc. Le Bras, "Clericus," Histoire de l't~lise, 
ed.Fliche and Martin (Belgium: Bould and Gay, 19 9), XII, 
p.l55 ff. 
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he died in 1460, in either late September or early October. 
There remains the question of Binchois' reputation 
amongst his contemporaries in the field of music. This is 
always an interesting subject. One remembers that, in his 
later years, Sebastian Bach was famous as an improvisor 
rather than as a composer; that Mozart died amidst total 
indifference; that Bartok came to the brink of destitution 
in the richest nation on earth. 
Some aspects of Binchois' position in relation to 
his fellow-musicians are already sufficiently clear. He 
was most assuredly not neglected, or destitute, or lightly 
regarded as to talent. Our problem here is one only of 
accumulation of evidence concerning his admittedly high 
status. We must emphasize that Binchois was a very famous 
composer in his own time; only one other was equally or 
more famous and highly regarded, and that was the great 
Guillaume Dufay. 
The relationship between these two men poses many 
interesting questions. The ascertainable facts are few. 
Both were from the region of Hainault; both were employed 
by Philip the Good; both received rich ecclesiastical 
honors from him; both attended at least two canonic chap-
meetings together. However, these facts form the limits 
of documentary evidence. Some scholars seem certain that 
the two were boyhood friends, studying together at the 
famous cathedral choir-school in Cambrai, but proof of 
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Binchois' attendance there is lacking. Did they meet at 
the Burgundian court? History is silent on this point, 
but it is safe to assume that such meetings took place. 
We have already noted the "clearing-house" status of the 
court, the one safe place for open discourse with compos-
ers of all nations. 
We think, therefore, that they must have known 
each other, and each other's music. Deep friendship can-
not be proven. For one thing, Dufay spent most of his 
years until 1445 in Italy, at the Papal Chapel and at 
other courts. He returned after those years to Cambrai, 
where he died. He is not listed as one of Philip's chap-
lains, and it is highly probable that he spent far less 
time at the court than did Binchois. His renown, which 
was without parallel in his own time, has about it a 
touch of awe and solemnity not found in the references to 
Binchois, and it is a fact that religious music was felt 
to be his true m'tier. On the other hand, there is an 
amazing tenacity with which the composers are linked, be-
ginning in their own lifetime with the poet Martin le Franc 
in his~ Champion~ Dames. 1 We shall see that, in 
aLmost every tribute containing one of these famous names, 
the other name will shortly appear. 
lparis, Biblioth~que Nationale, MS fr.l2476 
Marttn le Franc (c.l410-1461) wrote his poem of 
some twenty-four thousand lines in the years 1441-1442. 
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The entire work is dedicated to Philip the Good, and is in 
fact a panegyric on the Burgundian court, then at the apex 
of its glory. Le Franc was an envoy for the Duke of Savoy 
to the signing of the Treaty of Arras in 1435, and there 
heard the Burgundian chapel choir singing solemn Mass and 
Office. The brilliance of the performance coupled with the 
extravagant magnificence of the trappings held him spell-
bound as well they might have, and the Champion was penned 
in the spirit of this awe and adulation. There are two 
specific references to Binchois (and therefore to Dufay) 
in the poem. The first deals with their lofty position in 
the world of composers: 
Tapissier, Carmen, C~saris, 
N'a pas longtemps si bien chanterrent 
Qu'ils esbahirent tout Paris 
Et tous ceulx qui les frequenterrent; 
Mais oncques jour ne deschanterrent 
En m~lodie de tel chois 
Ce m'ont dit qui les hanterrent 
Que G. Du Fay et Binchois. 
Car ils ont nouvelle pratique 
De faire £risque concordance 
En haulte et en basse musique, 
En fainte, en pause, et en muance, 
Et ont prins de la contenance 
Angloise et ensuy Dunstable 
Pour quoy merveilleuse plaisance 1 Rend leur chant joyeux et notable. 
lrranslations of this and the other poems in this 
section will be found in Appendix A. 
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This is, without doubt, the most famous of all contemporary 
tributes to the two composers. 
Later on, while describing the unparalleled musical 
performances at Philip's court, Martin refers more inti-
mately and humorously to the two men: 
Tu as les avugles ouy 
Jouer ~ la court de Bourgogne 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
J'ay veu Binchois avoir vergogne 
Et soy taire emprez leur rebelle 
Et Dufa¥ despite et frongne 
Qu'il n a melodye sy belle. 
The "avugles" were Portuguese rebec players of great fame. 
Many contemporary documents not otherwise involved with 
any particular discussion of music mention these blind 
string-players, and in the scene sketched by le Franc, we 
are made to see both Binchois and Dufay shamed and jealous 
of their inventive talents as well as of their playing. 
The poet gives a definite impression of the two composers 
being together at court as a regular thing. This may be 
merely poetic license, but, as van den Borren says: 
.•• et, si l'on doit considerer comme une fiction 
po~tique le tableau qui les repr~sente tous deux en 
proie au depit devant les provesses des aveugles joueurs de rebec de la duchesse de Bourgogne, il n'en 
est pas moins vrai qu'on peut fort bien se les 
imaginer, sans forfaire a la realite, comme ayant 
assiste c~t' a cete h ce concert. 
( •. and, even though we must recognize as poetic 
fiction this tableau showing us both men as preys 
to spite, when faced with the proqess of the 
Burgundian duchess' blind rebec players, it is 
nevertheless true that one could, without 
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forfeiting reality, imfgine them there, attending the 
concert side by side.) 
The one tribute to Binchois is the quite touching 
D~ploration ~ !! ~ de Binchois 2 whose music and per-
haps even text were written by Ockeghem. It is probable 
that these two men also were acquainted with each other. 
Plamenac believes that the great Netherlander was a pupil 
of Binchois.3 We know that Ockeghem was present at the 
Burgundian court in 1448, and, in the normal course of 
events, he would have encountered Binchois there. 
The text of the poem suggests a writer who knew 
Gilles well. It is interesting to note that both Music and 
Rhetoric are called upon to mourn his death. This is one 
of the only suggestions we have that the Burgundian was a 
poet as well as a musician. It is a tempting idea, for we 
know the authors of his chanson texts in only a few cases. 
During the years of his service with Suffolk, he must have 
read a great deal of verse, for this was his employer's 
bobby. The evidence is not conclusive, but is persuasive. 
lvan den Borren, Dufay, p.59 
2Dijon, Biblioth~que Municipale 517. The work is 
completely transcribed in Marix' Les Musiciens, pp.83-85. 
3Dragan Plamenac, "Ockeghem," Baker's BiograVhical 
Dictionary of Musicians, ed. N~colas Slonimsky (Nework: 
G. Schirmer:-Inc., 1958), p.ll76 
The text of the deploration is as follows: 
Mort~ tu as navr~ de ton dart 
La pere de joyeuset~, 
En desployant ton estandart 
Sur Binchois, patron de bonte. 
En sa jonesse fut soudart 
De honnorable mondanite 
Puis a esleu la milleur part, 
Servant Dieu en humilit~. 
Son corps est plaint et lamente 
Qui gist soubz lame. 
Helas! plaise vous en piti6 
Prier pour l'~e! 
Retorique, se Dieu me gard, 
Son serviteur a regrete. 
Musicque par piteux regard 
Fait deuil et noir .•• a port~. 
Pleurez, hommes de feault,, 
Vueillez, vostre universite! 
Mort~ tu as navre de ton dart 
La pere de joyeuset~. 
Tant luy sait en christient~ 
Son name est fame Qui detient de grant voulent~. 
Priez pour l'ame! 
Poetic tribute to Binchois after 1460 is at all 
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times coupled with tribute to Dufay. One of the earliest 
such verses, written shortly after Binchois' death but 
still within Dufay's lifetime, is still another deplora-
tion, written in 1466 by Greban. This time, the poem is 
in honor of the composer Jacques Milet, and in it, Greban 
feels constrained upon to invoke the names of several 
great composers before starting the solemn funeral ser-
vices: 
Pour ce corps bel office y a 
Et fut moult bien recommande. 
De Larriz y officia. 
Yvry, Munier, et Mercade, 
Okeghem, du Fay, Fede, 
Et Binchois y transmit musique, 
Desquel7 le chant a trescend~ 
Toute melodique angelique. 
Non pas en nottes chansonnans, 
Balans ne de revoisement, 
Mais pyteusement r'sonnans 
Comme lamentans proprement. 
Ainsi le messe enti~rement 
Ces seigneurs ont voulu parfaire, 
Les tr~s plus solennellement 
Qu'il serait possible de faire. 
Of these musician~ourners, all were then living except 
Binchois, but Greban placed his name on the list anyhow. 
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In 1495, Ockeghem died, and one of his students, 
Guillaume Cretin, wrote the customary deploration. In 
this poem, musicians both living and dead appear at the 
beck and call of Music in order to give testimony to 
Ockeghem's greatness. Since the list runs the gamut from 
Tubal, through David, Orpheus, Sappho, Pan, and all the 
other names associated with the musical arts, it might be 
expected that the poem would never have been brought to an 
end. Fortunately, the narrator decides, after a bit, 
merely to list the names, not calling upon them each for 
lengthy eulogies. This is a pertinent section therefrom: 
L~ Du Fay, le bon homme survint, 
Bunoys aussi, et aultres plus de vingt, 
Fede, Binchois, Barbingant et Donstable, 
Pasquin, Lannoy, Barizon tres notable, 
Capin, Regis, Gilles, Joye, et Constant. 
Dunstable had then been dead for forty-two years, Binchois 
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for thirty-five, and Dufay for ten, but they are not for-
gotten. Van den Borren considers this poem to have lost 
all feeling of reality, of true contact with the English 
and Burgundian composers, but this is purely a personal 
consideration.! If Ockeghem were truly Binchois' pupil, 
the line of musical ancestry leading to Cretin would still 
have been strong. It is a peculiar, even motley, list, 
but to its author it represented music on its highest 
level. In 1495, the court of Burgundy was no longer the 
brilliant force in art that it had been; but its echoes 
were still heard, for Dufay, Binchois, Regis, Gilles, Joye, 
and Constans were all Burgundian composers. 
Van den Borren and Marix differ sharply on the 
value of the listings in Eloy d'Amerval's poetic contest~ 
between Heaven and Hell, the Livre ~ !! oJablerie. In it 
there is a lengthy canto describing a vision of Heaven, 
and at this point a lector tells of the good works of 
great musicians, opposing these works to a list of Satan's 
villainies: 
La sont les grans musiciens 
Qui comvosent tousiours liens 
~omme j apercoy en maint lieu 
A la grant louenge de Dieu, Quelque chanterie nouvelle, 
Doulce, plaisant, devoste et belle, 
Hympnes, proses, messe, motez; 
lvan den Borren, Dufay, p.75 
En A la cueur tout resjouy, 
Comme Dompstaple ou du Fay, 
Qui tant doulcement en leur temps 
Par bel et devost passe-temps 
Ont composay (ce scay-ie bien) 
Et plusieurs aultres gens de bien: 
Robinet de la Magdalaine, 
Binchois, Fede, Jorges, et Haynes, 
Le Rouge, Alixandre, Okeghem, 
Bunoiz, Basiron, Barbingham, 
Loyset, Mureau, Prioris, 
Jossequin, Brumel, Tinctoris, 
Et beaucoup d'aultres, ie t'assure, 
Dont n'ay pas memoire A ceste heure. 
Van den Borren feels that, as in the case of Cretin's 
poem, these are merely names for the sake of names,l 
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but Marix points out that d'Amerval was, after all, a com-
poser, ma1tre ~ enfants in the choir of Saint-Croix 
d'Orleans, and was held in high esteem by both Tinctoris 
and Gafuri. 
Aussi la designation des musiciens bourguignons 
implique-t-elle un jugement de valeur de la part d'un 
compositeur contemporain. 
(Therefore, the naming of Burgundian musicians in-
volves an evaluative ju28ement on the part of a 
contemporary composer.) 
The first publication of d'Amerval's poem was made in 1508, 
in Paris, and yet we can see for ourselves that the early 
Burgundians, including Binchois, are still held in honor. 
It is an interesting, if secondary, point that in 
this roll-call of good deeds, the emphasis is entirely on 
religious music, the area in which Binchois was always 
1van den Borren, Dufay, p.75 
~arix, Histoire, p.l85 
felt to be weakest, even by his contemporaries. He is 
listed, nonetheless. 
so 
Binchois' repute went beyond that of poetic tri-
butes. In a far more solidly musical sphere, that of 
references from the noted theorists,,he holds his own with 
the same amazing tenacity. The most famous laudatory 
citations are those made by Tinctoris, But the Burgundian 
is named - and thus obviously remembered - in theoretical 
treatises right down to the dawn of the seventeenth cen-
tury. 
Binchois' name appears several times in the works 
of Johannes Tinctoris. One of the most frequently quoted 
of these allusions is from the Prologue to the Liber de 
Arte Contrapuncti: 
In addition, it is a matter of great surprise that 
there is no composition written over forty years ago 
which is thought by the learned as worthy of perform-
ance. At this very time, whether it be due to the vir-
tue of some heavenly influence or to a zeal of con-
stant application, I do not know, there flourish, in 
addition to many singers who perform most beautifully, 
an infinite number of composers such as Johannes 
Okeghem, Johannes Regis, Anthonius Busnois, Firminus 
Caron and Guillermus Faugues, who glory that they had 
as teachers in this divine art Johannes Dunstable, 
Egidius Binchois, and Guillermus Dufay, (all) recent-
ly passed from life. A~ost all these men's works 
exhale such sweetness, that, in my opinion, they 
should be considered most worthy .•• even for the im-
mortal gods. Certainly I never listen to them or ~tudy 
them without coming away more refreshed and wiser.l 
lJohannes Tinctoris, The Art of Counterloint, trans. 
Albert Seay (Rome: American Institute-of Musico ogy, 1961), 
pp.l4-15 
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The Liber appeared in 1477, and is therefore a truly con-
temporaneous work, not only in relation to the great 
generation of Netherlanders headed by Ockeghem, but to the 
Burgundian school only then just loosening its hold on the 
musical life of Western Europe. 
Tinctoris brings Binchois' name also into his ex-
haustive work on proportions, the Proportionale Musices 
of circa 1475. The citation in the prohemium is once more 
laudatory, in keeping with the character of such dedicatory 
chapters. But several others are simply references to 
certain works of the Burgundian in which various species 
of proportions may be found. He cites, similarly, Dufay 
and his own contemporaries and not always to the subject's 
advantage, for he felt that even the greatest masters nod-
ded now and again, mainly because of some incomprehensible 
lack in their early study of proportions. 
The offering of praise in the prohemium is but a 
part of a florid tribute to Ferdinand, King of Sicily, 
Jerusalem, and Hungary, one of the many princes who 
founded chapels and chapel choirs hoping for supreme ex-
cellence in this area, if only as a matter of prestige. 
Then the most Christian princes, of all of whom, most 
pious King, you are by far the first .•••. desiring to 
glorify the divine service, founded chapels in the 
manner of David, in which with huge expense they have 
appointed singers by whom ••••• there is joyful and 
suitable praise to our God •.•.• As a result of this 
tempest, the musical ability of our time has undergone 
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such an increase that it seems to be a new art, of 
which new art, so I would say, the foundation and 
origin is considered to have been among the English, 
of whom Dunstable stands out as leader, and to whom 
there were contemporaries in France, Dufay and 
Binchois, from whom immediately succeeded the moderns, 
Okeghem, Busnois, Regis, and Caron, the most out- 1 standing in composition of all those I have heard. 
Later in the same work, Tinctoris takes to task those 
critics who feel that there are many ways of indicating 
the proportions correctly: 
To these remarks I reply that the leaders of the blind, 
who have wandered far from the clarity of the truth 
about the science of proportions, must be reguided, 
not the best teachers of our art and their most 
brilliant imitators, of whose number was that Binchois 
who has obtained an eternal ~ame for himself by his 
most pleasing composition .•• 
Haberl, in his early and monumental work on Dufay,3 
gives a long list of theorists who, for some or other 
reason, mention that composer in their works. True to the 
pattern we have already noted, every such reference to 
Dufay is coupled with one to Binchois, and very often, 
also, to Dunstable. Fulda(~ Musica, 1490), Gafori 
(Practica Musica, 1496), Heyden (!!! Arte Canendi, 1537), 
Coclicus (Compendium Musices, 1552), Fink (Practica Musica, 
1556), Vincenzo Galilei (Dialogo ••• , 1581), even Nucius 
lAlbert Seay, trans., "The Proportionale Mus ices 
of Johannes Tinctoris," Journal 2£. Music Theory, 1957, I, 
pp.26-27 
2ill_!!. , pp • 40 -41 
3Franz Xaver Haberl, WilheLm du Fay (Leipzig: 
Breitkopf and Hartel, 1885), p.9 ff. --
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as late as 1613 (Praeceptiones Musicae), all felt obliged 
to include some reference, however small, to these Bur-
gindians. In the case of Fulda, there is at least a prac-
tical reason for the citation: he is commenting on the 
Burgundian use of dissonances in the smaller note-values. 
From Coclicus on, however, it is difficult to com-
prehend why the names are included at all. The puzzlement 
is increased when one sees how mangled the names become in 
the later treatises. Both Fink and Coclicus refer to 
Binchois as Buchoi. Nucius comes closer with Binchoy, but 
then shows how dim is the memory of the old names when he 
calls the great Guillaume, Dupsay, and the great English 
predecessor, Dunxstaple. Perhaps the latter-day theorists 
felt a need to compile impressive lists of bygone composers 
as evidence of their vast knowledge in the field. 
There is still one more area in which our composer 
is paid the tribute due to great fame. This is the field 
of the visual arts. There are extant two paintings pur-
porting to be, or deduced to be, of Gilles Binchois. The 
first is very well-known and often reproduced in histories 
of music. It is the frontispiece from the already cited 
MS fr. 12476, found in the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris: 
Martin le Franc's Champion. The picture, in bright reds 
and blues, shows Dufay on the left with a portative organ, 
symbol of his mastery in the field of sacred music, and 
Gilles Binchois on the right with a harp, symbol of his 
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fame as a composer of chansons. It would be quite impos-
sible to deduce anything from these drawings as portrait-
ure, although van den Borren makes a brief and none too 
convincing attempt. In the midst of a discussion comparing 
the ages of Dufay and Binchois, he states that in the 
Champion painting, Binchois looks older than Dufay! 1 Even 
granting the frequent attempts at realism in the pictorial 
arts of the late medieval and early renaissance periods, 
such deductions are, to say the least, risky. 
Far more interesting is the possibility, broached 
by the art historian,Panofsky, that there exists a portrait 
of Binchois painted by the great Jan van Eyck. Here is 
Panofsky's description of the painting: 
The earliest portrait that bears a date - October 10, 
1432 - holds a unique position within the Eyckian por-
traits, and, for that matter, in all Northern 
fifteenth-century art. Preserved in the National 
Gallery at London, it represents a man of about thirty, 
his face framed by the perpendicular lappets of a 
green headdress effectively contrasting with the red 
of the sable-trimmed coat .•••. he holds a rolled letter 
in his right hand while his left is covered by the 
right forearm ••••• It is the only portrait by Jan 
van Eyck that bears an inscription in the French 
(LEAL SOUVENIR which means 'Loyal Remembrance'), and 
it is the only Northern portrait of the fifteenth 
century in which an attempt is made to emulate a 
scheme of composition derived from classical antiquity. 
The figure emerges from behind a stone parapet, on 
which the words LEAL SOUVENIR appear to have been en-
graved with a chisel, precisely as do the effigies of 
Roman soldiers or provincial artisans from behind 
lvan den Borren, Dufay, p.l97 
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their memorial tablets, and the chips and cracks of 
the stone of the parapet, indicative of venerable age, 
make the painter's antiquarian intention even more ob-
vious. Moreover, above the seemingly incised LEAL 
SOUVENIR we find a seemingly painted inscription in 
somewhat questionable Greek, reading, in translitera-
tion, 'Tymotheos' (the mutilated last letter originally 
a 'square Sigma').l 
Now, Panofsky slowly and carefully makes his way 
through the evidence. The starting point is that of the 
Greek word Timotheos. The use of Greek classical names in 
a symbolic manner was very common in the fifteenth century, 
and it is not surprising that we find it so in the Bur-
gundian court, with its highly elaborate protocol and 
heavy-handed magnificence. Philip the Good was, in the 
fawning manner of the times, constantly referred to as, 
for example, Scipio, or Alexander the Great. The latter 
address was the most commonly used, and from it two import-
ant deductions can be made. The Timotheos most widely 
known in medieval times was Timotheos of Miletus, the re-
volutionary young musician who flourished in the time of 
Plato and Euripides, and whose fame "had grown to semi-
legendary proportions in the fifteenth century."2 
It is, therefore, most likely that van Eyck is 
here representing a musician. Now, the humanists of the 
lErwin Panofsky, Eafly Netherlandish Painting, 
I, p.l97. A reproduction o this painting is contained in 
vol. II of the same work, Plate 132, figure 261. 
2Ibid. 
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renaissance period always referred to this same Timotheos 
as the favorite court musician of Alexander the Great, 
who, as we have seen, was often equated with Duke Philip. 
Panofsky feels that, under the circumstances, it is vir-
tually certain that the Timotheos of the painting was a 
court musician of Philip the Good. In addition, both the 
use of the French motto and the actual physical appearance 
of the sitter point to his being of Flemish origin. "His 
strong, blunt face with square jaw, short pointed nose and 
prominent cheekbones .•. " 1are essentially Flemish. 
Panofsky justly decides that if these deductions 
are, in fact, sound, we have here a portrait of either 
Dufay or Binchois. Both are certainly eligible, but 
Binchois is clearly the more logical choice. First of all, 
we know that the portrait was done in 1432, that is, at a 
time when Binchois was continuously present at the Burgund-
ian court.2 Dufay, on the other hand, was almost as con-
tinuously absent from the court for the years from 1428 to 
1437. 
Besides, we can scarcely think of Dufay as a 
courtier. His highest reputation was in the area of re-
ligious music and it is probable that the great honors 
heaped upon him by Philip were not so much the result of a 
long, uninterrupted service at court as of the lustre he 
llbid. 
2panofsky insists on the tradition that Binchois 
and van Eyck both entered Philip's court in 1425. 
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had brought it by his tremendous fame abroad. 
But Binchois was called the "father of joyfulness" 
in Ockeghem's deploration. He must have been the very 
model of a Burgundian courtier. He was in constant demand 
for his lovely, high-spirited chansons. Philip liked him 
and sought him out. Indeed, his career shows strong 
parallels with that of Jan van Eyck. It would come as a 
distinct surprise to find out that they were not close 
friends. There may have been profoundly affectionate 
reasons for the unique inscription LEAL SOUVENIR on the 
painting in question. 
Panofsky, interpreting the character of van Eyck's 
Timotheos, insists that there is 
thoughtfulness in the high, wrinkled forehead, vision-
force in the dreamy yet steady eyes, formidable 
strength of passion in the wide, firm mouth •••.• It is 
not an intellectual face, but a pensive and lonely one , 
and it is not difficult to see in it both the 'honest 
soldier' that Gilles Binchois had been in his youth 
and the composer of the touching Je ~ recommande 
humblement and the somber Deul angou1sseux. However, 
this interpretation of the-piCture is unavoidably 
tinged by the very assumption which it corroborates. 
We have to admit that to the unguided eye ••• the 
picture would not give away any secrets ••• the image of 
Timotheos does seem to 'come out of space'; but his 
'orbit' does not as yet 'lay itself along of ours.' 
Looking into the void, he is not only out of contact 
with the beholder but also with everything else, his 
consciousness submerged in an almost trancelike state. 1 
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CHAPTER II 
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS: 30URCES AND STYLE 
The religious music of Gilles Binchois comes down 
to us from eighteen manuscript sources.l In the main, 
these manuscripts are of outstanding importance in the 
transmission of all fifteenth-century music, especially 
that of England, Burgundy, and some North Italian courts. 
Despite the present locations of these works, all are 
originally of South German or North Italian provenance, 
several of them copies of each other. Almost all are 
from late fifteenth-century copyists. 
The largest and most extensive copyings, such as 
the immense Trent Codices and the Aosta MS, contain much 
duplication of material, a given piece often appearing 
several times within what is now a single collection. 
Such duplication may well be, on occasion, an indication 
of the popularity and esteem in which a given composer was 
lschmidt-G~rg in MGG lists nineteen, counting each 
Trent codex as a separate unit; but the author can find no 
evidence for the citation of Cambrai 7 as a pertinent 
source. In the DTO, the siglum C2 equals Cambrai 7, but 
there is some error here, also, for the DTO's Cambrai 7 
is identical to what all modern scholars call Cambrai 11. 
Although onlr MGG attempts a complete listing of sources 
for Binchois sacred music, our final list was a composite 
from it and all works containing transcriptions. 
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held, but we must keep in mind that the collections as 
they stand today, bound together in unified volumes, are 
not necessarily in their original forms. The presence of 
several different handwritings in a single source is proof 
enough that almost none of the collections was copied by a 
single copyist at one given time. 1 Under such circum-
stances, duplication and overlapping are inevitable. 
Following is a list of relevant sources together 
with the sigla that will be used throughout the rest of 
the paper. Because there is no absolute agreement among 
scholars in the use of such abbreviations, the author has 
decided to employ them only as they are useful for this 
paper. All sources will have letter-signs. If there is 
more than one pertinent manuscript from a given city, 
arabic numerals will differentiate one from the other. In 
many respects, our sigla will be fairly well in line with 
those used by Marix, 2 except that in her superb collection, 
covering as it does both sacred and secular compositions 
of nine Burgundian composers, the sources used are very 
extensive, and require many arabic numerals. 
We will make one exception in the use of numerals: 
because of the size of the Trent holdings, and the 
~he Aosta MS, for example, shows four different 
handwritings. 
~arix, ~ Musiciens .•• , especially p.xxvi. 
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confusion attendant upon the use of DTO catalog numbers 
only, we have felt it necessary to give the number of 
each codex, rather than the customary consecutive arabic 
numerals. In the chapters devoted to analysis, these 
codex numbers will be followed by the DTO catalog numbers, 
and finally by the actual folio markings. 
CHART 1 
MANUSCRIPT SOURCES 
1. Aosta, Bibl. del seminario 
2. Bologna, Liceo Musicale Ql5 (olim 37) 
3. Bologna, Bibl. universitaria 2216 
4. Cambrai, Bibl. municipale MS 6 
5. Cambrai, Bibl. municipale MS 11 
6. Florence, Bibl. nazionale, Magl.xix, 112 
7. Milan, Bibl. del duomo 2269 
8. Modena, Bibl. estense A.X.I., ii 
9. Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibl., mus.3232a 
10. Oxford, Bodleian MS Canonici mise. 213 
11. Oxford, Bodleian MS Selden B26 
12. Rome, Bibl. vaticana, archiv S.Pietro B80 
13. Trent, Castel.del huon consiglio MS 87 
14. Trent, Castel.del huon consiglio MS 88 
15. Trent, Castel.del huon consiglio MS 90 
16. Trent, Castel.del huon consiglio MS 92 
17. Trent, Bibl. capitolare MS 93 




















Chart 2 shows the total number of sacred pieces by 
Binchois in each of the above manuscripts. No collation 
has been attempted here, except that duplicates of the 
same piece within the !!!! manuscript have been counted as 
single works. Directly after the number totals, and in 
parentheses, are specified the number of unica (pieces not 
found in any other source) in a given manuscript. 
CHART 2 
TOTAL NUMBER OF WORKS IN EACH SOURCE 
Ao 27 (3) 01 2 
Bol 5 (1) 02 1 
Bo2 2 R 1 
Cal 2 Tr87 14 (4) 
Ca2 5 Tr88 1 
Fl 4 Tr90 8 
Mi 1 Tr92 27 (5) 
Mo 16 (8) Tr93 7 
Mu 8 (2) v 2 (1) 
In short, Binchois' religious pieces have been copied more 
than 130 times, not counting duplications within the same 
source. Even after a complete collation of all sources 
has been made, there still remain sixty different sacred 
works extant from the Burgundian master. The pieces fall 
into the following categories: 
1. From the ordinary of the Mass, six Kyries, seven 
Glorias, five Credos, Four Sanctus', and five · 
Agnus De is. 
2. Larger works not from the Mass include a ~ ~' 
and four Magnificats. 
3. Smaller pieces (parts of Mass propers, antiphons, 
hymns, motets) number twenty-eight. 
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Binchois wrote no complete settings of the Mass 
ordinary. In some instances, he paired certain of these 
sections, as was customary in his day. Especially well-
known, for example, are the Gloria and Credo found paired 
in Bol, 01, and Tr92; most of the double-pieces, however, 
link a Sanctus with an Agnus Dei. 
When considering total numbers of pieces from 
composers of earlier eras, we must always allow for the 
fact that many such must inevitably have been lost. We 
have seen that several secular pieces by Binchois, known 
to us by specific title, are no longer extant. It is only 
logical to assume the same fate for some of his sacred 
output. Even as things stand, however, he ranks second 
only to Dufay (amongst the Burgundians) in the number of 
times his pieces were copied. 
A brief glance at Chart 2 reveals that the most 
significant sources for our study are the Trent MSS, 
especially Tr92, and the MSS Ao and Mo. Anent the first, 
it is sufficient to realize that thirty-nine of the sixty 
pieces can be found copied at least once into this vast 
collection of fifteenth-century music. Mo contains 
fewer pieces than either Tr92 or Ao, but is richer than 
any other source in unica. Ao's value lies in its great 
number of pieces, equal to that in Tr92, and in its ex-
ceptional clarity and dependability. 
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Having considered in general the sources of the 
great Burgundian's sacred music, we now come to an equally 
general consideration of the fifteenth-century Burgundian 
musical style. Our object is to set up some stylistic 
criteria against which Binchois' music may be analyzed, 
and with which it may be compared. While it is true that 
artistic characteristics in any era are simply too fluid 
to permit of hard and fast classification, nevertheless, 
it is also true that the art of any era can be distinguished 
from that of another era firmly and clearly. The music of 
the Burgundian period is no exception. 
Three mainstreams created and fed the Burgundian 
musical style: the French, the English, and the Italian. 
As was the case in every other cultural area, the music in 
Philip's court and chapel was French in its essence. It 
was in fact another stage in the development of polyphony, 
that expression of Gallic logic which had already led from 
organum through the motet to the chanson. But if this 
purely French concept had been the only ingredient in the 
Burgundian style, the latter might have been sapped by the 
•terility of France' late fourteenth-century music, that 
secret and esoteric playground. 
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But because of the fortuitous circumstances of the 
Hundred Years War, there entered, to rescue it, that 
English influence so persuasively purveyed above all in the 
music of Dunstable. Its disarming simplicity routed the 
French negativism, and was nowhere so happily absorbed as 
into the Burgundian music. These English characteristics 
are of supreme importance in the study of Binchois' music, 
for his "musical idiom is often indistinguishable from the 
style of his English contemporaries."! 
Of somewhat less significance for us is the Italian 
influence. We have no evidence of transalpine travel or 
service in Binchois' life, but the overall Burgundian style 
was clearly affected by the many composers, such as Dufay, 
who shuttled back and forth between Philip's court and 
those of the Pope and the Italian princes. 
France contributed polyphony itself to the Burgund-
ian style. This is, of course, oversimplification, but it 
does state a basic fact. From the France of the Franconian 
motet and the Machaut chanson came that concept of musical 
organization stemming from linear and rhythmic independence. 
No amount of moderating influences can hide this truly 
contrapuntal basis for Burgundian music. 
Such a concept has many facets. From a formal 
point of view, the beginning of polyphony is the 
lBrian Trowell, "Faburden and Fauxbourdon," Musica 
Disciplina, 1959, XIII, p.Sl, footnote 24 
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establishment of a primary voice against which all other 
parts are constructed. For centuries, the tenor had played 
this fundamental role. Changes were in the air by mid-
fifteenth century, but even then the tenor was not entirely 
shut out of the contrapuntal family home. Tinctoris, who 
certainly thought of himself as a modern, progressive mu-
sician, could still say this about the primary voice: 
The primary part of the whole composed song is also 
the foundation of the relation as it is established 
from the beginning, since the others regard it as the 
principal one. And this more frequently, nay rather, 
almost always the tenor, so called as though holding 
(tenerus) the other parts subjected to it. This is 
seen in an infinite number of songs, in Which, if the 
tenor were dispensed with, the other parts would sound 
improperly discordant to each other and would bitterly 
offend our ears. Sometimes, indeed, the upper part is 
the primary part, that is, when we add to some high 
song simply composed one or two parts ••• or When 
above the supremum of any composed melody we produce 
another new part ••• The contratenor, however, is rarely 
or never a primary part.l 
Thus, as a major facet of French-Burgundian contra-
puntal concept, we may posit the structural significance of 
a primary voice. It is tempting to label this facet as the 
cantus firmus technique, but the latter term is too defi-
nitely established in its connotation as a pre-existent 
melody used as the basis for a piece. Actually, the 
cantus firmus idea is but one of the many applications of 
the overall desire for a primary voice part. It was still 
lseay, "Proportionale ••• ", p.43 
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firmly grounded in the fifteenth century, especially in 
religious music, and demonstrated its kinship to the thir-
teenth century motet by its placement, ordinarily, in a 
lower voice, and in somewhat longer note-values than those 
used in the other voices. 
Strongly related to the cantus firmus ideal from 
the beginning, isorhythm maintained its existence in the 
Burgundian style, another link with the French heritage. 
While its use was often modified and less rigid than former-
ly, isorhythm could be found in the sacred writings of most 
Burgundian composers, notably in those of Dufay. Structur-
al, too, as are all cadences, was that which became a veri-
table Burgundian trademark, although French in origin: the 
double leading-tone cadence, wherein the upper two voices 
are each provided with a penultimate semitone. 
Another facet of the French polyphonic web still 
strongly maintained in Burgundy was that of independent 
and validly melodic voice-leading. This, too, bad more than 
one aspect, not only the horizontal integrity of each voice-
part, but the continued freedom with which the lower voices 
cross each other, the still-present use of a different 
metric pace, as it were, in each part. All of these go 
straight back to the thirteenth century, but with much 
less rigidity, because of the presence of modifying factors 
from Italy and England. 
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When we think of counterpoint and its devices, we 
must recognize that the main Italian influence on the Bur-
gindian style lay in the varying degrees and forms of 
imitation. Canonic imitation, although first exploited in 
the French chace, was most thoroughly developed in the 
Italian caccia, while head-imitation, sometimes quite 
thoroughly carried out, can be found in the works of 
Ciconia (died ca. 1424), who preceded only slightly the 
flowering of the Burgundian School. In the latter, the 
canon is an element to be reckoned with, regardless of 
whether the music is sacred or secular. 
There was still another form of what we might call 
imitation used by the Italians, imitation within a single 
voice, as it were. We refer here to the sequential melodic 
pattern. This use of a short motif repeated at different 
pitch levels satisfied the Italian desire for a briefer, 
more shapely melody, especially in the top voice. Thus, 
when the Burgundian style developed more and more around 
the upper voice, the sequence became a very popular element. 
The English brought two ingredients to the Burgund-
ians, both of tremendous importance for all of Western 
music to come. One of its manifestations, fauxbourdon, 
has been the subject of as much bitter and often futile 
controversy as that attending the subject of troubador 
rhythm. The question of which came first, English faburden 
or Continental fauxbourdon, will probably prove to be as 
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unanswerable as its classic prototype. At any rate, the 
present writer has no intention of entering the lists, and 
the main arguments will not even be presented here. The 
device of consecutive chords in the inversion of the sixth 
will be considered, in this paper, as English, regardless 
of its place of formal origin, because it is an excellent 
example of the first vital contribution from the English 
to Burgundian music: chordal sonority, dear to the island's 
musical heart from ancient tim&. Fauxbourdon is but one 
offshoot from this principle, and may be looked upon, tech-
nically, as a quasi-improvisatory practice, wherein the 
lowest and the highest of three voices are written out, 
moving mostly in sixths and octaves against each other, 
with the middle voice ~ from the upper part, but sung 
at the lower fourth. It is a very interesting device, but 
is most certainly not the only aspect of English sonority. 
Much more telling, in fact, is the use of triadic forms 
both horizontally and vertically; that is, both outlined 
in the various melodies, and sounding together as truly 
harmonic entities. 
By far the most important English contribution to 
the Burgundian style (and, indeed, to all subsequent poly-
phonic styles), was that of controlled dissonance. 
Bukofzer feels certain that this is what Martin le Franc 
had in mind when he spoke of a "nouvelle pratique de faire 
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£risque concordance" that made up the "contenance angloise" 
of Dufay and Binchois; and what Tinctoris was referring to 
when he spoke of an Ars ~: 
The part-writing is purged of free dissonances and syn-
copation. The combination of voices is now based on 
the new concept that they must form an integral 
harmonic unit in which each member is consonant with 
all the others (the fourth between two upper voices is 
regarded as consonant if a third or fifth is sounded 
below it). The structural dissonances are reduced to a 
single type, that which is'prepared on a weak beat as a 
consonance. In a word, the dissonant syncopation has 
been formalized and transformed into the suspension.l 
This was the most powerful modification introduced into the 
stubbornly free polyphonic web that the Burgundians bad in-
herited from the French. Its effect changed polyphonic 
history. 
Some elements of the Burgundian style bad no par-
ticular nationalistic antecedents. The 7-6-8 cadence 
(certainly not Landini's invention) was still copiously 
used, although other cadential patterns entered the picture, 
most of them untraceable as to origin. The greater part of 
the music remained in three parts, but some four-part 
writing arose, as well as a growing tendency to pit vocal 
sonorities against each other, for example, solo against 
chorus, two voices against three.2 The trend to make the 
1Manfred Bukofzer, "John Dunst able: A Quincentenary 
Report,~ The Musical Quarterly, 1954, XL, p.43 
~his important development will be discussed in 
the analytical chapters. 
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top voice - the superius - primary, and to embellish it, 
became solidly established. This was so especially in the 
chansons and smaller religious works, although we must not 
try to deduce too much from this fact in the way of perform-
ance practices. There seems little doubt that most pieces 
were done in chanson style: the upper voice sung, and the 
lower voices played. Very often, especially in secular 
works, there were not even enough notes in the lower parts 
for a proper application of the text. However, we are none 
too certain about the performance of outright liturgical 
music. Marix feels that, 
dans une chapelle aussi exerc'e et nombreuse que 
l'etait celle de Philippe le Bon, l'execution vocale 
'tait de regle gen,rale pour les oeuvres religieuses. 1 
(in a chapel as highly trained and numerous as that of 
Philip the Good, vocal execution was the general rule 
for religious works.)l 
As a matter of fact, it is quite erroneous to 
think of the Burgundian style and output as mainly secular, 
an opinion only too often aired. Sacred music in this era 
assumed tremendous importance. The ordinary of the Mass, 
aLmost untouched save by Machaut, was now set innumerable 
times, not necessarily in the whole, but copiously as to 
individual sections. The motet ranged fEeely outside the 
~arix, Les Musiciens ••• , p.xxi 
......... 
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field of purely liturgical function. Part-writing was ap-
plied even to psalmody, and the smallest processional 
anthem could suddenly blossom out as a multivoiced compo-
sition in its own right. Moreover, sacred music was more 
enterprising in its experimentation at this time than was 
the secular. The chanson of the Burgundian court, although 
of consummate artistry and sophistication, was conservative 
in bent, retaining much of the fourteenth-century format 
without question, although with none of the radical dis-
sonances or rhythmical complexities of that former day. 
It was in the religious field that unified cantus firmus 
Masses were attempted, that harmonic sonorities were 
plumbed, and that pitch ranges were radically extended. 
In summary, then, we see the Burgundian style as 
French in all those elements arising from the polyphonic 
ideal (organization of material, freedom of voice-leading, 
rhythmic diversity); English in its enthusiastic grasp of 
the harmonic ideal (basic triadic concept, fauxbourdon 
style, controlled dissonance); and Italian in its melodic 
ideal (canon, sequence, melodic embellishment). Reese sums 
it up admirably: 
Roughly we may say that in the early fifteenth century 
the special accomplishment of northern French polyphony 
was not so much to introduce novel elements as it was 
to bring about a fusion of1Italian canon, English sonority, and French form. 
lReese, Renaissance ••• , p.96 
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CHAPTER III 
SETTINGS FROM THE MASS ORDINARY 
To the twentieth-century person, the composition of 
a Mass connotes a musical setting of the so-called ordinary 
texts from that liturgical rite: Kyrie, Gloria, Sanctus 
(Benedictus), 1 and Agnus Dei. However, in the first eras 
of polyphony, until the fourteenth century, the same con-
cept signified settings of the Mass proper texts: Introit, 
Gradual (with Tract, or Alleluia, and, on occasion, 
Sequence), Offertory verse, and Communion verse. The four-
teenth century held an ambivalent position in such composi-
tion. On the one hand, it saw the emergence of the musical 
ordinary in the Mass of Tournai, and in Mach aut's epochal 
work. On the other hand, it produced little else of signi-
ficance, in either ordinary or proper settings: a few two-
part Kyrie tropes, an occasional Gloria, Sanctus, or Agnus. 
It was in the fifteenth century that the Mass ordinary 
became overwheLmingly important to composers. We may bet-
ter gauge that new significance if we realize that the 
Trent Codices contain aLmost 700 settings of such parts, 
lin the Mass itself, and in its plainsong versions, 
the Benedictus is merely a part of the Sanctus text. The 
divisions into two compositions did not occur until the 
sixteenth century. 
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while in the Aosta MS, 129 out of 180 compositions (not in-
cluding duplications) are settings from the ordinary. 
Burgundian ducal chapel composers were in the fore-
front of this resurgence, although Dufay and Binchois are 
the only two heavily represented in the principal manu-
scripts. When we approach these works, however, we must 
keep in mind some traits common only to that epoch. 
In the Burgundian School, very few of the Mass set-. 
tings were complete and unified. The various parts of the 
ordinary were composed either separately, or in rudimentary 
pairs, such as Gloria-Credo, or Sanctus-Agnus. Indeed, the 
English at this time scarcely ever set the Kyrie poly-
phonically. Dufay proved to be the titanic exception to 
this rule of piecemeal composition, not only giving us en-
tire ordinaries, but casting them (often with the then rare 
four-part texture) in well-developed cantus firmus form, as 
in his Caput (Tr88, 677 to 681), and~ la face (Tr88, 253 
to 257) Masses. Binchois was not so enterprising; as we 
shall see, he wrote no complete Mass ordinary, although in 
many instances, he paired various movements. 
Binchois' Mass compositions have already been 
enumerated and categorized. Chart 3 contains a complete 
collation of these works. Here follows a discussion of 
the chart, elaborating on the various elements in it: 
CHART 3 
THE MASS ORDINARIES 
-~~--~~-~- ----------------------~---~--~-
--
Title MS Sources Voices-Text Meter Transcription 
Kyrie ! Bo2, 28v 
Mu, 149V (Wintzois) 3. s • Ma., p .154 c 
q> 
Kyrie ~ Ao, 58V breve in simplici die 3. S-CT-T ~ Ma., p .156 
Tr87, 10~, 129v- ---
Kyrie_l Tr87, 38, 58V 3. S-CT-T 0 Ma., p.l58 
Tr87, 105, 129r ~ 
Tr92, 1557, 208V feria1e 0 
Kyrie !± Ao, 23r apostolorum 3. S-CT-T 0 DTO 31, p.49 
Ao, 55v 
Tr87, 77, 102v 
Tr90, 877, 80V (anon.) 
de martnibus 
Tr93, 1;89, 1 v (anon.) 
idem. 
-
Kyrie ~ Ao, 57r ~ beatae Mariae 3. S-CT-T (0) DTO 31, p.50 




Kyrie & Ao, 25v angelorum 3. s ct> DTO 31, p .48 
Ao, 52V " 0 
Bol, lV " q Mu, 49r (anon.) discantus 
Tr87, 34, 56V 
Tr87, 175, 229r 
Tr90, 888, 89V (anon.) 
Tr92, 1445, 93V 
" Tr93, 1700, 121V " 
Gloria 1 Ao, 4SV 2 and 3 (0) Ma., p .163 
Ca2, 18V (anon.) S-CT-T 
Tr87, 135, 1sor 
Tr92, 1479, 122V 
Gloria ~ Bol, 170V 2 and 3 
S-CT-T 
(0) Ma., p.l60 
Gloria 3 Bol, 130V 2 and 3 0 BPS, p.53 
Cal, 17V s-eT 
Ca2, 9v (anon.) 
01, lV 
Tr92, 1366, 1v 
Gloria 4 Ao, 34V 3. s ~ DTO 31, p.42 Ao, 70V 
Tr92, 1432, 78V 




Gloria 6 Ao, 162V 3. s 0 DTO 31, p .46 
Tr92, 1392, 34V 
Gloria 7 Ao, 42v 4. All 0 
Tr87, 18, 2SV (¢ in CB) DTO 31, p.SS 
Tr92, 1386, 25V 
Credo 1 Cal, 2QV 2 and 3 0 Ma., p .169 
Ca2, 31V S-CT 
Tr92, 1440, 87V 
Credo 2 Tr92, 1398, 4or 2 and 3 0 Ma., pll76 
s 
Credo 1 Bol, 132V 2 and 3 c 
Ca2, 3SV (anon.) S-CT (0 in CT) BPS, p .63 
01, 2V " 
Tr92, 1367, 3v 
Credo 4 Ao, 173V 4. All 0 
Ca2, 42r (anon.) (C in CB) DTO 31, p. 58 
Tr87, 19, 27r 
Tr92, 1388, 27V 





Sanctus 1 Ao, 159v 2. S-T 0 Ma., p .182 
Tr92, 1436, 86r 
Sanctus l, Ao, 160V 3. S-CT-T 0 DTO 31, p.51 
Tr92, 1399, 42r 
Sanctus 3 Ao, 179V 3. S-T 0 DTO 31, p.53 
Tr90, 978, 267r 
Tr92, 1442, 90V 
Tr93, 1809, 338r 
Sanctus 4 Ao, 181V 3. S-CT-T 0 
Tr92, 1390, 30V 
Agnus ! Ao, 16or 3. s 0 DTO 31, p .50 
Tr92, 1455, 102r c 
~ 
Agnus l, Ao, 161V 3. s 0 DTO 31, p.53 
Tr92, 1400, 42V c 
0 
Agnus 1 Ao, 180V 3. s 0 DTO 31, p.55 
Tr90, 979, 267V (anon.) c 
Tr93, 1810, 338V " 0 
....... 
....... 
Agnus 4 Ao, 182v 
Tr88, 224, 45v (anon.) 
Tr92, 1369, 7V 
Tr92, 1447, 95v 
Tr92, 1547, 196v 
Agnus ,2 Tr92, 1548, 197V 
CHART 3-Concluded 
3. s 0 
t 
4. All 0 
c 
0 
Ma., p .183 
Ma., p .185 
..... 
00 
Column 1 simply gives the title of the Mass part, 
with its proper ordinal number in relation to the chart 
itself. 
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Column ~ gives the MS sources. These are listed 
alphabetically, with the number of the folio on which they 
begin. In the case of the Trent Codices, three numbers 
are given: the codex number, the DTO catalog number, and 
the folio number. If the piece, in one or other of the 
MSS, is attributed to a composer other than Binchois, that 
fact is placed in parenthesis after the folio number. 
Some Kyrie's bear titles showing their plainsong deriva-
tion; these are given after the parenthesis, if any. 
Except for works from Cal, Ca2, and Bol, white notation may 
be presumed. The three MSS thus excepted are in black no-
tation. 
Column 1 shows the number of voice parts, thus 
normally requiring but a single number. In some instances, 
where there is a regular alternation between two and three 
parts, the sign 3+ 2 is given. Any exception to these 
rules will be dealt with in the analyses of individual 
pieces. After the number indication, abbreviations will 
show what voice(s) carry the text:! (Superius);! (tenor); 
CT (Contratenor); CB (Contrabass). Some pieces are 
- -
texted most unevenly; that is, words are occasionally 
added to or subtracted from parts for no clear reason. 
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Such cases will be dealt with individually, also. 
Column ~ shows the basic metric signs of the piece. 
In the case of longer texts or compositions, only the first 
signs will be given. Kyrie's and Agnus', generally set in 
triple sections as befits their texts, are marked with the 
opening sign from each section. A parenthesis around a 
metric sign indicates that it is lacking in the MS source, 
but that it has been made clear by context. Multiple time-
signatures will be shown horizontally, separated by the 
dash: e.g., 0 -C. 
Column 5 shows transcriptions into modern notation. 
All but two of Binchois' Mass compositions can be found 
thus transcribed, these appearing in but three publica-
tions: 
1. van den Borren, Polyphonia Sacra (BPS) 
2. Ficker and Oriel, DTO, 31 (DTO) 
3. Marix, ~ Musiciens ••• (Ma) 
It is noteworthy that only eight out of the eighteen MS 
sources for Binchois' sacred music contain Mass compositions. 
Of these, the Ao, Tr87, and Tr92 have by far the richest 
collections. Neither Ficker nor Marix was in possession of 
the Ao at the time their transcriptions were published, and 
so could not include it in their collations; but Chart 3 
confirms its vital importance to the study of Mass settings. 
The author has deemed it best to analyze the works 
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in the order listed in Chart 3. Some will, of course, re-
ceive closer scrutiny than others, in some instances be-
cause of their merits, and in other cases merely to set up 
a model for comparison. There would naturally be some 
common characteristics between settings of the same text by 
the same composer, and these need not be elaborated upon 
more than once. 
The Kyries 
None of Binchois' Kyries is actually coupled with 
any other Mass part in any of the MS sources, although a 
tag, in Latin, found in Tr87, 34, 56V, indicates that it 
belongs to Tr92, 1366, 1v. We shall treat it as a separate 
unit in analysis. 
Kyrie! is the subject of a footnote in Reese,l 
Where the superius is described as a paraphrase on the 
Kyrie of Mass IV (LU p.25). A superficial check yields no 
evidence of the plainsong melody, nor even the appearance 
of an ordinarily embellished tune. But so luxuriant was 
the technique of paraphrase in the Burgundian era, that 
the chant basis is often all but unrecognizable. This 
makes the whole area of prius factus melody a dangerous ter-
rain. As Bukofzer says, 
It is difficult at times to decide whether a composi-
tion is or is not based upon plainsong. As a great 
lReese, Renaissance, p.91, footnote 286 
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deal of 'Gregorian chant' was still being written in 
the fifteenth century, the process of original composi-
tion in plainsong and in mensural music was very much 
akin, and the composers succeeded so well in assimi-
lating one to the other that no amount of analysis can 
definitell extract the borrowed chant unless the model 
is known. -
In the case of Kyrie !, the model is known only be deduc-
tion, a dangerous process, since there is no clue in the 
MS sources to the chant tune underlying the superius. 
Example 1 shows the chant Kyrie IV and the superius melody 
under discussion, with a plus-mark over notes that outline 
the plainsong: 
~ • • • • • • • • • • 
~ 
• • • • • 
• 
• •· . • • • • • • 
:i ' + + + + + t f\ 
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~ + ++ + + + (~; J J1 £J I H. J I J I iol J J 1 I J 1 ±IJ. tt ]IJ. ~ •· ... , + + • 
~anfred Bukofzer, "English Church Music of the 
Fifteenth Century," Ch. VI from Ars Nova and !!:!£ Renaissance 
Val. III, The New Oxford History-at MUSic, ed. Hughes and 
Abraham. tLondon: Oxford Universlty Press, 1960), p.l89 
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The resemblance is now clear, although most telling mainly 
at the cadences. The paraphrase is complete through all 
sections of the Kyrie. The setting of but a single Kyrie-
invocation, then but one Christe, and again a lone Kyrie, 
suggests that, as in the chant prototype, each setting was 
sung thrice. 
The initial Kyrie is in ~- The French contra-
puntal concept is here strikingly apparent. All three 
voices occupy approximately the same pitch range, and all 
three cross and overlap, a somewhat archaic device in the 
fifteenth century, which tended to keep the 2 comparatively 
free from the lower voices. The 3 is quite diatonic, and 
stays within an octave's range except for the cadence 
measures (23 ff.). T and CT both indulge in broader leaps; 
the latter especially plays the role of "filler" voice, 
opening with a downward triadic sequence covering an oc-
tave (e'-c'-a-e), and later having such precipitous and 
awkward passages as at mm.9-10, and 17-18. It is, in fact, 
the only voice given unbroken octave leaps (mm.lS-16, 
19-20). TheTis quieter both in motion and in rhythm, 
with chains of that iambic pattern so dear to the medieval 
composer (mm.9-ll, 20-25). 
The overall result of these varying kinds of mo-
tion and rhythm is one of complete contrapuntal indepen-
dence, essentially through-composed in the sense that 
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there is no imitation between the voices, or sequential 
patterns within any one voice. Thus the Italian influence 
is non-existent here, and even the English influence is 
discernible only in the use of melodic triads, and in the 
presence of full triads at cadence points. The cadence 
chords themselves are free of thirds, having only the cus-
tomary medieval consonances of octave and fifth. So in-
tense is the feeling for independence, with its constant, 
insistent contrary motion, that here there is no question 
of fauxbourdon, or of any other consecutive harmonic rela-
tionship. Hemiola can be found on occasion (m.7 inS and 
CT, m.l3 in CT and T, m.l6 inS, and m.24 inS and CT), 
but can scarcely be called a feature of the work. The 
final cadence is the customary 7-6-8, and Marix suggests 
the double leading-tone in S and CT. 
The Christe moves to ¢, and stands in clearcut 
rhythmic contrast to the Kyrie, not merely because of this 
metric change, but also because of the complete absence of 
those faster note-values and nervous syncopations used in 
that section. Ligatures now abound, especially in the T, 
and the lower voices keep up an imperturbable pace of 
breve or semibreve. There is more chordal sonority than 
before: mm.S0-54 abound in closely knit triads, and there 
are many chords of the sixth, mostly at the beginnings of 
measures (mm.34, 40, 43, 48 etc.). Thus there is a firmer 
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harmonic texture than in the Kyrie. However, the polyphonic 
web is not weakened; voice-crossing is still present, as 
well as contrary motion and a double leading-tone cadence. 
The S has a recurring rhythmic motive, tiD J(l), occuring 
in mm.36-37, 41-42, 42-43, 49-50 and elsewhere, and some-
times it is coupled with the same melodic motive; but 
since the melody is a stock pattern (7-6-8 again), we can 
hardly look upon the whole thing as constituting either 
imitation or sequence. The melodic cadence in the S is like 
that of the Kyrie, since, in the plainsong, both sections 
end alike. 
The final Kyrie returns to ~, and, especially after 
m.75, to the nervous, faster motion of the first section. 
No new traits are apparent, but in mm.86-87, and again in 
mm.89-90, there is a glimmering of fauxbourdon style, with 
chords of the sixth closely following upon each other. 
The cadence is of unusual pitch-height and intensity. 
Kyrie ~, which Marix knew only in the Trent source, 
is called "breve in simplici die", i.e., a short Mass for 
a simple feast. The T is the same as that of Binchois' 
!2!! cantum melodie, but there is no pre-existent chant. 
It is employed here as a cantua firmus, with some aspects 
of isorhythm, since its last eleven measures are identical 
in each invocation. Repetition is the key to the whole 
work, in fact, as we shall see. The number of sections, 
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and their order, are peculiar: Kyrie - Christe - Kyrie -
Kyrie. There would be nothing striking about the arrange-
ment if a plainsong Kyrie could be posited as its basis, 
since many such pieces have a single Kyrie sung thrice, 
a single Christe also thrice, and finally a Kyrie sung 
twice, with the last Kyrie an extension of it, and sung but 
once. The Binchois work corresponds in every way to such a 
pattern, even to the extension in length brought about by 
repeating T mm.63-71 at mm.78-87, in the final invocation. 
One aspect only breaks this imitation of plainsong format: 
the T Christe sets the musical basis for both of the last 
Kyries. That is, the final two invocations do not return 
to the first Kyrie for their fundamental melody, nor do 
they set up a new melody; instead, they take on the Christe 
cantus, and modify!!· This is definitely not a chant 
characteristic. In plainsong, when there are triply sung 
invocations, the final Kyries either repeat the first 
(Masses II, XI, XII), or have a melody unlike that of 
either the first Kyrie or the Christe (Masses I, IV, VII, 
VIII, XIII). We think, then, that this quasi-Gregorian 
T is original with Binchois. 
We have already touched on the repetitiveness of 
this piece. It can be found everywhere. First of all, all 
voices are texted. Secondly, whole segments of all three 
voice-parts are repeated: mm.l4-19 equal 31-36, which equal 
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56-61, which equal 93-98. What is more, mm.37-49 are, with 
but the slightest deviations, exactly repeated in mm.62-74. 
Finally, the entire piece employs but one metric sign: ~· 
Nevertheless, the contrapuntal aspect of the piece 
is no less apparent than in Kyrie !· If anything, this is 
a more conservative work, with its T cantus firmus cast in 
long notes, as in eras gone by. The single cadence (single 
because it is the same for all sections) is a 6-7-8 form, 
with double leading-tone. The failure of the Trent copyist 
to resolve the CT leading-tone in m.36, is remedied in the 
Ao MS, where the missing d 1 is written. In m.65, Ao has an 
a' as the first note in the S instead of the more probably 
correct g' in Trent. Outside of these two points, however, 
the MSS are in total agreement. 
All in all, this is a short, compact, and very prac-
tical work. It might easily have been meant for a time 
and/or a place where a more elaborate musical setting was 
impossible of performance, perhaps on the field, or during 
one of Philip's countless journeys. 
Kyrie 1 has the same format as Kyrie ~: Kyrie -
Christe - Kyrie - Kyrie. All Kyries are in 0, and the 
Christe is assigned ~· There is a partial key-signature 
(Bb in T and CT), and it is difficult to determine how 
rigidly it is to be followed. Marix inserts editorial 
Bb's almost completely throughout the Kyries, but not in 
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the Christe. Her reasons for either action are not stated, 
but the result is one of the most inexplicable cadences in 
fifteenth-century music! It gives us a final chord of 
b 
e- b-e', complete with tritone. This is patently im-
possible, for theorists of the fifteenth and even six-
teenth centuries still demanded an avoidance of this inter-
val. Marix' cry of despair is amply justified: 
Mais que de conflits entre ces lois, et de doutes pour 
nous! Si le compositeur montre parfois son indif-
ference a l'~gard des intervalles defendus, il arrive 
qu'un copiste scrupuleux rapelle qu'il 'tait d'utage 
d'alterer les deux sensibles de la cadence archa1que 
en faux bourdon. 
(But how filled with contradiction are the laws, and 
how many the doubts on our part! If the composer 
sometimes displays his indifference in the matter of 
forbidden intervals, then invariably some scrupulous 
copyist will recall that it was customary to alter 
the two ltading tones of the old cadence in faux-
bourdon.) 
It seems prudent here to apply one of Apel's rules-of-
thumb concerning partial signatures and how they must be 
amended: "The B is natural when occurring in conjunct mo-
tion (seconds} from both sides ••• " 2 Since the CT line in 
our Kyrie is g - a - b at the cadence, the latter should 
be uninflected. This would yield a final eleyson of con-
secutive sixth chords resolving to the familiar octave-
fifth chord. 
~arix, 1!! Musiciens ••• , p.xxi 
2willi Apel, The Notation of Polrehonic Music 900-
1600 (Cambridge: The Mediaeval Acaaremy o America, 194~ p:m4 
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Outside of the cadential problem posed, the piece 
is rather straightforward. The Kyrie directly after the 
Christe is an identical repetition of the opening Kyrie; 
the final invocation begins on a rhythmic and melodic pat-
tern strongly resembling what has gone on in the previous 
ones, but is much lengthened and elaborated. In fact, this 
last Kyrie is the most outstanding aspect of the piece. 
It opens boldly with aLmost immediate consecutive chords of 
the sixth (mm.31-33). The CT, up to now the filler voice, 
leaping awkwardly and widely, is of unusual lyric quality, 
with a great surge of motion that gathers momentum after 
m.36. Next to it, both S and T seem stodgy. 
This composition, taken as a whole, is once more of 
the practical variety. It is, however, more carefully and 
even elegantly put together than Kyrie 2, and has more 
harmonic sonority than either of the first two settings 
analyzed. The textual underlay suggests that all three 
voices sing the first Kyrie, the S alone the Christe and 
remaining Kyries, but this kind of deduction is pretty fu-
tile. The CT in the Christe is certainly not as vocal as 
in the Kyries, but we have no proof from the MS itself as 
to performance. No matter, it is a lovely work, with 
some of the smoothness and lack of strain so characteristic 
of the composer's chansons. 
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After the puzzlement of this tour de force, it is a 
relief to find in Kyrie ~ a snugly constructed, pleasantly 
normal work in every instance. We are once more in the 
presence of a plainsong paraphrase, this time of Mass XI, 
the famous Orbis factor (LU p.46). It is the turn now of 
the T to embellish the basic melody, and this is richly 
done, but the tune is still easily indentifiable, much 
more so than that of Mass IV in Kyrie !· Chart 3 shows 
this work to be well-documented, appearing twice in Ao, and 
three times in various Trent MSS. The format is especially 
clear in Ao 23r, which uses repeat marks in the Gregorian 
Chant style: Kyrie,ii, Kyrie, i; Christe iii; Kyrie, ii, 
Kyrie, i. However, Ao ssv gives only one Kyrie in the 
final set. The composition,has been entitled, variously, 
"apostolorum" and "de martyribus". The text is underlaid 
in all voices. 
One of the happier traits in the plainsong cantus 
is the complete melodic identity of all eleison sections. 
Another composer might well have taken the opportunity to 
paraphrase each of these segments differently, thus evoking 
varying counterpoints, but our composer was beyond such 
temptation, and was content to repeat this entire section 
note-for-note each time it appears. Therefore, only the 
intonations differ, as we can see in MM.l-7, 12-18, 30-40, 
46-52 of Ficker's transcription. Once again, the 
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counterpoint is absolutely free, allowing for a few chords 
of the sixth in consecutive parallel motion at mm.25 ff, 
but maneuvering too constantly in contrary motion to let 
harmonic considerations come to the fore. There is, how-
ever, a great deal of triadic outlining in the single 
voice-parts. 
Kyrie 2 paraphrases chant Mass IX (~ jubilo, 
LU p.40), in the S. The piece is, however, incomplete, 
neither MS source showing a setting for the final Kyries. 
Ao gives two initial Kyries and a single Christe, each 
~ I 
marked with unusual symbols =r J ·z / after the first 
Kyrie, and the Christe; and2-:J after the second Kyrie. 
Tr shows two initial Kyries and two Christes, with no 
signs. Taking into account the makeup of the plainsong 
original, it must be presumed that the signs in Ao show the 
first contrapuntal Kyrie setting to be for the first and 
third invocations, with the other for the middle invoca-
tion. The Christe sign would, of course, apply the same 
way, except that a second Christe setting is lacking in Ao. 
It cannot be seriously assumed that the absence of the 
final Kyries might imply a ~ capo performance. First of 
all, there is not the slightest evidence to support such 
an idea, and secondly, the chant model precludes it, for 
the final Kyrie melody differs from those of the first 
Kyrie and the Christe. All middle invocations are alike. 
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The T carries a Bb not found in the other voices. 
All parts are texted, all begin and end each section simul-
taneously. 
We are once more faced with a completely polyphonic 
setting, with no imitation, no discernible sequential ma-
terial. The only outstanding feature of the piece is the 
complete rhythmic contrast between the Kyries and the 
Christe, the former very lively, with continuous semibreve 
motion; the latter in breves (although also highly embel-
lished), with much more ligature writing present. 
The most heavily documented of all of Binchois' 
Mass settings is Kyrie &· There are nine copies extant, 
five of them from various parts of the Trent MSS, two from 
Ao, and one each from Bol and Mu. In four instances, it is 
unsigned, but this poses no problem, since it is attributed 
to Binchois in both Ao appearances, and the Ao source is 
exceptionally dependable. When it bears a title, it is 
either "angelorum" (three times), or "discantus" (once). 
Tr87, 34, 56v, used by Ficker in his transcription, 
has each invocation set but once and sung three times, with 
the metric signs shown in Chart 3. Ao 25v has an added 
Kyrie at the end, and Ao 52v shows clear repeat marks that 
signal the following performance format: Kyrie iii; Christe; 
Kyrie ii; Kyrie i. The chant model, already clearly im-
plied in the title, is Mass VIII (Q£ angelis, LU p.37). 
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The main paraphristic work is in the CT, although the S 
also shows embellishment, but is not consistent in its use. 
The repeat marks shown in Ao 52v would exactly fit the 
chant prototype were it not for the copyist's omission of 
repeat marks after the Christe, which ought to be iii, as 
in the first set of Kyries. There is a Bb in T and CT; 
and for once we can refer to the latter as a contratenor 
altus, for it lies definitely above the T in range. 
There are no metric problems in the Tr copy, but in 
both Ao appearances, each voice bears a triple time-
signature, in the canonic manner. In Kyrie I, all voices 
show ..9' 0 ..9"; in the Christe, 0 .-6' 0; in the doubly-sung 
Kyrie II, 0,~; and in the final Kyrie, 0. There is no 
question here of a mensuration canon. All three voices are 
written out, and all have the same signs. Since there are 
always three metric signs when there is a triple repeat, 
two at the double repeat, and only one at the single Kyrie, 
it is logical to suppose that each repetition is in its 
corresponding meter: Kyrie I, 1 and 3, in $; Kyrie I, 2, 
in 0; Christesl_and 3, in 0; Christe 2, in..0'; Kyrie II, 1 
and 3, in 0; Kyrie It, 2, in ..6"". If all this deduction is 
valid, this is the most complex of Binchois' Kyries. 
However, there is a great deal of repetition, as 
might be expected from the chant model. As in the Orbis 
factor Mass, all eleison melodies are identical, and the 
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composer duly repeats his contrapuntal setting of this one 
melody. Despite its appearance of complexity, at least in 
Ao, the polyphonic web of this Kyrie is highly conservative 
and definitely French in concept. The T and CT (even when 
the latter paraphrases the chant) are restrained and 
written mostly in long notes, suggestive of the style of 
the Machaut motet, but without the isorhythm. It is true 
that we find aLmost innumerable chords of the sixth, but 
these are not carried on in consecutive strings, and so 
must be considered the result, not of a desire for sonority, 
but of purely independent voice-leading. 
The Glorias 
--- ~----~ 
We possess seven Glorias from Binchois' pen, more 
than of any other Mass section. This is rather surprising, 
for the Gloria and Credo texts of the Mass present obstacles 
to any composer, and one would think especially to a man of 
Binchois' musical temperament, which found its most satis-
fying outlet in comparatively short, gracefully-shaped 
settings of secular poetry. 
For one thing, the Gloria and Credo texts are the 
longest in the ordinary, and neither is poetic £!r_!!. It 
is true that the Gloria is not as problematical as the 
Credo. It is not quite as long, and it does have a sort of 
symmetry based upon repetitive ideas, which is reminiscent 
of the great Hebraic chants of the Old Testament. Thus, 
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for example, there is a natural division of the text at the 





Later on, there is a triple invocation starting always with 
the word Domine: 
Domine Deus, Rex coelistis 
Domine Fili unigenite 
Domine Deus, agnus Dei. 
Again, repeated pleas for mercy: 
Qui tollis peccata mundi, miserere nobis. 
Qui tollis peccata mundi, suscipe depre-
cationem nostram. 
Qui sedes ad dexteram Patris, miserere 
nobis. 
And, finally, the quoniam segment: 
Quoniam tu solus sanctus, 
tu solus Dominus, 
tu solus altissimus, 
Jesu Christe. 
In Gregorian Chant settings, such as Masses IX, X 
and XI, these symmetrical groupings are accorded, if not 
identical, at least closely related melodies. In many in-
stances, this repetition holds good only for the first two 
of the triple sentences, or for the first three of the 
quadruple, the final sentence clinching the whole with a 
different melody. The format of Binchois' Glorias are, 
then, a matter of great interest. 
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Gloria! may be outlined as follows: 
Text No. of Voices Texted Voice Meter 
Et in terra (mm.l-46) 3 s (0) 
Domine Deus (mm.47-62) 2 s (0) 
Domine Fili (mm.63-94) 3 s c 
Qui tollis I (mm.95-129) 2 s c 
Qui tollis II (mm.l30-185) 3 s c 
Quoniam (mm.l86-201) 2 Both 0 
Cum Sancto Spiritu (mm.202 ff) 3 S,T 0 
Here is very easily grasped symmetry. The alter-
nation between numbers of voices is absolutely regular, and 
therefore in twos. The metric pattern divides the piece 
triply. The tacet voice is always the CT, the S and T 
being present throughout the piece. 
Though the format is clear, it is not exactly in 
line with textual divisions. Nevertheless, it is quite 
sensitive to the needs of the text. For example, the 
laudamus is not separated musically from the ~ in terra, 
but it shows a well-conceived increase of tension and pace 
with each -~ sentence, so that the benedicimus is 
longer and more florid than the laudamus, the adoramus 
still longer and richer, with a breakdown into minimas 
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and semiminimas; and the glorificamus maintains this length 
while increasing the number of semiminimas. 
The threefold Domine is not unified either. The 
first is set alone ! 2, while the second and third are put 
together ! 3. Nevertheless, we again find real feeling for 
the words. The first has brilliance and majesty with its 
multiplication of smaller note-values, referring as it does 
to the omnipotent Father, heavenly King. The second and 
third refer to Christ, and are conceived in long-drawn-out 
note values, the contrapuntal lines constantly overlapping, 
giving the impression of intense awe. Here, the word 
Filius is the only exception, as is logical. It is heavily 
embellished, but within a very narrow pitch range. 
The gui tollis triptych is similarly set, that is, 
one separately, and the second and third together. Here 
the note values are even more sustained than in the Domine 
~ section: the T could very well be from a thirteenth-
century motet. The varying metric patterns in each of the 
voices is another Gothic touch, the T having the longest 
possible such, the CT in longas and breves, the S in 
longas and breves, also, but interspersed ~th minimas. 
Binchois sets the guoniam section separately, for 
two voices, each texted, which is unique in this composi-
tion. Here again, the composer's textual sensitivity is 
well demonstrated. The shadow of the miserere text is 
dispelled , and the concentration is on the majestic and 
joyful words, such as sanctus and altissimus, the whole 
ending triumphantly in the setting of ~ Christe. The 
first appearance of the phrase~ Christe (mm.76-79) 
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was brief and restrained. This final setting, while 
occupying no more actual beats, is florid and lively, with 
minimas and semiminimas. It does not stand out from its 
surroundings particularly, because the entire section is 
in faster note values, and presents clear-cut rhythmic 
patterns. In the S and CT, this newly found motion con-
tinues to the end of the piece, but the T returns to its 
aLmost archaic role of stabilization, and is replete with 
ligatures. All three voices are texted in this ending sec-
tion. All in all, Binchois has succeeded in setting this 
text sympathetically and sensitively, especially by his use 
of voice textures and rhythmic variety. 
One would suppose that Binchois would quickly cut 
through the length of such a text with note-per-syllable 
devices. We have seen how practically and efficiently he 
could deal with the repeated invocations of the Kyrie. 
In several of his longer works, in fact, we will find 
syllabic settings, but such is not the case in Gloria 1. 
Embellishment of the S is the rule in this piece, even in 
areas with sustained notes, such as at qui (mm.95-98), 
mundi (mm.l04-108), the last syllable of miserere 
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(112-122), and at nobis (mm.l23-129). The lively guoniam 
and~ sancto sections come closer to accentual treatment, 
especially in the T, but the entire composition is, 
basically, an extension of the text, rather than a synop-
sis. 
The S is freely-composed, and the voices move with 
the same unconquerable independence we have seen already, 
especially in Kyrie !· T and CT cross abundantly, the CT 
being given the majority of filler parts, so that it covers 
the widest pitch range. The T range is narrow (mostly from 
f to d'), only occasionally stretching out to the octave. 
The S, too, is not extensive, having only an occasional 
ninth to break an octave range. The S is primary because 
of its freely ornamented flow, but the T shows every sign 
of being the root voice, structurally speaking. There are 
no signs of imitation, or special attempts at achieving 
harmonic sonority. 
Gloria 2 is quite another matter. Its answers to 
the questions of format and textual length are differently 
conceived, and there are startling contrasts with Gloria ! 
in compositional technique. We can best begin analysis by 
dealing first with the question of length. One glance will 
tell us that it is less than bel£ the length of the first 
piece. This must and does mean syllabic treatment through 
most of the piece. Only a few syllables are floridly set, 
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and those only at the beginning and end of the piece. 
Hominibus (mm.3-9) is well-ornamented on its last syllable 
in the 3; voluntatis in both S and T is somewhat extended, 
as are the ~ of laudamus te, and the last syllable of 
benedicimus, again mainly in the s. From this point to the 
~' we can call nothing florid or embellished. That fi-
nal word is, however, magnificently ornamented, extending 
over ten measures of transcription (mm.ll3-123). The rest 
of the piece is very nearly psalmodic in its syllabifica-
tion. 
Such a tightly condensed text naturally calls for 
a changed format. As in Gloria!, there is an alternation 
between two- and three-voiced texture, but unlike the 
first, the time signature never changes, and all voices are 
texted throughout. The T is silent in the two-voiced areas. 
The outline is as follows: 
Et in terra (mm.l-9) 2 Both 0 
Bone voluntatis (mm.l0-37) 3 All 0 
Domine Deus, Rex (mm.38-52) 2 Both 0 
Domine Deus, Agnus (mm.52-81) 3 All 0 
Qui sedes (mm.82-101) 2 Both 0 
Cum sancto Spiritu (mm.l02 ff) 3 All 0 
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Although this compact format leaves little room for 
any particular sensitivity to the text, the work shows at 
least some slight traces of Italian and English elements, 
so conspicuously absent from the works examined thus far. 
In this work, there is an immediate display of head-
imitation between Sand CT in mm.l-3 (S) and 5-7 (CT). In 
mm.ll-13, there is a brief show of contrary motion between 
a descending pattern in the S and an ascending pattern in 
the CT, although this may be, considering its brevity, 
sheer coincidence. There is clear imitation, again in S 
and CT, at the laudamus !£ (mm.lS-20), with the CT at the 
lower fourth and slightly altered at the cadence. In the 
adoramus and slorificamus, there is once more a passage of 
head-imitation, this time with some slight show of original-
ity, the CT assuming a different rhythmic pattern than the 
s. After this, direct imitation abruptly stops. Through-
the piece, however, there is a constant, repeated-note mo-
tive, which begins every sentence up to the ~' so that 
a feeling of recurrence, no matter how spurious, pervades 
the whole Gloria, and gives it a solid coherence and unity 
not found in the highly polyphonic Gloria !· 
There is an added element of unity in the cadential 
formulae, which are practically identical in every case, 
except that the voice parts are constantly exchanged. For 
example, in mm.36-37, the cadence! 1 is repeated at 
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mm.80-81 with the S and CT changing parts. Similarly, the 
cadences at mm.98-101 <! ~) and at 87-90 are alike except 
for this same exchange, and both are nearly identical with 
one at mm.S0-52. To the ear, therefore, the cadences are 
merely repetitious. This is stimmtausch with a vengeance, 
and scarcely constitutes part-writing. 
Equally surprising in this work, with its compara-
tively long text, is the amount of fauxbourdon technique. 
We have continuously and deliberately used the terms 
fauxbourdon style and fauxbourdon technique, rather than 
simply fauxbourdon, so that we may avoid giving the impres-
sion that these pieces are fauxbourdon compositions. Un-
less a composition is written with the specific direction 
a fauxbourdon (or some similar tag), or unless a piece 
contains very large segments showing continuous sixth-
chords, it cannot be called by that term in the strictest 
sense of the word. None of Binchois' Mass compositions is 
in fauxbourdon. At the most, there are traces of the tech-
nique which undoubtedly add harmonic shape and sonority to 
a piece, and which, for the moment, banish the polyphonic 
web. We have already attributed this feeling of sonority 
to the English: thus, in Gloria 2, we may reasonably posit 
more English influence than heretofore. 
The technique is not easily discernible in this 
piece because of the constant crossing of voice-parts. 
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In the benedicimus !!, a passage of sixth chords begins on 
the last beat of m.21, and goes on, heightened by suspen-
sion, through m.23. The glorificamus !! ends in a similar 
succession, also somewhat obscured by crossings and many 
suspensions. The gratias continues the idea, and the ca-
dence at mm.35-37 ends, as do almost all of the cadences 
! 1 in this piece, with a series of these first-inversion 
triads. MM.59-61, 66-67, 70-72, 75-76, 79-80, 105-106, 
111-112, 121-123 all have these sequences. Thus, although, 
it is not a fauxbourdon composition, Gloria 2 benefits 
from Binchois' mastery of this swift and easy technique 
for setting a text. 
There is one more interesting aspect of the faux-
bourdon technique in this piece: some of the two-voiced 
areas outline what could easily be sixth chords were a 
singer to read the treble a fourth lower. For example, the 
two-voiced cadence at mm.51-52 contains a series of sus-
pensions that are identical with those ! 1 in mm.36-38, but 
without the inner note. Such suspensions often appear in 
the piece, and from m.97 on, the cadences are replete with 
successive thirds and 7-6 suspensions. Despite all this 
consonance, however, the ~ (especially in mm.ll9-121) 
fairly bristles with seconds and sevenths, all being re-
sults of suspensions, to be sure, but still highly disson-
ant. Oddly enough, during this passage, any combination 
of two voices yields a perfectly logical and consonant 
sound, but the totality of all three parts is dissonant. 
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Gloria 1 is, once again, a fairly length work, 
heavily documented, and paired with a Credo with which it 
shares some very interesting performance directions. In 
format, it is divided still differently than before, and 
there is a far more frequent alternation between the two-
and three-part textures. Here is the plan: 
Et in terra (mm.l-1~) 2 Both 0 
Laudamus te (mm.l3-37) 3 S-CT 
' Gratias agimus (mm.38-56) 2 Both 0 
Domine Fili (mm.57-77) 3 S-CT ~ 
Qui tollis I (mm.78-87) 2 Both 0 
Qui tollis 11 (mm.88-104) 3 S-CT ~ 
Qui sedes (mm.lOS-116) 2 Both 0 
Quoniam ••• sanctus (mm.ll7-138) 3 S-CT ~ 
Tu solus Dominus (mm.l29-136) 2 Both 0 
Tu solus altissimus (mm.l37-152) 3 S-CT q, 
Cum sancto Spiritu (mm.l53-170l 2 Both 0 
Amen (mm.l71 ff) 3 All 0 
Unusual here is the multiple division of the piece, 
one section often setting but a single sentence. This is 
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the most sectionalized of all Binchois 1 Glorias. The 
chart itself hints at the fact that this is indeed a pro-
foundly polyphonic setting. The S is embellished, and 
some phrases greatly extended. The first sentence alone 
covers twelve measures; the first qui tollis, ten; the 
quoniam, twenty-one; the ~ solus altissimus, fifteen; 
the~ sancto, seventeen. The T, freely invented, is the 
structural voice. 
In the Bol copy of this work, there is given a 
direction that will be found very often in later MSS, es-
pecially those of Italian provenance. The word unus is 
appended to each two-part section, and the word chorus to 
those in three voices. The first was always used to sig-
nify performance by soloists, the second, performance by 
a choral group. Bol (which still employs the older black-
and-red notation) is very clear on this point, and thus 
shows us the first stirrings, as it were, of choral poly-
phony. Bukofzer reminds us that, until the early fif-
teenth century, all polyphony was for solo voices, a 
natural outgrowth of Gregorian chant soloistic singing that 
led to organum and discant in the first place. 1 The use of 
a chorus, then, for polyphonic singing was long in coming. 
When we meet the Credo that accompanies this Gloria, 
we shall more clearly understand the first stages of this 
~anfred Bukofzer, Studies in Medieval and Renais-
sance Music (New York: W.W. Norton and Co., Inc::-1950) 
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technique. Gloria l represents a second step in this new 
development. Here, there can be no doubt about the solo 
work ~ ~: each part is marked ~ and carefully texted. 
The sections ! l are probably meant for two choral parts 
and one instrumental voice, for the CT is fully texted, 
and the T is doubtless instrumental. As we shall see in 
the Credo, the most primitive form of choral polyphony 
often found the group singing unison on the top line only, 
so Gloria 4 shows a definite step forward. 
Glorias ~' i, & and 1 have so few points to dis-
tinguish them from the works already analyzed that we shall 
forego intensive analysis and discuss only salient aspects 
found in them. First of all, they are in almost every case 
much less sectionalized than, especially, Glorias 1 and 3. 
Gloria 5, for example, has only three main divisions, and 
Gloria 6 only two. Except for Gloria 7, the texts are set 
syllabically, but this fact does not change their almost 
medieval contrapuntal essence. One expects more chordal 
work in syllabic settings, but such is not the case here. 
Gloria 4 is texted only in the S, which sings a 
fairly diatonic melodic line, but one punctuated with a 
score of repeated notes that suit the syllabic setting of 
the text, but have little musical value. The T could come 
from any thirteenth or early fourteenth-century piece, con-
ceived as it is in very long notes, mostly ligatured. 
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It is clearly the structural voice, and its motion as to 
pitch is comparatively restrained. The same cannot be said 
for the CT, a true filler, with many long leaps, some 
well beyond the T range, and also having more ligatures 
than ordinarily found in this voice. The~ is, consider-
ing the brevity of the piece, quite protracted. 
Gloria~ has a few interesting facets. Once more, 
the text is in the S only, but an interesting passage can 
be found in the first Jesu Christe. There, all voices are 
texted, and the words are set to extremely long notes in 
solid block chords. This technique is by no means either 
new or unique with Binchois; it is a common enough usage 
on the part of his contemporaries, and even some predeces-
sors. But it is very dramatic in this piece, interrupting 
as it does a flow of polyphony. Binchois repeats this 
process at the suscipe deprecationem and at the ~ sancto, 
at these places using a brief show of fauxbourdon style 
leading into and away from the massive chord-blocks them-
selves. At the ~' there is an inexplicable dissonance 
(m.l07), with a c -a- g' sounding together. Since the 
work comes down to us from·only one source, it is difficult 
to determine whether we have on our hands a show of har-
monic audacity or merely a copyist's error! 
Gloria ~ bas, as we have said, but two divisions, 
the first in 0, and the second in ~· Basically texted only 
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in the S, words are alloted to the Tat Domine (m.38); to 
T and CT at qui tollis (m.48), qui sedes (m.65), ~ sancto 
(m.84), and at the ~T There are some purely musical 
contrasts between parts 1 and 2. In the former, the T is 
slow-moving, with large intervallic leaps, while the CT is 
more active, and the S well ornamented. In part 2, the T 
settles into a straightforward, even sprightly, rhythm, 
with predominant iambic patterns. The CT and S maintain a 
quietly diatonic, syllabic flow. None of these activities 
is perceptibly related to textual expression. 
These three Glorias (~, 2, and &)evoked the fol-
lowing comment from Pirro: 
Binchois n'a cependant pas renonci a toute 'mondanite' 
dans sa musique religieuse. Son langa~e d'eglise est 
en g~neral aussi fleuri, aussi decoupe, aussi vif que 
son langage profane. 
1 
Frequemment, il ne s'est preoccup~ 
que d'imaginer d'agreables tirades, et de les clore 
avec coquetterie. Dans trois Et in terra .•.• le so-
prano seul est vocal. ~'all~gre-lrtanie du soliste est 
d'ailleurs agreable, elegante, et ne p~che gu~re que 
par exces de h~te famili~re. 
(Binchois did not, however, renounce all 'worldliness" 
in his religious music. His language for the church 
is, generally, as ornamental, as sharply delineated, 
as lively as his secular language. Frequently, he 
is absorbed only in creating pleasant musical passages 
and in filling them with affectation. In three Et in 
terras .•• only the soprano is vocal. The sprigEtly-
litany of the soloist is, in other respects, agree-
able, elegant, and offends onli by reason of its 
unconstrained excess of haste. 
lAndre Pirro, Histoire ~ !! Musique (xve !! XVIe 
Si~cles) (Paris: Libraire Renouard, 1940), p.9~ 
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Gloria l is the only Gloria, and one of Binchois' 
few pieces, in four voices. It is true that the CB is not 
present at all times, but it is in and out with sufficient 
regularity to count it as a true voice-part. Occasionally, 
the T is silent in this piece, or is not texted. The most 
striking aspect of the piece, however, is the appearance 
once more of solid block chords in the midst of polyphony, 
the chords now in four parts. This technique begins at the 
suscipe, but reaches its most solemn moment of impact at 
the first ~ Christe, where the effect of four-part chords 
all of them containing the third of the triad, is one of 
utmost majesty. It is a matter of interest, too, that the 
fermata signs over the chords are found in the MS sources, 
and bad their origin sometime in the early fifteenth 
century. 
The Credos 
The Credo text is without a doubt the most diffi-
cult to set of all from the ordinary of the Mass, parti-
cularly if the composer is intent upon illuminating the 
text, or building a coherent structure. Unlike the Gloria, 
it bas no emotional utterances, no repetitive cries of joy 
or sorrow. It is, instead, a sober, lucid prose text that 
simply lists the beliefs of the faithful .• Later composers 
seized upon some of these declarations and invested them 
with great emotional depth: the £! incarnatus £!! being the 
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prime example of this treatment. But the plainsong set-
tings are as down-to-earth and prosaic as the text, nearly 
always treating it accentually, with a minimum of melis-
matic passages. Undoubtedly, the Credo text, like that of 
the Gloria, has some natural divisions, not unlike the 
rational divisions within a summa theologica. From the 
beginning to invisibilium , we deal with God the Father; 
£! 12 ~ Dominum begins the lengthy section dealing with 
God the Son; God, the Holy Spirit, enters at the £! 12 
Spiritum sanctum; the Church, baptism, hope for everlasting 
life, are the dogmas presented at the last. But the text 
is not merely catechetical, it is by necessity quite the 
longest of the Mass. It co~ld easily be longer; the 
wonder of it is that it is so compact. All in all, it is a 
discouraging task to set it to music. 
Binchois makes very little attempt to unify the 
Credo. He relies, in most instances, upon the formulae of 
regularly alternating textures and meters, as he did in the 
Glorias, and gains what coherence he can from this usage. 
In Credo !, he uses the following divisions: 
Patrem (mm.l-21) 
Et in unum (mm.22-34) 











Genitum (mm.53-63) 3 s-eT ~ 
Qui propter (mm.64-76) 2 Both 0 
Et incarnatus (mm.77-98) 3 S-CT ~ 
Crucifixus (mm.98-130) 2 Both 0 
Et iterum (mm.l30-146) 3 S-CT ~ 
Et in Spiritum (mm.l47-160) 2 Both 0 
Qui cum Patre (mm.l61-176) 3 S-CT ~ 
Et unam sanctam (mm.l77-191) 2 Both 0 
In remissionem (mm.l91-204) 3 S-CT ~ 
Et vitam (mm.205-211) 2 Both 0 
Amen (mm.212 ff) 3 All q 
At all times when the texture is two-voiced, it is 
the T which is silent. There is also a sort of pattern in 
key-signatures in this work, several divisions of ! ~ 
b having a B in both voices, and several of the a 3 also 
sharing it, but in the last four divisions, there is no 
key-signature at all. A minor point of interest lies in 
the fact that, in several instances, all ! ~' the end of 
a division overlaps the beginning of the next, whereas all 
passages in three parts have complete cadences before the 
music resumes. 
If there is one aspect of this work more striking 
than any other, it is the extremely low range of all the 
voices. The lower parts go through gamma ~ and a third 
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even below that medieval final, an unprecedented depth in 
the fifteenth century, which favored a fairly high, equal 
range. Even the S, although dipping no lower than c, goes 
upward from that pitch only a ninth (on two occasions, a 
tenth). As a result, the three-voiced texture is extra-
ordinarily thick. There can be little doubt that this is 
one of the pieces Binchois wrote for those travels when the 
boy choristers were not along, but even for men's voices, 
in the context of that era, the range is deep. 
Binchois saves the three-part work from downright 
muddiness only by an extreme independence of rhythms, as 
well as of melodies, in all voices. The T is given a 
l n l pattern (not always, however, beginning on the 
first beat of the measure) that recurs often. Strangely 
enough, it would be hard to posit the S in this texture as 
the primary voice from any point of view except height, 
for the CT has, if anything, livelier rhythms than it. 
The amount of motion is both S and CT, for that matter, is 
much greater than one would look for in such a thick sound. 
Quite fast note-values, and a great deal of voice-crossing 
do not seem to be the ideal way to bring about clarity. 
In mm.22 and 29, there are some consecutive root-position 
triads that solve the problem no more felicitously. 
The sections ! l are extremely independent, both 
in motion (contrary), and in rhythm. The exceptions to 
this general rule are intriguing, for they consist of 
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whole chains of thirds and sixths: thirds in mm.Sl-52, 177-
180, 184-188; sixths in mm.98-101, 110-112, 114-116, 116-119, 
126-127. 
Despite the length of the text, the piece is not 
very syllabic. True, only the ~ is heavily embellished 
and extended, with a liveliness of rhythm that suggests 
chanson composition once again, but at no time is the com-
poser in a burry to get through the words. The et incar-
natus ~ is set with the greatest delicacy and beauty, 
and marked with a fermata sign at the end. But these two 
places are the only ones showing any particular desire for 
a sensitive setting. The piece is a model of polyphonic 
writing, despite the range depth, but it seems clear that 
everything done in it was done for purely musical or sheer 
practical reasons than for textural purposes. 
Credo 2 is noticeably shorter than Credo !, and 
employs but one metric sign: 0. Only the S is texted, and 
there is, as usual, a regular alternation between the two-
and three-voiced texture. There is, therefore, no need to 
chart it !£ 1212· The textural divisions, which begin 
with a setting of the Patrem! 1, are as follows: 
Patrem (mm.l-9) 
Visibilium (mm.l0-24) 
Et ex Patre (mm.25-46) 
Qui propter (mm.47-54) 
Et incarnatus est (mm.SS-67) 
Crucifixus (mm.68-83) 
Et resurrexit (mm.84-95) 
Et iterum (mm.96-lll) 
Et in Spiritum (mm.ll2-135) 
Et unam sanctam (mm.l36-152) 
Et expecto (mm.l53-167) 
Amen (m.l68 ff) 
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There are only two divisions fewer than in Credo !_, but a 
more compact treatment is everywhere apparent. In the 
sections ! ~, it is now the CT that is silent. All three 
voices, when they appear together, cross freely, although 
they are not of strictly equal range, the S having a lesser 
downward tessitura than the others. The T is a truly 
instrumental voice; much of the time it does not have 
enough notes to carry on the text (for example, m.25 ff), 
and it is, in truly medieval spirit, the slowest moving 
voice, although at times it enters into the fairly lively 
rhythms of the S and CT. 
It is interesting to see how the setting of the 
et incarnatus est contrasts with that of Credo 1. In the 
present instance, it is much more quietly paced than the 
first, especially in the S, where one would least expect 
it. Actually, the CT is the only voice in constant motion, 
the T entering at m.60 into parallel thirds and sixths with 
it, against aS using hemiola rhythm (at Maria). One must 
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imagine the placid vocal line against a running accompani-
ment of instruments, to hear the effect of this passage. 
It is, therefore, even more chanson-like than the same 
setting, doubly texted, in Credo !· 
The £1 expecto (m.l53) opens with a theme very 
similar to that of the Patrem, in the S, but the possible 
unification is never achieved nor, evidently, even attemp-
ted, but the section has sufficient beauty, a serene dig-
nity, all voices moving quietly and evenly. 
The ~ 2 areas are so homogeneous with those ~ 3 in 
style, motion, general rhythmic pattern, and melodic con-
tour, that it is difficult to tell where one ends and the 
other begins. The two most highly embellished sections are 
for two voices: the crucifixus (m.68), and the~' which 
is very long. 
By and large, the piece manages a remarkable unity 
and coherence. The polyphonic web is everywhere in evi-
dence, but without harshness or angularity. In it, we may 
see Binchois' ability to write counterpoint with an almost 
casual grace and elegance. 
Credo 1 follows Gloria 1 directly, in its Bol, 01, 
and Tr92 sources. Since Kyrie &, according to its Latin 
tag, belongs to Tr92, 1366, and the latter is placed with 
Credo 1 in several MSS, it has been assumed that the three 
form the nearest thing to a whole and unified Mass written 
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by Binchois. There is no other evidence, however, for this 
assumption, certainly not in the music. The Kyrie is a 
clear paraphrase of the Missa de angelis, as we have seen, 
but the Gloria and Credo employ freely invented T parts, 
and have no plainsong embellishment in the S. It is not 
difficult to see, in most of the pieces analyzed thus far, 
!2!! kind of resemblances, since the stylistic traits have 
been aLmost completely uniform. But we cannot posit re-
lationships between movements unless there is some kind of 
definable connection. 
Credo 3 is a fine example of the choral polyphony 
discussed earlier. It is marked for performance with the 
greatest precision in Bol, and represents in all proba-
bility the initial step towards that goal. Soloists 
(called either ~ or ~ in the MSS) sing the parts ~ ~; 
a chorus sings the parts ~ 2· In such a case, we would 
expect the choral sections to be simpler than the solo 
passages. But, as Bukofzer points out, 
For a great number of compositions, this is not the 
case. Actually only the upper voice of the choral 
sections is sung by the chorus in unison, while the 
other two voices are played by instruments.! 
Thus, the ancient idea is preserved, while appearing not 
to be. That is, we have solo polyphony with choral mono-
phony, even though the piece as a whole is contrapuntal. 
1Bukofzer, Studies ••• , p.l79 
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Credo 1 belongs to this category fo early choral polyphony, 
and we have already noted that Gloria 3 represents a fur-
ther development. 
Credo 3 is even more segmented than Credo !· It is 
also more complex rhythmically, for, in several of the 
three-voiced sections, there are multiple time-signatures. 
The divisions are as follows: 
Patrem (mm.l-29) 3 s coc 
Et in unum (mm.30-40) 2 Both q 
Et ex Patre (mm.41-72) 3 s coc 
Genitum (mm.73-85) 2 Both 
' Qui propter (mm.86-101) 3 s coc 
Et incarnatus est (mm.l02-116) 2 Both ~ 
Crucifixus (mm.ll7-138) 3 s coc 
Et resurrexit (mm.l39-157) 2 Both ~ 
Et iterum (mm.l58-188) 3 s coc 
Et in Spiritum (mm.l89-202) 2 Both ~ 
Qui cum Patre (mm.203-218) 3 s 4 
Et unam sanctam (mm.219-235) 2 Both 0 
Et expecto (mm.236-244) 3 s ~ 
Et vitam (mm.245-251) 2 Both J 
Amen (m.252 ff) 3 All c 
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The question must be asked: are these signs to be 
taken, in every instance, at their face value? Feininger 
answers this with an emphatic E2·l He feels that, es-
pecially in the Credo, it is impossible to perform an 
alternation between tempus perfectum and tempus perfectum 
diminutum. He also advances the ingenious theory that the 
signs were meant simply to hold the attention of the sing-
ers during performance! Van den Borren does not mention 
this aspect at all. 2 
Despite its metric complexity, and the place it 
holds in the history of choral polyphony, this work has 
nothing new to offer in the way of stylistic characteris-
tics, not already noted in other Binchois works. Pirro, in 
fact, feels that both Gloria 3 and Credo 3 npourrai t ~tre •. 
des premiers essais du musicien."3 
Credo 4 is related to Gloria z, appearing directly 
after the latter in Tr87, and but one piece removed from it 
in Tr92. Its source of interest is precisely that of the 
~aurence Feininger, ed., Gilles Binchois: Missa de 
Angelis (Ser.I, No.5; Documenta polyphoniae liturgicae --
s. Ecclesiae Romane; Rome: Societas Universalis S. Ceciliae 
1949), Preface 
Zvan den Borren, Charles, ed., Polyphonia Sacra 
(Nashdom Abbey: The Plainsong and Medieval Society, 1932). 
His transcriptions of both Gloria 3 and Credo 3 are the 
bases for our analysis. His own commentary, however, does 
not mention the metric signs as performance problems. 
lpirro, Histoire ••• , p.94 
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Gloria: it is in four voices, and it contains exactly the 
same type of attenuated block-chords, with their fermatas, 
as the former. Here, however, the CB is not always the 
voice marked tacet. Much of the texture is three-voiced in 
this piece. When tpe CB is one of the three parts, it is 
always texted; but when the T (which also moves in and out 
of the web) is the third voice, it is invariably untexted. 
Some of the interchanges between these two voices are very 
puzzling: at the !1 incarnatus, for example, the CB enters 
and the T drops out, but re-enters solely for the words 
£!Maria virgine. After this, it is silent again until 
passus, where all four voices form the heavy, solemn 
harmonies found in the preceding Gloria. This same four-
part procedure takes place once more at et vitam and at 
~' which is especially extended. The four-voiced sec-
tions are always texted throughout the parts. There are 
but two metric signs in the entire piece, as usual in 
alternation: 0 and ~· 
Credo 5 contains little that is new or different. 
The metric sign C is used from the beginning to the 
crucifixus; ~ from thence to the resurrexit; and back to 
C for the remainder of the piece. All but one section is 
three-voiced, but that exception is rather unique. At 
qui propter ~ homines through to ~ coelis, it is the S 
that falls silent, a tacet we have not met before. 
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During this section, the CT assumes the text, whereas, 
throughout the rest of the piece, neither T nor CT is pro-
vided with words. The text is set for the most part 
syllabically, but the polyphonic basis for the piece is 
always in evidence. So contrapuntal, even so medievally 
contrapuntal, is the voice-leading, and so thorough is the 
crossing of voices, that the S ends the piece at a lower 
pitch than the CT. 
The Sanctus-Agnus Dei Pairs 
Like that of the Kyrie, the Sanctus and Agnus 
texts are very brief. Although not especially interrelated 
in the liturgy, the two are constantly set in pairs by com-
posers of the fifteenth century. No other Mass ordinary 
parts are so persistently linked, and in all the MSS. In 
Binchois' music, this sequence was the rule, rather than 
the exception. Each of his Sanctus settings appears with 
an Agnus in at least one of the sources. Sanctus 3 and 
Agnus ], in fact, are found in tandem fashion in every 
source. Here, briefly, are all the pairings: 
1. Ao 159v 160r Tr92, 1436 1455 (unpaired) 
2. Ao 160v 16lv Tr92, 1399 1400 
3. Ao 179v 180V Tr90, 978 979 Tr93, 1809 1810 
isolated movements: 
Sanctus: Tr92; 1390; Agnus: Tr88, 224, Tr92, 1369 
Tr 92, 1447, 1547 
5. Is an unpaired Agnus, Tr92, 1548 
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In other words, every appearance of a Sanctus in the Ao MS 
is joined to one of an Agnus. We shall analyze these move-
ments on the basis of their MS continuity, to see whether 
or not the pairing is justified by musical logic. 
Pair 1 is so justified. They are based on their 
counterparts in chant Mass XVIII (LU p.62), where these 
movements are identical with those of the Requiem Masso 
At first, it is difficult to find the plainsong roots, but 
some fragments are clearer than others. 
The Sanctus is in two voices, S and T. The initial 
word is intoned in the S only, on one pitch. Both contra-
puntal settings of the words sanctus are attenuated in the 
extreme, the fermata signs coming from the MSS themselves. 
t,. 
Much of the writing is in ligatures. Dominus is also set 
on a single pitch, this time in both voices, a sixth apart, 
and marked with a fermata. ~ Sabaoth shows greater 
rhythmic activity, but is by no means lively. It too is 
set off with ~ fermata. It is in the pleni ~ that we 
finally find glimmerings of the chant tune (Example 2): 
~ .. • • - . 
~ + + + + + +- + .... + A. ~ J 3 I J A ·\ 0 J \ J ~r- j \ A l· j I J. ~ j J \ II o .. 
II 
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The osanna is, if anything, even more extended 
than the opening sanctus; it, too, abounds in pauses, and 
can be made to fit its model (Example 3): 
• • • - . 
As at the opening of the work, the second half of 
the piece begins with the S intoning the word benedictus. 
' The gui venit, although still stately, bas somewhat more 
motion, and is notable for progressing in almost constant 
thirds (or tenths) and sixths. The section from the words 
!£ nomine is completely in sixths, strongly resembling some 
of the melodic ~pd harmonic style to be found in Binchois' 
fauxbourdon compositions. If a third voice were to be 
introduced, reading the S at a fourth below, we would have 
such a work. It is tempting to think that this part of the 
piece might have been so performed. The last osanna be-
gins on three very long notes, with fermatas, using the 
same pitches as those beginning the first appearance of 
the word, and the~ PFoceeds to repeat the initial 
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intonation. 
For the most part, the text is set syllabically, 
although key-words, such as sanctus, Sabaoth, venit, and 
Domini are extended over several notes. The whole makes 
for a very brief composition, with a particularly relaxed 
counterpoint, and with no difficulties whatsoever. 
The Agnus Dei paired with it, although in three 
voices, has but little more complexity. Each invocation 
is couched in a different manner, especially in meter, an 
unusual fact. Most of the Agnus settings, even in chant, 
tend to make Agnus 3 a repetition of Agnus 1, the dona 
being substituted for the miserere. In this piece, on the 
contrary, each sentence is set separately, and with a 
different counterpoint. 
The S intones each agnus alone, and thus shows a 
relationship with the Sanctus; the supposition is that the 
former also sets the ferial melody. But there is even less 
resemblance here than before. The intonation, which is 
always a - g#- a, does not resemble the plainsong at all. 
There is what one must be forced to call a "feeling" of 
the ferial tunes, in both movements, but that feeling, 
upon analysis, seems based only on the brevity of the 
works, and upon the extremely narrow pitch range in all 
voices. One thing may be conceded: although there are no 
thematic resemblances, the pair of pieces is related 
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very clearly, in their somber pace, the chant-like intona-
tions, and their counterpoint. 
Sanctus ~ and its counterpart paraphrase Mass XVII 
(LU p.60). In both movements, the S bears the burden of 
this paraphrase. This Sanctus is more complex than the 
first. It is now for three voices, all present most of the 
time, and, despite the brevity of the text, it is sharply 
divided into five sections: the sanctus invocations, in 0; 
the pleni ~' in C; the Osanna; in +; the (benedictus) 
gui venit, once again in 0; and the ~ capo osanna. This 
multiplicity within a small text tends to destroy all 
unity and coherence. The repeated osanna alone saves it, 
for it is the one un~~ue moment of the piece. It is an 
extremely lively duo, with virtuosic ornamentation. The 
contrapuntal settings of the word sanctus have it punc-
tuated in the S, with the T and CT carrying on an interim 
duet both times. Except for the osanna, the piece is 
sober, and stylistically typical, with no surprises. 
Its companion piece also employs a S paraphrase of 
Mass XVII. This time, we find a more typical format. 
True to its chant model, the final invocation is identical 
with the first. There is no difficulty replacing the 
miserere nobis with the dona nobis pacem , since each 
phrase has the same number of syllables. In this piece, 
the S is omnipresent, using a moderately ornamented version 
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of the plainchant. The CT drops out at the beginning of 
the second agnus (mm.23-28), and theTis silent in mm.31-
36. The first sentence is marked by fairly long note-
values in all voices. The second, however, is brighter and 
more energetic rhythmically in the S and CT, the T going on 
at its more stately pace. There is a brief imitation of 
the S of m.27, in the CT of m.29; and another, very 
fleeting indeed, between the T of mm.37-38 and the S of 
mm.38-40. 
The only real point of distinction found in this 
piece is, as in Credo 1, the extremely low pitch range, 
clearly for men's voices only. Once more, it descends to 
the third below gamma ~· 
Sanctus 1 and Agnus 3 paraphrase Mass XV (LU p.56), 
both pieces employing the S as the ornamental voice. We 
must presume that the initial sanctus was meant to be in-
toned in plainsong, for there are only two polyphonic set-
tings of the word. More complex than Sanctus ~' it sub-
divides even more often: the sanctus invocations in 0; the 
Eleni ~' in C; the osanna, in ,, separated from the 
in excelsis, which is in 0; the gui venit, in o; and the 
final osanna in excelsis repeated from its first setting. 
During the double sanctus, the CT is untexted, and there 
is a continuous, basically iambic flow here which is quite 
different from the separated settings of this word that 
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obtained in Sanctus 1. The pleni ~ is marked by large 
leaps in both T and CT, but especially in the latter, 
which often outlines full triads. Except for this area, 
however, the T has an unusually narrow pitch range, mostly 
the fourth between g and c'. The most solidly conceived 
section os the qui venit; although contrapuntal, it is very 
closely knit and homogeneous. Almost every cadence is the 
7-6-8, and in the majority of cases, it is approached by 
chords of the sixth. 
The Agnus joined to Sanctus J has very little to 
mark it out from other pieces. As in Agnus ~' the music 
for the first invocation serves also for the third, and 
the text is once more in the S. There are very clear evi-
dences of fauxbourdon technique in mm.7-9, and again in 
mm.l7-19, but elsewhere, contrary motion predominates, with 
its resulting independence of voice-leading. The S is very 
highly embellished, but the lower voices have little in the 
line of rhythmic interest, the CT being positively turgid. 
Sanctus ~ also exhibits the stylistic traits we 
have thus far noted in Binchois' pieces, but it is, in some 
regards, an interesting composition. First of all, its 
format contains some differences. The T intones the first 
word, as usual, and the benedictus. The second sanctus is 
then set and texted for all voices, but the third is for S 
and CT only. The Domine is presumably written for all 
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voices, but there is an inexplicable omission of the word 
Dominus in the CT (without, however, rests or tacet sign), 
and of all words except the first syllable of the Dominus 
in the T, where there is a long passage that could more 
than support the entire sentence. 
At the pleni ~, the meter changes to C, and 
again there is a hiatus, the T having only the first three 
words, after which there is a fermata sign. Thus, only the 
S and CT finish the phrase, although the copyist leaves the 
S hanging in mid-air at !!!(ra), but with sufficient notes. 
There is a very long and florid osanna !n excelsis, bear-
ing the metric sign~, with all voices present and texted. 
After the T intonation of benedictus, the meter 
once again changes back to the original 0, and all voices 
sing the gui venit, but only just those two words, for 
the T again disappears from the rest of the sentence. In 
all voices, there is the equivalent of the modern D.C., in 
the form of a Latin tag: osanna ~ supra. 
Throughout the piece, the T is in longas and breves 
(with few exceptions), but both S and CT keep up a steady 
pace of semibreves and minimas, with a sprinkling of semi-
minimas. In the CT, the semibreves are predominant, and 
this voice has several ligatures, but the two voices are 
fairly equal in metric motion. The T has areas of colora-
tion, especially in its ligatures. 
The most individual aspect of this piece lies in 
the last notes of the CT, where the notation itself is 
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puzzling. At this point, there are double notes, that is 
notes written in direct alignment above and below each 
other. Some of them are blackened. If there were signs of 
extreme crowding elsewhere in the piece, we might assume 
that reason here. But no such blotching of the copy can be 
found anywhere else. Besides that, a careful study of the 
cadence in all voices reveals that the double notes, taken 
together with the other voices, form a highly satisfactory 
harmonic cadence. Wbed the work is fully transcribed, we 
will have to decide whether the scribe (none too careful 
elsewhere in the piece) was merely thrifty or hurried, or 
whether Binchois, or someone else, added a fourth voice to 
the final cadence. 
We have said that the T in the Sanctus intones the 
initial word, and the benedict us. In its companion Agnus, 
this same melody is intoned by the 3. Such an intonation 
immediately brings chant to mind, but neither of this 
pair of pieces is based upon a plainsong. Agnus 4 once 
more sets the first and third invocations to the same 
music. In this case, however, there is a double metric 
sign: 0 and~. This suggests that Agnus 1 is sung in 0, 
and Agnus 3, in ~. 
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For once, there are numerous notational differences 
between the various copies, although all are agreed on the 
partial key signature (Bbin T and CT), the metric signs, 
and the T line, which is of the medieval type once more. 
This is a S-dominated piece, in the chanson manner, 
extremely florid in both S and CT, the text tremendously 
extended. This is true even in the second aggus, which 
opens with S and CT only, moving in thirds and sixths. The 
T enters just before the peccata, and even it is caught up 
into the mounting motion and tension that culminates in the 
word nobis, covering twelve transcribed measures. This is 
a brilliant piece of polyphony, much in the manner of, and 
a fitting companion to, Sanctus ~· 
It is clear, then, that Binchois' pairing of these 
Sanctus and Agnus settings is amply justified, whether be-
cause of a common plainsong basis, or of stylistic affinity. 
There remains one isolated Agnus, and it is the 
most highly developed of the group. This does not imply a 
change in format, for the first and third sentences are 
still identical, and the T still intones each section. The 
chant Mass paraphrased is once again Mass XVII. The fun-
damental style we have met does not change in this piece, 
either; it is still almost totally French in polyphonic 
concept and execution. The differences begin with the fact 
that in this work, sentences 1 and 3 are set for four 
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voices, and the middle section in three. The first part 
uses definite breaks in the S, after tollis (m.ll), mundi 
(mm.24-26), and miserere (m.31). The inner voices, too, 
are silent for brief periods, so that the basically four-
part sound is often lightened. At these places, as in 
mm.l7-19, 24-26, there are distinct touches of fauxbourdon 
style, in which the parallel motion contrasts sharply with 
the continuous contrary motion found when all four parts 
are present. For such a potentially rich texture, there 
are not many full triadic sounds, but in m.3, and in 
mm.27-34, there are series of full triads. Some of these 
result, with the help of suspensions, in particularly bold, 
dissonant clashes. In m.9, there are two z's with a~ and 
an!; in m.27, the chord £-£-!-z; in m.32, £-!-!-£; and in 
m.33, a strikingly accented !-z-!-!· Adding to the har-
monic audacity is the parital key-signature, with Bb in the 
lower three voices {lower two in Agnus 2). 
The expansion of the text by embellishment is very 
great. The first tollis and peccata each extend over nine 
measures, and the word mundi, over four. 
The second invocation is in C, and presents a clear 
contrast with the first. Where the S and CT, at least, had 
been of fairly equal motion, now both T and CT quiet down 
into longer note-values, and a steadier pace. The T moves 
in great leaps, and is written almost wholly in ligatures. 
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The CT has, in m.42, one brief fling at melodic movement. 
Otherwise, it is the most sustained of the voices, moving 
most of the time within a fourth, and reaching a totally 
static stage in mm.49-52, with a long e'. The S is not so 
confined. Although it begins this section with rather 
sedate rhythms, it gathers momentun, especially after the 
word miserere (m.57), and becomes constantly more complex 
as the end approaches. Thus, it bears the entire task of 
embellishment. The cadence is unusual in that the Bb is 
abrogated in the penultimate chord, perhaps in order to 
avoid the tritone, although such care has not been the rule. 
In all, this is not only the most extensive and 
ambitious of the Agnus settings, but also one of the most 
notable of Binchois' works for the Mass ordinary. 
Of all the influences mentioned at the beginning 
of the chapter on Burgundian music, only one is the re-
current factor in these Mass compositions by Binchois: that 
is the French element, the medieval ideal of purely 
independent voice-leading and metric pace. There are some 
touches of the sonority so loved by the English, and only 
the faintest traces of Italian sequential and initative 
techniques. Although the rigid harshness and dissonance 
is generally bypassed (thanks to the use of the suspension, 
an English trait), these pieces show the great Burgundian 
to be content with his Gothic inheritance. His ability to 
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write within the strict contrapuntal web is unquestionable. 
We know of other abilities shown in his chansons, 
but he clearly chose to isolate at least his liturgical 
music from the secular style. Perhaps it was because the 
whole atmosphere of the court in which he worked tended to 
fall into the way of life set up by its brilliant duke; 
a way of life that saw every one of its aspects neatly and 
strictly compartmentalized: now the chapel, with each de-
tail meticulously guarded, and now the court, with its own 
ritual, the two completely divorced from each other, and 
having no influence, one upon the other. In the music we 
have analyzed thus far, we find Binchois to be, not merely 




Besides his compositions for the Mass ordinary, 
Binchois left aTe ~' four Magnificats, and twenty-
seven other works, of various types: motets, hymns, anti-
phons, and parts of the Mass proper. At least one other 
work has been dubiously attributed to our composer. An 
Alma redemptoris, which appears in Ao, Bol, Mo, and Tr, is 
ascribed to Dunstable in the last two and first source. 
In Bol, Binchois' name is printed in the center of the page, 
and is obviously the original ascription, but, slightly to 
the right, has been printed the name of Leonelle, and that 
still in a fifteenth-century hand. The evidence, then, 
seems weighted against Binchois' authorship, especially 
since the Ao MS, generally very reliable, does not give the 
palm to him. 
Chart 4 will collate these miscellaneous works. 
Most of the areas are the same as those covered in Chart 3, 
with the following exceptions: 
1. An added column in the new chart, directly to the 
right of the title column, shows the liturgical function 
of the piece. 
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2. In the column that shows the number of voices and 
the texting procedures, the figure £t shows that only two 
parts are written out, but that a third is obtained by 
fauxbourdon. The sign ~ is also added, and can be found, 
too, in compositions where fauxbourdon is the rule, even 
though all parts are written out. 
3. BPS contains no transcriptions pertinent to this 
category. However, one motet has been transcribed by 
Guillaume de Van. 1 The sign for this transcription is 
VRDS. 
It is now necessary to make some further observa-
tions on the subject of fauxbourdon, since we shall find 
several examples of this technique in the works at hand. 
Strictly speaking, a fauxbourdon composition is one in 
which two written parts move in parallel sixths and oc-
taves (although there can be some deviation), while a 
third, unwritten voice finds its part by reading from the 
s, but at the lower fourth. One can define the nature of 
this voice in two ways, each of them mutually contra-
dietary. 
First of all, this voice can be considered 
improvisatory in nature, since "the addition of any un-
written voice involves some kind of improvisation, however 
1de Van, "A Recently Discovered Source ••• ," p.S 
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mechanical."! Secondly, the unwritten voice can be looked 
upon as canonic. Trumble puts it this way: 
The faulx bourdon inscription, then, called for the 
extract1on of an unwritten part by observing a rule, a 
certain succession of intervals with the cantus. 
Technic~lly, faux2ourdon is, thus, an intervallic 
success1on canon. 
In practice, we find fifteenth-century composers as 
casual here as elsewhere. For example, Binchois' Salve 
sancta parens has the third voice written out in Tr, where-
as, In Ao, it appears under two forms in the same folios: 
as a strict fauxbourdon ~ 2 with the written direction; and 
with an added T and CT minus the fauxbourdon tag! However, 
any technique of such fundamental rigidity must either de-
velop flexibility, or die. One has only to think of the 
original concept of organum and its fruition into true poly-
phony. Fauxbourdon went through stages of development, 
also, ultimately becoming a richly harmonic, four-voiced 
technique. Throughout its history, it played an important 
part in the furthering of choral polyphony. 
We must not expect to find such development in 
Binchois' works. In fact, this type of writing is not 
found on the Continent before 1430, and Binchois (whose 
lManfred Bukofzer, "Fauxbourdon Revisited," The 
Musical Quarterly, 1952, XXXVIII, p.24 
~rnest Trumble, Fauxbourdon ! (Brooklyn: Institute 
of Mediaeval Music, 1959), p.ZO 
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known compositional career at Burgundy began in 1430) 
seems to have been very early in the field, not unnaturally, 
in view of his English connections. 
A second fact to be clarified about fauxbourdon 
compositions is that they were seldom written as fully in-
dependent pieces, even if outwardly complete in themselves. 
For the most part, they served as foils for plainsong, at 
times being employed as alternate settings for hymn stanzas, 
at other times as antiphons for psalms, even for interim 
use in canticles and sequences. The danger of monotony in 
the succession of sixths and octaves makes a complete work 
in this technique unlikely, unless there is some element in 
the type of composition itself that makes it a feasible 
usage. 
Finally, the early fauxbourdon works, such as most 
of Binchois', grew directly out of the English stylistic 
influences mentioned several times up to now. When the 
technique became firmly established on the Continent, it 
tended to become more and more dominated by the Italian 
schools, so that its final manifestation, four-part falso 
bordone, arrived at its fulfillment in Italy. 
It would be futile to analyze in depth each and 
every one of these miscellaneous works of Binchois. We 
will, however, look into each category thoroughly. These 
latter are most logically marked off by liturgical function. 
This is the division that will be used in this chapter, 
with but one exception: fauxbourdon works will be dealt 
with as one group, regardless of category. 
The Motets 
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Outside of his Mass compositions, Binchois' motets 
are the only pieces that show little or no fauxbourdon. In 
the fifteenth century, sacred motet texts were derived 
freely from any source, not necessarily liturgical. We 
will, therefore, take as a motet-work, any composition with 
a text and a cantus firmus from a source other than the 
Mass or Divine Office. One could quibble, on the basis of 
this definition, about the inclusion of Inter natos 
mulierum!! in our motet analysis. The text is the same as 
that of the very brief composition listed before it in 
Chart 4, and is from the Office. The author feels that the 
much greater length and technical complexity of the second 
setting, as compared with the first, bring it into the area 
of independent contrapuntal composition. Here, then, are 
the works considered to be motets: 
1. Ave corpus Christi carum 
2. Dixit Sanctus Phillipus 
3. Domitor Hectoris 
4. Inter natos mulierum II 
5. ~ cantum melodie 
6. Veneremur virginum 
7. Virgo prefulgens 
8. Virgo !Q!! venustatis 
Motets 1 and 8 are examples of what Marix meant 
when she said: 
On ne se ~ait pas, il est vrai, pour introduire les 
chansons h l'iglise; au texte frivole, on substituait 
un texte sacr~ et l'oeuvre d~fendue devenait 'saincte 
chansonnette. 
(Truthfully, there was no difficulty involved in bring-
ing chansons into the church; for the worldly text, 
one merely substituted a sacred one, and the forbidden 
work became a 'holy song.')l 
Ave corpus Christi carum is a re-setting of the 
chanson Adieu mies ~ belles amours; it is found in the 
secular form in the Tr source cited. It may shock us to 
imagine a text dealing with the Blessed Sacrament being sub-
stituted for that of a typical chanson, with its cries of 
joy or sorrow over the lover's presence or absence. Such 
treatment, however, is completely in line with the history 
of the medieval motet. From the very inception of this 
form, the religious and profane were intermingled with a 
freedom that is inexplicable and unacceptable today. At 
first, this lack of separation between sacred and secular 
was a result of medieval philosophy, which saw the whole 
lMarix, 1£! Musiciens ••• , p.xvii 
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physical universe as a symbol, not matter how dim, of the 
heavenly city. 
The great Gothic cathedrals are prime examples of 
such a philosophy. Majestic representations of the most 
deeply sacred subjects are constantly interrupted by the 
most earthy, even monstrous carvings. The outward signs of 
this unification remained for a long time. Certainly, in 
the court of Philip the Good, there can be but a faint echo 
of that sturdy, unquestioning belief. By the fifteenth 
century, the substitution of sacred for secular must have 
shown indifference rather than unity, but the exterior show 
was maintained. We may be sure that no macaronic motets, 
in the manner of the thirteenth century, were introduced 
into the totally ritualistic Burgundian chapel. The form 
had to be correct; Latin had to be the tongue of religion. 
Nothing else mattered. 
Such being the case, we must expect to find here a 
chanson-motet, and so we shall. The S alone bears the text, 
both CT and T being unmistakably instrumental. The sung 
melody is made up of short, graceful phrases, punctuated 
by rests, with the 7-6-8 cadence nearly always in evidence. 
Unlike the S lines found in Binchois' ordinaries, this 
never goes beyond the octave range, nor does it cross other 
voices. The accompanimental voices are purely polyphonic, 
it is true, but nowhere are to be found those awkward, 
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disjointed "filler" leaps so prominent in the sacred works 
we have seen. They cross frequently, but are not extended 
beyond the octave, either, despite their instrumental 
character. Both of these lower voices have a Bb not shared 
by the S. In the latter voice, mm.S-13 can be found sub-
stantially repeated in m.22 to the end. The effect is one 
of light, airy elegance, having no possible connection with 
the sacred words. 
In the case of Virgo !£!!, it is a little easier to 
understand the changeover to a religious text. If the line 
between sacred and secular was thin, in the Middle Ages, it 
often became non-existent in the case of the Virgin Mary. 
Each era treated her somewhat differently, no doubt, but at 
the root of all Marian art and music was the fact that she 
was wholly human, and a woman. At Chartres, this dual 
element was stressed in her motherhood. In the age of the 
trouveres, as we can see in the works of Thibaud of 
Navarre, the attitude was chivalric, so that the phrase 
rna ~ applied as gallantly to her as to the earthly lady 
of the knight. Chivalry was the soul of the Burgundian 
court, and most assuredly, of its chansons. It is probably 
no accident that the words ~ ~ ~ moy are found more 
than once in the chanson C'est assez, which Binchois remade 
into Virgo !£!!· Both copies can be found in Mu, and the 
chanson alone is copied into several other sources. Marix, 
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in her transcription, shows the few differences between the 
chanson setting and that of Mu,l27. In general, the changes 
accomplish two things: they provide more notes for the new 
syllabic content, and they smooth out some of the faster 
and livelier passages found in the secular setting. Never-
theless, this is very bright music, all voices being pre-
occupied at one time or another with nervous, syncopated 
rhythms. The S still dominates the piece, but not as solo-
istically as in the Ave corpus, for the CT is quite active, 
with triadic leaping (mm.2, 14, 15, 16) not unlike that in 
some of the Mass compositions. The piece is not so suave 
as the previous example, but bas a charming animation that 
would quite suit a Marian text, in the eyes of a fifteenth-
century man. 
There are two more motets in honor of the Virgin, 
both of them originally cast as motets, with the more 
serious and intensively contrapuntal technique we expect of 
the form. Veneremur virginum is almost archaic in its 
usages. The T is couched in the longest possible note-
values, all ligatured, occupying but a line and a half of 
the Ao MS. The CT has much more motion, and a good deal of 
coloration. It and the T bear a Bb signature. The CT, in 
general, bas a closer affinity to the S than to the T; it 
might even be thought of as a foil for the top voice. 
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The S itself holds the greatest interest for us. It moves 
almost constantly, with very few rests, so that the effect 
is exactly the opposite of that found in the chanson-motets, 
with their short-breathed phrases. The minima is the most 
abundant note-value, and there are few ligatures, for the 
text is lengthy, and is set, by and large, syllabically. 
The cadences bear the brunt of the ornamentation. All in 
all, it is a severely polyphonic work, with no imitative 
passages, no chordal sonorities. 
Virgo prefulgens is at once more impressive, and 
more closely related to the fifteenth-century style. It is 
divided into three distinct parts, and the T may be called, 
for the want of a better word, quasi-isorhythmic. A kind 
of rhythmic repetition was often found in Burgundian motets, 
and in the present example, we find such a relationship 
between mm.lS-23 and 23-33, with a third "talea" beginning, 
but not carried through, in m.40. This repetition is 
interrupted by a burst of activity in rhythmic motion at 
mm.S0-54, after which the predominantly iambic pattern is 
resumed. 
The T is absent until m.lS, during which time the 
S and CT carry on a truly lovely duet, abounding in thirds, 
especially in mm.l-9. Similar duets are to be found again: 
between S and CT, in mm.34-40, and between S and T in 
mm.49-54. In m.S3 of the latter, the T crosses above the S. 
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On the whole, this section is florid in character, 
S and CT having a long drawn out virgo-in nnn.l-6, while the 
S miserabilis occupies mm.26-32. The tempo builds towards 
the cadence, so that, at labilis in the S (mm.50-55), there 
is a passage of hemiola rhythm which adds to the undercur--
rent of excitement. The final alleluia is very nearly 
syllabic, however, at least for that joyful word. There 
are several series of complete triads; mm.l6-32, for 
example, is almost completely triadic except for the open 
fifths at mm.22-23, between the S and CT, and of course at 
the cadences. There is no touch of fauxbourdon. The 
second time all three voices are present, fewer triads make 
their appearance, and there are several successions of 
fifths and octaves. The cadence at mm.54-60 uses several 
sixth chords, especially in the alleluia. 
Part 2 is simpler, with an even more elongated T, 
and a steadier rhythmic pace. Once more, there is a feel-
ing of isorhythm. The pattern begun at m.61 is taken up 
again at m.74, but the imitation is incomplete, and does 
not recur. 
There is a peculiar underlaying of the text in the 
S and CT. If it is correct, the textual sections overlap 
at times, for example at the deprecamur. One expects head-
imitation at any moment, but it never happens. Several of 
the words in the S are floridly treated, none more so than 
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juvamen, extending as it does from m.87 to m.95. The text 
to the CT is missing after m.97, and the two lower voices 
here pursue a duo for nine measures. Once more, the ca-
dence (m.92 to the end) has sixth chords. Although it is 
a clear enough cadence, reaching its resolution in m.95, 
the S drops out after that measure, so that where one looks 
for a clinching sound at m.l04, there is instead a lead-in 
to Part 3 of the piece. This peculiar interruption tends 
to make the measures from 96 on, look like a postlude to 
Part 2, or a prelude to Part 3. 
Part 3, once more in o, is generally syllabic, and 
in it, the T takes more part in the rhythmic action, with-
out, however, losing its structural aspect. There are two 
points of interest to note: 1) in the CT we find, once more, 
the phenomenon noted in Sanctus ~' that is, double notes at 
the cadence, from m.l23 to the end. Here there is no 
question of alternative endings; the lower notes would 
cause a string of consecutive octaves. Point 2: the T re-
peats the cadential pattern, both as to rhythm and melody, 
that was first given out in mm.20-24. The repetition 
occurs first at m.l23, and at mm.l25-26, even the S comes 
into the picture, duplicating its part in mm.23-24, but 
with ornamentation and its shorter note-values. The Virgo 
prefulgens, then, is solidly constructed, maintaining 
unity and coherence through its quasi-isorhythmic T. 
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In the Nove cantum melodie, however, we meet a full-
fledged isorhythmic motet. It is also the most fascinating 
of the miscellaneous works, for more than just isorhythmic 
reasons. To begin with, it is the first piece we have from 
Binchois' pen after his entrance into Philip's service. 
Secondly, it was written for the christening of the duke's 
short-lived eldest son, Anthony. Thirdly, it names 
Binchois' fellow-chaplains as joining in the felicitations, 
in much the same idea as that obtaining in our own times 
should a group of employees all sign a congratulatory card 
meant for their employer. 
The structural strength of the piece is astounding. 
In Part 1, CTl has a thirty-measure talea (without any 
corresponding color) that is sung thrice. In Part 2, iso-
rhythm extends to three of the four parts: S, CTl, and CT2. 
The total talea extends once again for thirty measures, but 
involves a complete repetition of these three voices, again 
a triple performance. Only in S mm.l40 and 144 is there 
the slightest deviation from the original rhythmic web. 
There is no relationship between the taleas of Parts 1 and 
2, and the latter, all encompassing pattern has no color. 
Part 2 is in~· Part 3 returns to the q sign of the first 
section, and presents still a third talea, once more em-
bracing the S and two CTs in their entirety. This time, 
the rhythmic pattern is only fifteen measures in length, 
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and the melodic content changes with each presentation, as 
usual. 
But this is not all, structurally speaking. All 
through the piece, there runs an isorhythmic T with color; 
in Part 1, it is one of only two voices, in Part 2, the 
primary voice part in a four-part texture, and this latter 
function goes on through Part 3. It is never texted, nor 
could it be, for the note-values are extremely long, and 
the melodic phrases, if they can be called such, are 
constantly separated by very long rests. Machaut's inheri-
tance could not be more plainly in evidence than in this 
massive and yet tightly unified composition. 
The structural plan is matched in the textual 
format. The opening of the piece is very unclear, for 
there are serious gaps at this point in the sole MS source. 
Two voices begin the piece, each with different texts. 
These are CT's 1 and 2, but the voice carrying the actual 
nove cantum text disappears after a few words, so that, for 
the duration of Part 1, only one texted voice can be seen, 
singing against the highly sustained first appearance of 
the T. Not much, therefore, can be said with any clarity 
of this section, textually speaking. 
However, with the advent of Part 2 (four-voiced, as 
we have seen), we find settings of three different texts, 
one for each of the upper voices. Throughout Parts 2 and 3, 
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the T presents its solemn, heavy music, as a sort of 
accompaniment and unifying force (although coherence is 
certainly not lacking anywhere!) against the S and two CT's. 
Let us study the three texted voices, reading from 
the lowest up to the S: 
1. CT2 has a text, laudatory in nature, directed to 
the child himself, the heir apparent; it also recounts the 
joy his birth will bring to the entire duchy. 
2. CTl exhorts all to rejoice, and refers directly to 
the solemn ceremony of baptism: hie signe sanctus Dei .•••• 
3. The S, in the most charming manner possible, and 
with that Latinizing so dear to the Middle Ages, lists the 
current chaplains. It begins, of course, with the composer 
himself (Binchois agente), and then goes on, through 
Bouchain, Bellengues, Fabry, Templeuve, Fontaine, Foliot, 
Petaut, Simon le Breton, Boydin, Nicaise Depuis, Ruby, and 
others. He twice brings in the name Anthony, once in 
addressing the child for himself and the other chaplains, 
and once referring to the great Saint Anthony, the child's 
patron, pleading with him for both the child and his father. 
This multitextual aspect of the motet recalls the 
thirteenth-century form, but is unusual for Binchois' era, 
which tended, as we know, to single-texted compositions. 
Still, the fifteenth-century Burgundian court was a highly 
sophisticated society indeed, and might have prized such 
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complexity as a sign of magnificence and solemnity. 
From a musical pointof view, Part 1, as it stands, 
is practically a CT2 solo. The T enters but seldom, and is 
too sustained to constitute a melodic line. Thus, there is 
no chance for contrapuntal play. We must keep in mind that 
the missing folio of the one MS source affects exactly this 
first section of the piece. The very fact that the 
original, title-bearing voice disappears, makes it certain 
that there was a third voice. 
In Part 2, we deal with a four-part texture, but 
once more, the T, although structural, contributes little 
to the total web. The three upper voices cross freely, 
and seem to be written for adult male singers, for the 
general range is rather low. There is, both here and in 
Part 3, an unusual technique in dealing with the various 
parts after a rest. All voices enter and leave quite inde-
pendently of each other, and give an impression of over-
lapping, and even of stretto. For example, in m.96, there 
is a rest and a re-entrance for the S only; in m.lOS, CTl 
comes in again after a rest, and is closely followed by a 
similar entrance of the S again, in m.l06, and of the CT2 
in m.llO; in m.ll7, the S leads the way, CTl re-entering 
in m.ll8, and CT2 in m.ll9. It is like watching a preview 
of Ockeghem's continuous counterpoint, especially since 
the true cadence for Part 2 comes in m.l86, after the 
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inception of Part 3. 
This final section, structurally like Part 2, is 
also musically similar. Once more, the T has little poly-
phonic function, and the other voices indulge in the same 
free crossing and overlapping that we have just analyzed. 
The final cadence to the whole composition is three-voiced 
right up to the last chord, where the T joins the upper 
parts. The last words given to CT2 end in m.217, so it is 
possible that this voice becomes instrumental during the 
ending seven measures. 
While there is some inevitable harmonic sonority 
in the four-part areas of this piece, the composer seems to 
have gone out of his way to counter the rigidity of iso-
rhythm with extreme linear independence. Textually from 
the thirteenth century, structurally from the fourteenth, 
this is without any doubt the most magnificently put to-
gether and carefully worked out piece of music that we have 
from Gilles Binchois. It shows him to have been a thorough-
ly trained, highly competent, and creatively vigorous 
craftsman. Let us repeat that this is an early work. We 
can only speculate on what its composer might have accomp-
lished, over and above what we possess, in sacred music, 
had he not been deflected, either through Philip's whim or 
his own choice, into chanson-writing. Nove cantum is as 
far removed from that secular form as is possible. It is a 
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stamped with authority. 
Inter natos mulierum !!, although it presents no 
stylistic surprises, is intriguing because it does not 
avail itself of the chant model, as does its counterpart I, 
and because it has a suspiciously instrumental appearance 
throughout. The latter point is worthy of comment. The 
text is underlaid in the S, with incipits only in the CT 
and T. The S has clear primacy, and the other voices have 
an accompanimental aspect, with the usual cadential ex-
ceptions: mm.33-36 in CT and S; mm.43-54, also in CT and S, 
and m.64 ff, in all voices. 
There is a repeat mark at m.57, and what follows is 
definitely an instrumental postlude. Even in the S, one 
might question the vocal aspect, for if, in fact, the 
texting of the S is correct, that voice has one of the most 
florid melodies we have met thus far. The eight-word text, 
a single sentence, is spread over fifty-seven transcribed 
measures. Inter alone continues for fourteen, natos for 
seven, mulierum for ten, and the second syllable of 
baptista for another ten. 
Of course, no firm conclusion can be drawn. The 
ornamental nature of Burgundian music is a major trait, and 
we ought to presume vocal performance for anything written 
for the chapel, but if this piece is truly a vocal one, it 
is virtuosically soloistic, chanson-like, and even more 
sophisticated than the C'est assez-Virgo !£!!, with a more 
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deft, suave S, and a more restrained CT and T. 
Domitor Hectoris belongs completely to the fifteenth 
century court of Burgundy in its text. Rememberiug the 
immense popularity of using the ancient Greek names to 
symbolize various people in the court, we can more easily 
grasp this motet poem, which uses exactly the same device. 
We have here a meditation on the Holy Cross, comparing that 
wood (which wounded the Saviour, but healed us) with that 
of the lance that first wounded, and then healed Telephus, 
in the story of the Iliad. Hector, Paris, and Telephus 
are all actually named in the poem; unnamed, but the true 
subject of the poem is Achilles, the conqueror of Hector. 
Musically, the piece is typical of Binchois' work 
in the sacred field. The S, sole texted voice, breaks 
frequently, and each of the resulting segments is followed 
by an instrumental interlude in the CT and T. Since the T 
itself is interlaced with silences (mm.23-27, 44-47, 60-62), 
there is a good deal of polyphony! 1 i~ the composition. 
It is perhaps gilding the lily to call Dixit 
Phillipus a motet at all, not only because of its brevity, 
but also because it is intoned in a manner suggestive of 
psalmody, and could possibly be an antiphon. If so, both 
text and chant are probably of local Burgundian origin. 
Saint Philip was the duke's patron saint, and from the text, 
we deduce him to be Philip, the Deacon, known to us from 
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the Acts of the Apostles. In this text, he exhorts the 
people to smash their idol, and replace it with the cross 
of Jesus Christ. 
In general, the music is set syllabically, but a 
few are greatly extended. The Latin imperatives are par-
ticularly affected in this manner: deicite uses mm.l-4; 
confringite, mm.S-11; and affligite, mm.22-30. There is 
nothing new, stylistically, in the work; counterpoint is 
the dominant factor, and the rhythmic independence is made 
even more striking because of the variety achieved within 
basically equal metric values in each voice. 
The Antiphons 
Binchois wrote ten antiphons, the most in any 
category. Of these, two are fauxbourdon compositions, and 
will be examined with others of that type. The remainder 
are listed here: 
1. Asperges me I 
--
2. Asperges me II 
--
3. Ave regina celorum 
4. Beata Dei genitrix 
5. Beata mater ~ innupta vir ~:5o 
6. Inter natos mulierum I 
7. Quem terra 
8. Vos ~ £.!!2 
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In keeping both with their liturgical function, and 
with Binchois' distinct tendency towards the purely prac-
tical, most of the antiphons are short, undeveloped pieces. 
As introductions to the psalms, and to other parts of the 
Office, they could hardly be more perfect, being the most 
fitting, usable, and easy pieces one could find. Many, if 
not most, use a plainsong model, and when this is so, they 
use it with little change or embellishment. 
The first Inter natos, for example, uses the melody 
from the Sarum Gradual, and follows it closely. The text 
is given to all voices and, except for two areas of interest, 
the words are set syllabically. The last syllable of 
mulierum is quite extended, in comparison with the overall 
length of the piece, and the same is true of Johanne. We 
stress this extension in relation to the size of the entire 
work because it would be very minor ornamentation indeed 
if laid side by side with that in such works as Kyrie 1, or 
even the motet based on this same text. In this small work, 
the English influence is unequivocally present. Although 
it is by no means a fauxbourdon composition, this piece is 
predominantly chordal, with sustained sixth-chord blocks 
at ~ surrexit major, and at Baptista. Of English pro-
venance, too, are the suspensions: in m.3, a 2-3 suspension 
in the T; and the typical 7-6 form at mm.4-5, and m.l4. 
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Both of Binchois' Asperges show Anglian sonority, 
also, but not throughout. They have many traits in common, 
which is not surprising. Both are based firmly on the 
chant model, and both paraphrase it in the s. The embel-
lishment is by no means extreme, so that most of the time 
these part-settings show much the same syllabification as 
the plainsong. The only notable exception to this rule 
takes place in Asperges 1, where the phrase ~ in saecula 
saeculorum is heavily ornamented in both S and CT. 
Both pieces show a surprising number of metric 
changes, considering the very short text. Both employ 
some fauxbourdon technique in the psalm-tone section that 
begins with the words miserere mei, ~· Here, as in the 
chant prototype, the text is absolutely syllabic, and the 
opportunity for solid chordal writing is quickly grasped. 
Of the two settings, the second shows the most 
fauxbourdon style. The first, on the other hand, assigns 
much greater floridity to the S than does the second, es-
pecially at the gloria Patri. 
Also interesting in Asperges I is the definitely 
low range of the voice-parts, such as we have already met, 
but still quite unusual in the music of fifteenth-century 
composers. Here, the range is not quite as low as we have 
found in other pieces, but it is unsingable for boys. 
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The antiphon Quem terra, which has no chant model, 
is still another work in the low pitch-range. It occupies 
a sort of half-way point, too, between the more harmonic 
technique, such as we have seen in Inter natos !, and the 
prevailing contrapuntal weaving thus far recognized as 
Binchois' chief trademark. The voices are set very closely 
together, with such constant and deceptive crossing, that 
it is difficult to see (but not to hear) such effects as 
the consecutive root-position triads in m.l2, and the 
awkwardness of triads containing only the octave and third 
(mm.2, 4, 7, and many others). Chords of the sixth are 
present, especially in mm.l3-14; and the cadential areas 
(m.l6 to the end) are rich in suspensions. Thus, there is 
much triadic sound, and even some closely knit chordal tex-
ture, but the web is, ~ fond, polyphonic. 
The Beata mater, and the Beata Dei genitrix, 
neither of them extended compositions, are once more in 
the free voice-leading category. Neither is distinguished, 
musically speaking, although the T in Beata Dei is unusual-
ly archaic, with very long note-values, and much ligature. 
In this same piece, too, there is an exceptionally florid 
duet between S and CT, at semina, near the end of the 
piece. The Beata mater, on the other hand, is in chanson 
style, with brief musical sentences, and a S-dominated 
texture. 
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Because of the T intonation, we suspect that Y2! de 
Celo has a plainsong basis, but, if so, it is not known to 
us. The text refers to Saint Anthony, hermit and abbot, 
father of the cenobites. It recounts the story of how a 
voice from heaven praised him for his valiant fight against 
the devil, and prophesied his future fame. There is little 
doubt that this saint was the patron of Philip's ill-fated 
heir; we have already found Binchois invoking him in the 
~ cantum. 
All voices carry the text in this piece, and it is, 
musically, perfectly typical of our composer, with varied 
rhythms for each voice, reliance on contrary motion, and 
the aspect of complete practicality. The setting, although 
by no means purely syllabic, is certainly not florid. Ego 
and nominari are the only two extended words, and these are 
done very modestly. All in all, it is a dignified and con-
servative work. 
The most ambitious of Binchois' antiphons, and the 
most interesting from a technical point of view, is the 
Ave regina celorum. Once more, a plainsong melody (LU, 
p.l864) this is not the ordinary antiphon, which begins 
with the same words) is paraphrased, but in an unique 
manner. First of all, the paraphrase is not complete, for 
it employs only the first and last phrases of its model. 
Secondly, it is the only example we have met of an 
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accompanied canon by Binchois. 
The canonic voices are S and T, always entering in 
that order, breaking the paraphrase melody into short frag-
ments. The canon is not pursued through the entire piece, 
but follows this course: 
mm.l-7, first phrase, canonic, modified cadence. 
mm.S-12, second phrase, canonic, modified cadence. 
mm.l3-24, third and fourth phrases, no canon. 
mm.25-38, fifth phrase, canonic, with T entering the 
web in mm.35-36 
m.39 to end, final three sentences, no canon. 
Textual underlay leads us to assume that the vocal perform-
ance is interrupted at m.25 by an instrumental interlude 
which contains the longest of the canonic passages. A simi-
lar postlude takes place from m.53 to the end. All altera-
tions of the T imitative melody are done merely to insure 
the sentences ending at the same time. 
It is very interesting to note the entire relation-
ship between S and T, even when canon is not present. The 
two voices form one of the most thoroughly consonant duets 
to be found in this era, with an array of thirds, tenths, 
sixths, and octaves, interrupted only on occasion by a 
fifth. There are no dissonances at all between these two 
voices in the non-canonic parts of the piece. The CT and T 
are also remarkably well-joined, although there are more 
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fifths here, and even consecutive fifths, hidden often by 
voice-crossing (for example, see m.lS, where the f-c, g-d 
consecutives are disguised in this manner). Only the S and 
CT, taken together, show fourths and sevenths, but they are 
not abundant. The T is, therefore, the primary voice, and 
we may well marvel at the suavity with which the art of 
discant is applied. The result is a piece with both 
harmonic ease and polyphonic clarity. 
The Hymns 
We will include in this section the offertory 
verse Felix namgue !! and the respond Deo gracias, since 
the hymn category is very brief. The list of pieces, then, 
reads as follows·: 
1. A solis ortus 
2. Beata nobis 
3. Gloria laus 
4. Israhel £!_ !!:! !!.! 
5. Felix namgue ~ 
6 • .lli:.2 gracias 
Binchois' non-fauxbourdon hymns are, with but one 
exception, based solidly on chant melodies. Because they 
provide settings for alternate stanzas only, they are very 
brief and set syllabically. They have in common, also, the 
low voice-range we have met before. A solis ortus and 
Beata nobis go only as low as gamma ~, but in the 
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Gloria laus, both T and CT descend to a fourth lower than 
that pitch, the lowest tone we have met in Binchois' music. 
The processional Israhel does not indulge in these depths, 
its lowest tone being the tone above the gamma. 
Outside of these points, there is not much of 
interest in these small pieces. The chant melody to 
A solis (LU p.400) is found in the CT without any true em-
bellishment. The S lies sufficiently above the other parts 
to give the impression of a dominant melody, thus disguising 
the use of the modest, basically diatonic plainsong. The 
rhythmic motion is steadily paced, almost chorale-like, 
except for a brief flurry of activity in the S at the final 
cadence. A series of sixth-chords in mm.7-8, 11-13, and 
17-19, give a fauxbourdon effect. There are triadic blocks 
here and there throughout the work, but counterpoint is not 
abrogated, since most of the chords result from horizontal 
voice-leading. 
Beata nobis differs both in plainsong melody and 
text from the various Graduals. The text ends with the 
words effulsit !B discipulos, rather than the commonly 
known illapsus ~ apostolis. Unlike most of the hymn-
settings, only the S is texted. There are, however, no 
other notably different traits. 
Somewhat more interesting is the Palm Sunday hymn 
and processional Gloria ~ - Israhel ~ ~ !!!· Here we 
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have a complete setting, with no alternatim. In the ru-
bric for Palm Sunday, the Gloria laus is sung twice at the 
beginning of the procession, and after that, alternates 
with the verses of the Israhel. Thus, there are two basic 
melodies. Binchois retains this duple format, and provides 
enough contrast as to cancel out any need for plainsong. 
The Gloria is in three voices, with the S alone 
texted, while the Israhel is a completely texted duo. 
There are no specific performance directions, but is quite 
likely that the pair shows another example of choral unison 
within a polyphonic web, with a duo meant for soloists. 
Under these circumstances, the entrance of a third, and 
completely unexplained voice a the three principal cadences 
(mm.42-44, 55-56, 76-77) is puzzling indeed. Perhaps 
these are meant to form cadences for alternate verses, but 
such a possibility seems unlikely. Musically, there are 
very strong reasons for looking upon these passages as 
actually three-voiced. First of all, the original second 
voice of the duo (shown with downstems in Marix' tran-
scription) is completely consonant with the first voice, 
and uses the thirds, sixths, and tenths of which Binchois 
was so fond. Secondly, such is not the case with the new 
voice, for it is definitely not consonant at the cadences 
with the first voice, if taken alone with it. In mm.43-44, 
for example, the added voice with the S would result in a 
cadence consisting of an augmented fourth resolving to a 
perfect fourth. 
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The Israhel duo is set only to verses one and two 
of that text, and these are identical except for the few 
added or deleted notes necessary to accommodate a different 
syllabic content. 
We might note that although the Gloria has a Sarum 
melody as its basis, the Israhel prototype is from the 
Gregorian usage (LU, p.S89). The most baffling aspect of 
the entire piece, however, is the pitch range of the Gloria. 
Its extreme depth makes for an especially lugubrious sound, 
and in many places, the closeness of the voices would seem 
to make for a scarcely bearable murkiness of sonority. 
It is difficult to understand why a joyful text (for it is 
joyful, despite its inclusion in the Holy Week liturgy) 
should be set at such an abysmal depth. 
Neither the offertory Felix namgue ~, nor the 
respond ~ gracias adds anything to the overall view of 
Binchois' religious music. The latter is perhaps the 
shortest of the compositions we have studied, but is also, 
paradoxically, very florid. It manages to extend a two-
word text over eleven transcribed measures, of which the 
Deo alone occupies seven. 
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The Fauxbourdon Pieces 
We arrive, finally, at a most interesting group of 
compositions, Binchois' fauxbourdon pieces. We say this 
despite our clear recognition of fauxbourdon' comparatively 
unimportant place in the history of polyphony. This tech-
nique was, in fact, always a means rather than an end. 
Trowell, speaking of both faburden and fauxbourdon, says: 
Their real importance has been too much exaggerated by 
recent controversies, and it is time we saw them in 
their own humble settfngs once more. They are a 
symptom, not a cause. 
Trumble goes so far as to posit an element of humor in the 
foundation of this technique, saying that "the term faulx 
bourdon is •••• a vernacular, puzzle canon, •••• merely a 
clever, even mischievous, idea that had occurred to Dufay." 2 
The device, however, skyrocketed to popularity, and became 
a handy tool for all composers, for it could add color and 
harmonic sonority to passages of limited scope. Thus, 
fauxbourdon found its natural home in psalmody and hymnody. 
In this section, we are including some pieces that 
do not fit every detail of the strict definition given 
earlier. For example, some of the pieces are already no-
tated in three voices, while others contain true faux-
bourdon, but not necessarily at every moment of the piece. 
l:rrowell, "Faburden ••• ," p.78 
2Trumble, Fauxbourdon, pp.lS-19 
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Y! gueant laxis is an example of the first type; in the 
V MS, it is a two-voiced piece, with tag, while in the Mu, 
the middle voice is completely written out. Examples of 
the second type are to be found mostly in the settings of 
larger texts, the Magnificats, the Te ~' the In exitu. 
Such works could not reasonably support one simple, rigid 
formula for their entire length, but they are justly known 
as fauxbourdon pieces, and in some instances are of unusual 
importance in the field. Here is a list of the works: 
Antiphons: 1. Da :2acem 
2. Sancti Dei 
-
Hymns: 3. Ut gueant laxis 
4. Veni Creator 
-
Introit: 5. Salve sancta :2arens 
Canticles: 6. Te Deum 
--
7. Magnificat Erimi toni 
8. Magnificat secundi toni 
-
9. Ma~nificat tercii toni 
10. Ma~nificat guarti toni 
Psalm: 11. In exitu Israel 
-
In all five smaller pieces, we find the direction 
(!) faulx bourdon. Three are classic examples of the tech-
nique at its most rigid. These are the antiphons Da :2acem 
and Sancti Dei, and the hymn Veni Creator. The S of the 
first intones, and then paraphrases its plainsong (LU 1867) 
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with only negligible embellishment. The T written against 
it forms thirty-eight intervals of the lower sixth with it, 
out of a possible forty-six. In five instances, the sixths 
are approached by anticipation, the momentary, unaccented 
interval being, in all, fourths. The sixths are delayed by 
suspensions in five cases, and all are of the 7-6 variety. 
In this distinctly English manner, Binchois avoids the use 
of more than four consecutive sixths at a time. The re-
maining eight intervals are octaves. The canonic middle 
voice is easily added by reading the 3 strictly, at the 
lower fourth. 
Sancti Dei has even longer successions of sixths. 
Out of thirty-six intervals, twenty-nine are sixths, with 
no anticipatory notes and few suspensions. Again, there-
fore, the middle voice is simple to add. 
The Veni Creator, with its justly famous Gregorian 
melody (LU, p.885), is also notated in two voices. As 
usual, the 3 paraphrases the hymn-tune, but now with some 
floridity. In this piece, there is a far greater rhythmic 
independence between the two voices than we found in the 
two previous pieces. Such activity, of course, cuts down 
the number of consecutive sixths, but there are no other 
intervals we have not already met: the suspended 7-6, the 
fifth, fourth, and octave. Trumble, who assumes that 
Dufay created fauxbourdon and was therefore its stylistic 
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leader, looks upon this kind of writing as contrapuntal 
fauxbourdon, typical of the earliest essays in this field. 1 
To him, the note-against-note style, such as we saw in 
Sa.ncti Dei, "approaches the later, more stereotyped style 
of fauxbourdon." 2 Since his basic assumption is open to 
challenge, the deductions drawn from it are on shaky pre-
mises. There seems to be no reason to consider Binchois as 
a latecomer to the technique, even though most of his work 
in this style is chordal rather than contrapuntal. 
However, one problem does arise from this more in-
dependent T line in the Veni: will the canonic voice still 
parallel the S, ornaments and all; will it switch to the 
plainer T line, and duplicate that a third higher; or will 
it pick its way through both voices - as through a mine 
field - choosing the most favorable intervallic opportuni-
ties? No one argues for a middle voice based on the T. 
Hodern editors sometimes choose the last alternative, but 
Trumble argues firmly that, 
in addition to the anachronism involved, an impossible 
problem in reading is created .•••. This method might be 
successfully carried out using score notation, but ••.. 
is fairly impossible in choir-book notation with the 
separation of parts and lack of measure lines; it 
would, thus, be impossible to shift one's eyes back 
and forth between the cantus and the tenor and keep 
one's place.3 
lrrumble, Fauxbourdon, see especially pp.32-33. 
2Ibid., p. 32 3Ibid., p .17 
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This leaves the first alternative, the strict fauxbourdon 
rule itself. As a matter of fact, most scholars insist on 
the complete and rigid dominance of the S, and on the use 
of the middle voice a fourth below it, even when the ~ is 
ornamented. In the Veni, therefore, All S notes should be 
thus duplicated, despite any momentary dissonances or 
awkwardnesses. 
The two remaining smaller pieces are in some ways 
unique. The Ut gueant (using a melody that is not chant, 
but one used also by Dufay) contains the canonic tag 
faulxbourdon, and on the surface looks like any other 
strict piece of this type. Closer inspection, however, 
shows us that the two notated voices lie generally only a 
third apart, so that a middle voice cannot be added at all, 
much less at the lower fourth! But a voice-part super-
imposed a fourth above the upper notated voice will give 
the required fauxbourdon result. 
If thus added, the treble presents the ornamented 
plainsong in its original mode transposed to the 
higher octave. The hymn is an altogether unprecedented 
kind of fauxbourdon.l 
Trumble assails this deduction, and declares that such a 
usage is not unique, but he gives no similar examples. 2 
1Bukofzer, "Fauxbourdon Revisited," p.34 
2Trumble, Fauxbourdon, p.35 
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The Salve sancta parens makes a somewhat different 
claim upon our attention, as we have already intimated. 
In its Tr source, it appears with the middle voice totally 
filled in, in accordance with the rule. In the Ao MS, 
however, it comes in two different versions. On folio av, 
it is normal, with aS and T, and the canon a faulx 
bourdon. On folio gr, it has an alternate T and CT, which 
are not in the fauxbourdon style. The first version intro-
duces us to one of the most important aspects of the tech-
nique, its application to psalmody. Salve, since it is an 
introit, has a psalm-tone versicle, and it is to this part 
of the text that the strictest fauxbourdon use was applied. 
A great part of the total body of fauxbourdon compositions 
is, in fact, psalmodic in nature, even in the earliest 
flowering of the style. 
Fauxbourdon was not a general technique used in all 
fields indiscriminately but a genre that was restricted 
to certain liturgical purposes and always preserved a 
close affinity with chanting and to alternatim per-
formance with straight plainsong.l 
Binchois' larger, and basically psalmodic, works 
will command our attention in the final analyses of this 
paper. While not all need intensive analysis, especially 
in the fauxbourdon sections, all have elements of distinc-
tion, and all have a place in the history of choral 
1Bukofzer, "Fauxbourdon .•. , " p. 37 
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polyphony and sonority. 
The four Magnificats are, like most fifteenth-
century settings of the familiar canticle, in partial faux-
bourdon, varying in strictness. All of them deviate from 
the rule in that they are not written out as two voices 
with canon. All voices are completely written out. If, 
however, we take as out guide the principle of a middle 
voice a fourth below the S, we shall find a great deal of 
genuine fauxbourdon. Of the four settings, all but the 
third are composed for the entire text, with no alternatim. 
All but the second use a three-voice texture throughout. 
And all four, without exception, paraphrase their respect-
ive chant tones in the S. 
Magnificat £Eimi toni is the most extensive set-
ting in regard to ornamentation and therefore lengthening 
of syllables. It is a model of symmetry, and can serve to 
show us, as in a preview, how all four of these pieces are 
given coherence and structural significance. The text is 
found in all the voices, and there is a Bb signature in T 
and CT throughout the piece. In outlining the format, we 
will give the incipit of each half of each verse, in the 
true psalmodic manner, which always has a median cadence 
in each verse. Here are the divisions: 
Part I: (meter 0) 
--
1. Magnificat (intoned) - anima mea 
2. Et exultavit - in Deo salutari 
3. Quia respexit - ecce enim 
4. Quia fecit - et sanctum nomen 
5. Et misericordia - timentibus 
Part g:_ (meter C) 
6. Fecit - dispersit 
7. Deposuit- et exaltavit 
8. Esurientes - et divites 
9. Suscepit - recordatus 
Part III: (meter 0) 
10. Sicut locutus - Abraham 
11. Gloria Patri - et Spiritui 














But there is an even greater unity than that appearing in 
the above outline. In the entire piece, there are really 
only four paraphristic melodies, with their harmonic and 
sometimes contrapuntal underpinnings. For example, here 





Verse 6 8 





In all these instances, outside of necessary adaptation for 
differing syllabification, the identity is complete in all 
voices. There is a slightly looser identity between some 
parts of 3 and 5. And in all Magnificats, the anima mea 
leads its own life. Nevertheless, we have here a very 
tight structure built into what is essentially a mono-
tonous and rambling psalm-tone. Binchois could very well 
have shown a greater depth of imagination by setting each 
individual verse differently, but the results would not 
necessarily have been preferrable to the finely unified 
composition at hand. 
This is very clearly a fauxbourdon composition, 
from the viewpoint of the lower-fourth principle. That is 
not to say that there are no other intervallic relations 
between S and CT, but a careful count of such joinings 
shows a percentage of at least ninety per cent in favor of 
the canonic fourth. When other intervals are present, they 
are mainly thirds and fifths. In fact, the composition is 
not as notable for the number of 7-6 suspensions we might 
expect. Because cadence areas offer a certain amount of 
freedom compared with those sections sung on the chant tuba, 
these places are the least rigid in applying the faux-
bourdon technique. The T voice bas, as is usual in this 
style, more freedom to move in contrary motion, and here 
exercises it, but not to any unusual degree. Of course, in 
the passages built upon the tuba repetition, the T falls 
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into line with consecutive sixths below the S, thus clinch-
ing the fauxbourdon content of the composition. 
Magnificat secundi toni has an even more interest-
ing setup, although the overall format remains much as in 
the first setting. Again, the piece is divisible into 
three major entities: 
~ !; (meter 0) 
1. Magnificat (intoned) - anima mea 
2. Et exultavit - in Deo salutari 
3. Quia respexit - ecce enim 
4. Quia fecit - et sanctum 
~ !!: (meter C) 
5. Et misericordia - timentibus 
6. Fecit - dispersit 
7. Deposuit - et exaltavit 
8. Esurientes - et divites 
~ III: (meter 0) 
9. Suscepit - recordatus 
10. Sicut locutus - Abraham 
11. Gloria Patri - et Spiritui 













The allotment of verses to parts is equal: four verses for 
each. There is also a continuous alternation between 
those set for duo soloists (presumably) and three-voiced 
sections in which only the S is texted. It is probable 
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that the choral polyphony met in Gloria 2 and its Credo 
obtains here. As in the primi toni setting, unity is once 
............ 
more achieved through complete repetition of verses: 
Verse 3 9 11 
Verse 5 7 
Verse 2 10 
Verse 4 12 
Verse 6 8 
Some modifications are made in the last halves of some 
verses, but to offset that, there is a common setting for 
the last half of verses 2 - 4 - 10 - 12. As in the first 
setting, the ~ is not separated from the body of the 
piece, but is simply the cadence of the twelfth verse. In 
this piece, there is once more a partial key-signature, 
this time a Bb in the 3 only. When the texture is two-
voiced, it is the T who is silent. 
Once more we have the question of fauxbourdon. 
The technique is not as pronounced in this work as in the 
first setting. To begin with, only the sections using 
three voices could use the style. In these verses, it is 
true, there are strings of consecutive fourths between 
S and CT: mm.l4-15, 17-19, 21-23, and their repetitions. 
This means that in a given verse of sixteen transcribed 
measures, at least seven have the fauxbourdon trademark. 
At these times, the T cooperates by moving at the sixth 
below the S. Thus we may safely call this at least a 
partial fauxbourdon piece. 
True fauxbourdon, as we know, is written in two 
parts, but internal evidence shows that the duos in the 
present work cannot qualify in that category. Although 
sixths are often found, no middle voice c·ould possibly 
be filled into these verses. 
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With some notable exceptions, such as the o of 
generationes (mm.39-43), this piece is not as extensively 
ornamented as the first. The embellished areas are highly 
so, but do not saturate the text. It is a very interesting 
piece, again formally tight and logical, and it forms an 
excellent contrast to the first setting. 
Magnificat tercii toni gives us still more unity 
in variety. All three voices are texted throughout, but 
here the setting is meant for alternate performance with 
plainsong verses. Except for verse 1, which is intoned as 
usual and polyphonic only in the anima ~, the composed 
verses are the even-numbered ones. Such a choice allows 
for a richer presentation of both the opening and the 
closing of the canticle. Even in this alternatim setting, 
there is unity: 
Part != (meter 0) 
1. Magnificat (intoned) - anima mea 
2. Et exultavit - in Deo salutari 
mm.l-5 
mm. 6-19 
4. Quia fecit - et sanctum 
Part !!: (meter C) 
6. Fecit - dispersit 
8. Esurientes - et divites 
~ III: (meter ~) 






12. Sicut erat - et in saecula mm.87-end 
Again, the above outline tells only a small portion of the 
story, structurally speaking. Repetition of segments are 
as follows: 
Verses 2 and 4 10 and 12 
Verse 6 8 
In the first instance, verses 10 and 12 are indeed iden-
tical with verses 2 and 4, but in diminution, all note 
values being halved. There is more: the melodic contour 
of the S is alike in all verses, allowing for different 
texts and meters. Even the inner voice-leading is almost 
the same, except that m.60 does not exactly match m.70, 
and mm.68-69 deviate from mm.84-85. Cadential differences 
appear when the meters change. 
In general, it would be hard to find an alternatim 
setting with such a felicitous combination of unity and 
diversity. 
Fauxbourdon returns to this Magnificat in an im-
pressive way. Parts I and III are so overwhelmingly made 
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up of lower fourths in the CT, and lower sixths in the T, 
that there are few other intervals. The cadence measures 
in Part II (mm.39-42) alone keep even that section from 
being purely fauxbourdon in style. One reason for this 
thoroughgoing application of the technique is that, in 
this piece, the plainsong model is very strictly adhered 
to, the only real ornamentation being brought in just to 
break the monotony of the tuba repetition. 
Magnificat guarti toni is once more a complete set-
ting, and once more shows Binchois' ability to provide 
change. The S alone is texted, the lower voices being, 
presumably, an instrumental accompaniment. Of the full 
settings of this canticle by Binchois, this is the most 
completely saturated in the fauxbourdon technique. It 
affects even the T, which moves almost continuously in 
sixths below the S. There are a handful of measures that 
escape this strictly parallel motion (for example, mm.l5 
and 71), and some evasion is attempted at cadences, by 
the use of the 7-6 suspension, but one could very nearly 
write out this entire work in the true fauxbourdon manner, 
that is, for two voices with the canonic direction. 
By now, we are accustomed to a symmetrical format 
in Binchois' settings of this canticle, and the present 
example is no exception: 
!!!£ !: (meter 0) 
1. Magnificat (intoned) - anima mea 
2. Et exultavit - in Deo salutari 
3. Quia respexit - ecce enim 
4. Quia fecit - et sanctum 
Part II: (meter C) 
--
5. Et misericordia - timentibus 
6. Et fecit - dispersit 
f!!! III: (meter ~) 
7. Deposuit - et exaltavit 
8. Esurientes - et divites 
9. Suscepit - recordatus 
10. Sicut locutus - Abraham 
11. Gloria Patri - et 3piritui 














The sectional repetitions are interestingly different: 
Verse 2 3 
Verse 5 6 
Verse 7 8 
Verse 9 10 
4 
11 12 
These are the overall repetitions. Let us examine the few 
deviations therefrom. First of all, mm.28-29 and 34-35 do 
not repeat anything from their companion verses. There is 
a distinct link between verses 2, 3, and 4, and verses 9, 
10, 11, and 12, but the latter are once again in diminution, 
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with note-values halved. Thus we have the same kind of 
identity between Parts I and III that we noted in the 
tercii toni. Oddly enough, the last half of verse 12 es-
capes this identity, and is an independent setting. The 
repetition in the two verses of Part II also shows some 
looseness; the last half of these verses is alike only 
in the cadence measures (mm.68-73, 88-93), and the counter-
point in mm.58-60 is dissimilar to that in mm.75-77. 
To make up for these slight and interesting varia-
tions, the cadences that end complete verses are all iden-
tical in the S. This area covers the last four measures in 
0 and ~, and the last four and a half measures in C. We 
already know that this identity extends to all voices in 
the verses with triple meter, but the corresponding sec-
tion in duple meter has a varied voice-leading. The text 
is set, for the most part, syllabically. 
It is difficult to draw the line when judging 
tightly conceived musical forms. In some composers, 
coherence gained through repetition is looked upon as 
strength, in others, as weakness. It seems to the author 
that Binchois' Magnificat compositions accomplish their 
purpose with superb craftsmanship and musical sensitivity. 
The same cannot be said about the ~ ~, and 
yet it is a work of some interest. Basically, it is a 
true fauxbourdon composition; only the S and T are written 
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out, and the direction ! ~ bourdon is appended. There 
is only one metric sign (0) in the entire piece. All 
voices are texted. The one interesting aspect of the work 
is simple to define: it is the fact that Binchois here has 
set a very long text, that paraphrases its simplest chant 
tone, completely in fauxbourdon. Little embellishment is 
added to the very severe psalmodic melody; in fact, only 
the first two sanctus' (mm.35-45) and the ~ (which oc-
cupies the last seventeen measures, beginning at m.300) are 
ornate. 
As a unifying device, this time stultifying be-
cause completely mechanical, the composer employs but two 
basic cadences throughout the piece. The first makes its 
initial appearance in mm.S-6, and its second in mm.l21-122, 
a piece of arithmetical information that gives a very good 
picture of the work's inspirational paucity. In the 3, 
there are three principal melodies, one encompassed in 
verse 2 (Te aeternum, m.7), another in verse 9 (Te 
g_loriosus, m.62), and the final one in the eterna fac, at 
m.l95. The piece has 317 transcribed measures, and this 
is about all that can be said for it! 
Interesting and unusual, however, is Binchois' In 
exitu. It is one of the only complete psalm-settings left 
to us by a Burgundian composer. For the solemnization of 
the Divine Office, polyphonic settings of antiphons, hymns, 
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and canticles were frequent in the fifteenth century, but 
entire psalms were almost never written as part-music. We 
shall try to estimate the value of the present example 
after the analysis is finished. 
In exitu is one of the Vesper psalms. Binchois has 
set it for three voices, all texted, with a Bb in each. 
He chose the famous Tonus Peregrinus (LU p.l885) for his S 
paraphrase, although the psalm is incorrectly intoned by 
the T. The skeletonic outline is as follows: 
Part I (~) to m.ll4 
Part II (C) to m.260 
Part Ill (~) to m.364 
Part IV (C3) to the end (m.401) 
Parts I and II are identically set, using the 
first full sentence, facta £!! Judea (mm.B-19) as the mo-
del for all voices. There is a trace of isorhythm in the 
first half of this verse, and the metric pattern beginning 
on beat two of m.lO (S) is always repeated with the same 
melody, but at different places in the measure, depending 
upon the number of syllables being set at a given time. 
The first appearance of this pattern (m.lO) is this: 
.L j) I j J3 -~ ~ )> J \ 
and it can be found in mm.S7, and 69 in Part I alone, as 
well as several times in Part III. In another appearance, 
the accent is shifted, so that, although each note-value is 
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the same, a different effect can be seen: 
.l~n 1 n \ ~ J.:i 1 1: 1 J ~ 1 
latter can be found in mm.20, 32, and 80, of Part I. The 
The final variation of this pattern in Part I (and there-
fore in Part III), can be found in measures 44, 91, 104: 
t ) l l n J :u Jj)l .,~ I 
In Part III, we find these two truncated versions: 
j . f> j l c\ j J .TJ J } 
Jj.1 • .1.~t.rTI1 J>\Jc~ 
There is more stability fn the last parts of the 
verses, and, in fact, the last three measures, first found 
in mm.l7-19, are never altered in Part I, and only slightly 
in Part III (mm.268-270). This identity, we repeat, is in 
all voices. 
The S melody in Part II is actually very similar to 
that of Part I, and its principal changes are due to the 
duple meter. There is an interesting extension placed 
before the regular melody in mm.l69-174 (manus habent), and 
this is followed by the normal pattern. 
Part IV, which sets the !12..2. gui vi vimus and the 
~' is freely composed and very solemn, with attenuated 
chords, especially at the amen which extends over twenty 
measures. 
This is a true fauxbourdon piece, although it 
lacks the rigid details of the style. The lower fourth is 
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present in the CT at almost every moment, and the same is 
true, to a slightly lesser degree, of the lower sixth in 
the T. 
Unlike the Te ~' and like the Magnificats, the 
psalm-setting ~ exitu has coherence without monotony. 
Reese pays it the following tribute: 
The noteworthy point is that here we have a psalm set-
ting that is at the same time fauxbourdon-like and in 
chordal recitative, mostly with one chord to a syllable 
(mild floridity being present only at cadence points) 
and with much immediate repetition (this being brought 
about by the presence of the psalm-tone). Thus the 
piece represents a transitional stage between early 
fauxbourdon, using mainly 6/3 chords, and Italian 
falsobordone, which, commonly applied in sixteenth 
century psalmody - though first appearing earlier -, 
employing mainly chords in root position but was 
similarly chordal (with florid cadences), recitative-
like, and given to repetition.l 
lReese, Renaissance ••• , pp.90-91 
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CONCLUSION 
The object of this study was a closer analysis than 
accomplished heretofore of Gilles Binchois' place in the 
field of fifteenth-century music for the Church. There has 
never been any doubt as to the merit of his chansons, whose 
charm and elegance bring them into the highest ranks of 
Burgundian secular works. There has been, however, a not 
unnatural assumption that his religious music is per-
functory at best, and mediocre at worst. We say "not un-
natural," because the brilliant flame lit by Guillaume 
Dufay's tremendous output in this field -both in quantity 
and quality - could not help but cast all similar music by 
his contemporaries into deep shadow. 
However, no composer may fairly be judged by com-
parison only. What traces of creative genius he shows must 
lend themselves to objective judgment also, without any re-
ference to others. The recognition of Haydn as a great 
composer does not wait upon comparing him with Mozart, 
however illuminating such an action could be. Thus, we 
have chosen to avoid outright comparisons between Dufay 
and Binchois in this paper, not out of fear, but out of a 
desire for objectivity. We shall try to summarize briefly, 
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even pithily, what has been revealed. 
First of all, Binchois' craftsmanship alone serves 
to keep his work above the taint of mediocrity. Especially 
in his religious music, there is constant proof of his 
ability to write truly independent polyphony, now and again 
uninspired, it is true, but often with the unforced mastery 
of the finest artist. He is, in his actual liturgical 
music (such as his settings from the Mass ordinary), of a 
conservative and even, at times, archaic bent, often 
harking back to some aspects of Machaut's music, and even 
to that of the thirteenth century. However, not only does 
this fact not lessen the prowess he possessed in the purely 
polyphonic field, but it actually serves to emphasize his 
skill in a usage somewhat blunted in his era by the en-
trance of harmonic values. 
He was not a pioneer: few composers are. Never-
theless, there are some signs of musical daring and fore-
sight on his part, even in the midst of prevailing tradi-
tions that loom so large in his music. One such sign is 
his exploration, unique in his time, of the true bass range. 
Another is his frequent excursion into the technique of an 
emerging choral polyphony (as opposed to the solidly 
established solo polyphony): sometimes in a more primitive 
manner, as when the chorus sings unison in a polyphonic 
web, sometimes with more sophistication, as when two choral 
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voices partake of the same type of texture. A third for-
ward-looking trait is his use of fauxbourdon in a manner 
that foreshadows the full development of choral harmonic 
sonority. Too, he served with Dufay to establish a 
feeling for the V-I harmonic progression. 
Binchois was sensitive to musical influences from 
outside his French-generated milieu. The Italian imitative 
devices scarcely ever tempted him, we know, but the English 
use of-consonance affected him greatly. The real test of 
outside influence upon a composer is the extent to which he 
is able to absorb it into his personal style. In the fif-
teenth century, music was finally emerging from the anonym-
ity of the Middle Ages, but still, style was a comparatively 
impersonal entity. Our analyses have shown as much indivi-
duality in Binchois' style as is consistent with such a 
period. 
But above all else, Binchois was a Flemish pragma-
tist in his approach to all composition. He held a posi-
tion that demanded the writing of material for actual 
chapel activities under the most varying, and no doubt at 
times trying, conditions. He did not travel, except with 
his duke, and so was at the beck and call, for at least 
thirty years, of a mightily demanding employer. A good 
part of his daily life was spent in partaking of court and 
chapel functions. He was expected to provide secular music 
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as well as sacred, and yet, in fact, no other Burgundian 
composer (outside of Dufay) penned more religious pieces 
than he. Such enforced writing - both the virtue and the 
bane of every composer until the late eighteenth century -
always evokes some ordinary works, even some mechanically 
contrived works, but it also serves to engrain technique 
more surely than any other discipline. As far as Binchois' 
music is concerned, those demands were met, always at least 
adequately, and sometimes, as we have seen, brilliantly. 
His best works leave the impression of a composer who was 
capable of superb sacred music, but who was without the 
time or (let us admit the possibility) the desire to ful-
fill those capabilities. Since he was not a towering 
genius, but only a sensitive and excellent composer, he did 
not always come to the fore with masterworks, but we feel 
that analysis has shown him to have acquitted himself, in 
the field of sacred music, far more favorably than is 
generally acknowledged. 
We have no wish to inflate his modest claim to res-
pect for his religious work, but neither do we doubt that 
this facet of his music merits more attention than it has 
received. The sacred works are skillfully written and 
stylistically important, fit counterparts to his chansons, 
just as Dufay's chansons are fit companions to his superb 
sacred music. Perhaps we might revise the portrait on 
~0 
Martin's Le Champion des Dames, and allow both composers to 
hold in their arms both the harp and the portatif. 
APPENDIX A 
TRANSlATIONS OF POEMS FROM CHAPTER I 
1. Page ~, incipi t: "Tapissier .•• " 
Tapissier, Carmen, Cesaris, 
Not long ago so well did sing 
That they astonished all Paris 
And all who came foregathering. 
But still their discant held no strain 
Filled with such goodly melody-
So folk who heard them now maintain-
As Binchois sings, or Dufay. 
For these a newer way have found, 
In music high and music low, 
Of making pleasant concord sound-
in feigning, rests, mutatio. 
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The English guise they wear with grace, 
They follow Dunstable aright, 
And thereby have they learned apace 
To make their music gay and bright. 
(Trans. Reese, Renaissance .•. , pp.l2-13) 
2. Page~, incipit: "Tu as les avugles .•• " 
You have heard the blind ones play 
At the court of Burgundy. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
The shame-faced Binchois I have seen 
Silent before their rebec-tones 
And frowning Dufay in spleen 
Since no such melody he owns. 
(Trans. Reese, Renaissance ••• , p.Sl) 
3. Page 46: incipit: "Mort, tu as navre " ... 
Death, you have wounded with your lance 
The father of joyousness, 
Here implanting your banner 
Over Binchois, model of graciousness. 
In his youth, he was a soldier, 
Of honorable worldliness, 
And then he chose the better part, 
Now serving God most humbly well. 
His corpse so piteous and bemoaned 
Lies 'neath the blade. 
Alas! Take pity, if you will: 
Pray for his soul! 
Great Rhetoric, as God's my judge, 
Longs for this follower of His, 
Music, with glance most pitiful 
Does grieve and bear a shadowed mien. 
Weep, all you men of fealty, 
Keep wake for him, you colleagues dear! 
Death, you have wounded with your lance, 
The father of all joyousness. 
So great his fame in Christendom, 
His name is known 
As one who tightly grasped goodwill. 
Pray for his soul! 
4. Page !!J..: incipit "Pour ce corps bel " • • • 
For this loved corpse, .. the ritual now 
takes place, 
And one that has been well-arranged; 
With Larriz, there officiate 
Yvry, Munier, and Mercade, 
Okeghem, du Fay, Fede, 
And Binchois, sending music hence 
Whose song transcends the beauty of 
The very angels' melody, 
But not those songs of worldly joy 
That take no heed of judgment stern, 
But pieces most compassionate, 
Lamenting with a proper sound. 
And thus the Mass, in all its parts, 
These masters have desired to set 
With solemn, noblest dignity 
That one could ever wish to own. 
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5. Page 47: incipit "La Dufay tf 
• • • 
There worthy Dufay stepped to the fore, 
Also Busnois and over twenty more, 
Dunstable, Barbingant, Fede, Binchois, 
Pasquin, the famous Barizon, Lannoy, 
Copin, Regis, Gilles Joye and Constans too. 
(Trans. Reese, Renaissance ••• , p.llS) 
6. Page~: incipit "La sont les grans ••• " 
See the great musicians there, 
Who compose forever now 
(I have seen it many times) 
To the glory of our God, 
Many newer songs and sounds 
Sweet, devout, with beauteous joy, 
Hymns and prose, motets and Mass; 
rejoicing all within their hearts, 
As did Dunstable, Dufay, 
Who so sweetly in their day 
Did thus compose (I know this well) 
To pass the time in holy way. 
And many other goodly men: 
Robinet de la Magdelaine, 
Binchois, Fede, Jorges, and Haynes, 
Le Rouge, Alixandre, Okeghem, 
Bunoiz, Basiron, Barbingham, 
Loyset, Mureau, Prioris, 
Jossequin, Brumel, Tinctoris, 
And many more, I do swear thee, 
Whose memory forsakes me now. 
I wish to say that they did give 
Great honor to their place of work, 
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THE RELIGIOUS MUSIC OF GII..I..ES BlNCHOIS 
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Although musicologists generally .regard Gilles Binchois 
as a major figure in fifteenth-century Burgundian music, there 
exists but one publication dealing exclusively with his composi-
tions., in this case the chansons, which have always been considered 
his masterpieces. 
Nevertheless, Binchois was a cleric who sang in, and 
composed for, the chapel of Philip the Good. His religious music 
outnumbers the chansons. This corpus of sacred music has, until 
now-, remained uninvestigated in any depth. It is the purpose of the 
present dissertation to fill that gap. 
A preliminary chapter deals with Binchois himself, his. milieu, 
and the great fame he enjoyed, during his lifetime and for a century 
thereafter. After this, the manuscript sources for his sacred works 
are collated. The musical style of the Burgundian epoch is also 
sketched, with emphasis on the three nationalistic influences fused 
within it: the French polyphonic ideal; the English feeling for 
harmonic sonority; and the Italian imitative techniques. 
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An intensive analysis of Binchois' religious works, the core 
of the dissertation, leads to certain inescapable conclusions. 
First, the Mass ordinaries in particular, but essentially all his 
pieces, are a direct outgrowth of French polyphonic roots, so 
striking in their linear and rhythmic independence as to recall not 
only Machaut, but even the motet style of the thirteenth century. 
Next, English influence is found, mostly in the use of fauxbourdon, in 
the smaller pieces, and also, less predictably, in such longer pieces 
as the Magnificats. Finally, there is scarcely a trace of Italian 
techniques. 
But Binchois was not merely conservative. He was one of the 
few composers in his era to explore and extend the range of the bass 
voice. He experimented with choral (as opposed to solo) polyphony. 
His use of fauxbourdon is often highly imaginitive: his complete 
fauxbourdon setting of the lengthy psalm In Eti tu points the way to 
---
sixteenth-century falsobordone. 
Binchois' sacred music emerges from the analytical process 
as the product of a masterful polyphonic craftsman, conservative, but 
nonetheless receptive to new ideas. Contrary to what has been 
generally assumed, most of his religious pieces are unaffected by the 
suavity and artifices characteristic of his chansons. They constitute 
a valid and valuable body of music, worthy of solid study. 
The most difficult - and rewarding - research for this 
dissertation resulted in the four deceptively simple-looking charts 
found therein. Even the brief table of pertinent manuscripts was not 
easily gathered: both DTO and MGG, for example, list Cambrai 7 by 
mistake. Charts 3 and 4, showing each piece, with its sources 
collated, and the presence or absence of transcriptions, were the 
results of painstaking cross-checks among: 1) manuscript catalogs; 
2) sources cited in transcriptions; 3) microfilm verifications; and 
even, 4) fleeting references to individual pieces, in general music 
histories. Here, even more problems appeared: several attributions 
of music to Binchois were found to be in error, or unsupported by 
other evidence. DTO proved to be especially trying, for none of its 
transcriptions (all from the invaluable Trent Codices) is numbered in 
accordance with its own elaborate catalog of these same manuscripts. 
Thus, one must match transcription incipits with the table of 
manuscript incipits for the number identification of any piece. 
3 
Finally, the author is only too well aware of the deficiencies 
existing in this dissertation. For her, it constitutes only the most 
fallible beginning, the first tentative step forward, a body of 




I was born in Grand Rapids, Michigan on June 24, 
1917. My father, Leon Boucher, was Chief Operator of the 
Traffic Division in the Grand Rapids area for Western 
Union. My mother's family name was originally Gorg, but 
became George in the process of Anglicization. I am the 
fifth of six children born to my parents. The three boys 
of the family are priests of the Redemptorist Order; the 
eldest, holding his degrees from the Biblical Institute in 
Rome, teaches Hebrew and Scripture in the Provincial major 
seminary; the middle brother is a missionary in this 
country, spending most of his life either in the pulpit 
and confessional, or on trains; the youngest is a foreign 
missionary, stationed in Thailand. My oldest sister is a 
Dominican nun, teaching the Social Sciences on the high-
school level. The next girl is also a teacher on the 
early elementary grades level. She is married, and has 
two sons. The habit of study was very strongly built into 
our lives, and the joys of reading even more so. 
I went to my parish grade school, and then to the 
Catholic Central High School of this city. I started my 
college training in what was then Catholic Junior College, 
and is now Aquinas College, also in Grand Rapids. 
My bachelor degree, which was subjected to a ten-
year gap between the junior and senior years, was finally 
completed in 1949, with a major in Applied Piano. I gained 
the degree at Chicago Musical College, studying piano with 
Mollie Margolies and Wanda Paul, and conducting and reper-
toire with Rudolph Ganz. Because of an increasing interest 
in all aspects of musicology, I went into this field for my 
Master's degree, also earned at Chicago Musical College. 
Dr. Hans Rosenwald was my major professor in this field. 
In 1954, upon Dr. Rosenwald's recommendation, I 
enrolled at Boston University, to start my work for the 
Ph.D •• I chose this university principally because of the 
presence of Dr. Karl Geiringer on the staff. I was not 
disappointed. Other professors in my major field, here at 
Boston University were Dr. Curt Sachs, Dr. Pauline Alderman, 
the invaluable John Hasson, and Dr. John Glowacki. During 
my residence (both summer terms of 1960, and the fall term 
of 1960 and 1961), I taught in the Theory Department, both 
as an assistant and as a Lecturer. 
At present, I am organist and choirmaster in my 
parish church, Saint Alphonsus Church. I teach Music 
History, in an experimental program, at the Kendall School 
of Design, in this city, and I teach piano privately. 
For many years now, I have taught Braille music to the 
blind children of our public school system, brailling most 
of their pieces myself. I am director of, and lecturer for 
the yearly chamber music concert series given at the 
Grand Rapids Art Gallery. Very recently, I became the 
consultant on music to the city's Museum of Natural 
Science, where we are about to open a permanent exhibit of 
old musical instruments. Beginning in mid-May, I will make 
a series of tape recordings for FM station WXTO, located at 
Aquinas College, and operated by the Grand Rapids Diocesan 
Office of Communications. These recordings will involve 
discussions in the fields of music history and style, and 
will be a half-hour each in length. 
Grand Rapids is, at the moment, being swept upward 
by a tremendous tide of enthusiasm for all the arts. It has 
become a very exciting place for a musician who wants to 
perform seldom-heard works, for many organizations have now 
opened their doors and facilities for such performances. 
Except for the fact that I would enjoy college teaching, 
and this is not now available to me, I am happy to be a 
working part of this enthusiastic throng. 
